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Foreword

Prof. Dr. Tony Kazda
Conference Chair
University of Žilina, Slovakia

Dear participants,

it is my great pleasure to welcome you to the fifth edition of INAIR conference, this time in beautiful Vienna, Austria.
Even if the conference has scientific status, we are trying to invite industry to the discussion in order to understand current
industry needs. The INAIR conference is a forum in which Industry and Academia meet to exchange ideas and set up common
challenges. The interaction between researchers and industry representatives is a key in order to come up with innovative
solutions for the challenges of the future.
Air Transport is nowadays mainly covered in topics like airport planning (infrastructure development); the criteria of success
are defined in terms of number of runways, apron stands, terminal facilities etc. Airport capacity shortage requires optimal
usage of existing infrastructure. The impact of climate change and resource shortage increases the complexity. Aviation has
to optimize its overall capacity usage within even tighter constraints. Resilience of the aviation system is becoming a big
issue; reliability of schedules and procedures for all stakeholders involved (including passengers and local communities in
the airports neighbourhood) is at stake. Disturbances due to severe weather, technical issues etc. might cause huge delays and
costs. Solving these challenges require a mind shift towards changing and optimizing processes, innovation in infrastructure
usage, logistics and cooperation between partners.
I believe that papers presented in these proceedings and the follow-up discussion will contribute to suitable solutions for the
current needs of aviation sector.
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ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE FLIGHT STATISTICS FOR THE
LARGEST AIRPORT HUBS

Sarah Al-Hilfi
College of Engineering, Swansea University, United Kingdom
808746@swansea.ac.uk

Pavel Loskot
College of Engineering, Swansea University, United Kingdom
p.loskot@swan.ac.uk

Abstract – Most public datasets about Air Transport
represent annual or monthly aggregated data which can be
used for longer-term planning and management of airline
network operations. However, in order to devise and test new
processes, more instantaneous data over shorter-time
periods are required. Here, we present our efforts in
collecting and evaluating a one week of actual arrival and
departure data for 70 largest airport hubs representing over
130 large and small airports. These airports have flight
connections with almost 3,000 other airports. The flights
dataset was extended with data about characteristics of
almost 200 aircraft types and airport time zones. The flights
dataset can be used to observe various statistics such as to
identify peak and off-peak hours of airports, to find the
number of flights between hubs and non-hubs, to find the
busiest routes and to understand how different aircraft types
are being deployed. From these data, we may even infer the
average number of passengers and cargo volumes delivered.
Key words – Airport hubs, arrivals data, departures data, flights
data, statistics.

INTRODUCTION
The passenger numbers and cargo volumes in Air
Transport are projected to increase steadily over at least
next 20 years. Such growth has to be met by the
corresponding capacity increases of airports and other
supporting infrastructures which often require updating
the existing operational processes. One example of these
new developments is our proposal for dissociating
passengers from their baggage (Loskot, 2015). Such
dissociation will require fundamental changes in
operational, legal and safety regulations, however, once
implemented, it will also enables to consider passenger-

only and baggage-only airports, airport terminals and
aircraft. In order to evaluate feasibility and benefits of
such proposal, we need to model the airline networks
including models for aircraft and airports. These models
are likely to be obtained from Air Transport data. Even
though Air Transport industry is collecting enormous
amount of data from all levels of their operations, vast
majority of this data are not publicly accessible for privacy
and business reasons. For this reason, we have collected
one week of arrivals and departures data for 70 largest
airport hubs which may enable to test and analyse new
concepts and solutions in designing and organizing airline
networks and providing air transport services. However,
our data does not involve operational nor capital
expenditure costs which are critical factors influencing the
whole Air Transport industry.
In order to cope with increasing expansion of air travel,
the aviation sector has to continue innovations and
investments to maintain the profitability and to respond to
changes in passenger expectations. The innovation efforts
in Air Transport are focusing on improvements in the
efficiency of using resources, improvements in system
characteristics (reduction of noise, pollution, congestion,
complexity, cost) and improvements in the passenger
experience (less waiting, self-sufficiency). The connected
passengers are equipped with various personal smart
devices, and they are becoming more demanding. The
passenger bags are connected to enable their real time
tracking and more efficient handling. The aircraft are
connected to improve their operational efficiency.
However, the connected passengers and things create new
challenges, especially in terms of security and privacy.
7

ACRONYMS

BRS Baggage Reconciliation System
CAA

Civil Aviation Authority

CSV

Comma-Separated Values

ETA

Estimated TOA

ETD

Estimated TOD

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

IATA

International Air Transport Association

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

ICT Information
Technologies

and

Communication

KPI Key Performance Indicator
MLW

Maximum Landing Weight

MTOF

Maximum Take-off Weight

MZFW

Maximum Zero-Fuel Weight

OEW

Operational Empty Weight

PNR Passenger Name Record
TCP/IP Protocols in the Internet
TOA

Time of Arrival

TOD

Time of Departure

UTC

Coordinated Universal Time

XML Extensible Markup Language

USE OF DATA IN AIR TRANSPORT
It is useful to understand why there is need for data in Air
Transport. Air Transport sector is keen to adopt the latest
ICT solutions to not only improve its profitability, but also
to increase the safety and security. Since the aviation
industry operates on small profit margins, it is very
sensitive to changes in many factors (e.g. the fuel price,
currency exchange rates, competition, deregulation) and
passenger attitudes (budget vs. business travellers,
seasonality, increasing expectations). The interesting
recent trend in evolution of airline networks (deserving
more investigation as the usual economies of scale do not
apply here) is the preference for smaller, but much more
fuel efficient aircraft on a number of less-busy point-topoint connections over large but less fuel efficient highcapacity aircraft deployed on hub-to-hub routes. Some
8

airlines are now trialling low-cost long-distance routes. In
addition, the fuel efficiency of aircraft has direct impact
on its payload vs. range performance.
A lot of travel data is generated by provisioning passenger
services starting already from flight searches and
purchasing tickets (Skyscanner). Such data indicate the
trends, what destinations are in demand, the preferences of
passengers and how they make decisions in choosing the
flights. This in turn may suggest changes in the airline
networks, for example, to respond to the route demands
and whether opening new flight routes would be viable.
The airlines also employ complex algorithms to determine
the tickets and cargo pricings. The use of ICT have
enabled and will enable many new passenger services such
as online check-in and baggage self-tagging. The airline
operations require the use of distributed databases such as
PNR and BRS. From January 2018, all baggage handling
operations and ownership changes have to be recorded
(IATA Resolution #753). The airlines are now adopting a
new XML based messaging format and are migrating to
public TCP/IP networks from the older proprietary
systems. The use of open public networks (the Internet)
requires using data encryption to ensure their
confidentiality and integrity.
Reporting of statistical data by airlines and airports is not
unified. Sometimes passengers are counted as passengerkilometres, and it is not clear how to count transiting
passengers (a passenger with one transit may be counted
twice by the airlines).
The other and major issue of with data, in general, is the
privacy, since travel data are the largest most sensitive,
most intimately revealing, most heavily computerized and
name-identified. Therefore, the agencies have to treat
these data with utmost level of sensitivity, and to comply
with government laws and regulations (e.g. EU).
Under the EU data protection rules, all personal data must
be provided with a high standard of protection everywhere
in the EU, and any persons or organisations that collect
and manage personal information must protect it from
misuse as well as respect the rights of the data owners.
These data regulations create problems when data are
shared among parties in and outside of the EU.
Even if data were anonimized and made publicly
available, there is another issue with business competition.
The business competition can be very intense (IATA
estimates there were over 1,300 new airlines established
in the past 40 years) and no company is keen to reveal,
e.g., their pricing strategies via publishing their data.

In spite of large amounts of data being produced by the Air
Transport industry, there are still huge opportunities to
devise how to make the best use of these data. The use of
data requires to develop appropriate models of systems
(e.g., for predictive analytics). The data collection
processes are usually driven by the KPIs whose selection
is non-trivial (different KPIs are likely to lead to different
dynamics of systems being managed). Some KPIs are
adaptively modified to account for abnormal behaviour of
systems (e.g., airline network disruption due to bad
weather, or unexpected aircraft maintenance), or adjusted
against the longer-term effects (e.g., seasonal adjustment
of revenues).
Arrival and Departure Data for the Largest Airport
Hubs
Using different public sources of Air Transport data (see
Table 1), actual arrival and departure data for the 70
largest airport hubs (2015 statistics by [Wikipedia])
corresponding to 139 airports of different sizes were
collected. The data span approximately one week in the
summer 2016. The data records for each airport arrivals,
the items reported are:
flight number, aircraft type, origin airport name and its
ICAO/IATA code, ETD, TOA;
whereas for departures, we have:
flight number, aircraft type, destination airport and its
ICAO/IATA code, ETD, TOA.
Thus, there are two types of airports. The main (or
nominal) airports are those 139 airports that are among the
70 airport hubs considered. The other group of airports are
those that either the flight originated from and then arrived
to a hub airport (arrivals) or that the flight arrived to from
a hub airport (departures). The collected data were stored
in CSV files within a hierarchical sub-directory structure.
Before the data can be analysed, the first task is to preprocess the raw data to remove their several inherent
problems. The data processing was done by scripts written
in Python to exploit its functionality in working with
regular expressions. Thus, the raw data are first parsed to
check that the records match the expected CSV pattern.
About 10% of records were found not to comply, e.g., due
to inclusion of extra or forgotten commas, and in some
cases, missing the end-of-line character separating two
records. These records were corrected by pattern matching
techniques in several parsing rounds until no incorrect
record was found. It is then straightforward to identify
missing values and replace them with some distinctive
character; we used a question mark. Similarly to checking
and correcting the incorrect record patterns, it was then
necessary to check all record values whether they comply
with the expected format. For instance, ICAO airport
codes are a group of 4 capital letters, whereas IATA

airport codes are formed by 3 capital letters. This task was
complicated by the use of non-standard codes for airports
and aircrafts, probably in 10-15% of cases. Especially in
data for the US area, the airports are sometimes designated
by FAA codes. Moreover, the flight numbers, generally,
does not seem to have any standardized format, even
though in many cases it is possible to identify the operator
from the flight number (however, the actual operator may
be different due to flight sharing schemes that many
airlines get involved in). In some cases, either only ICAO
or IATA code was provided. Eventually, we decided to
preferably use ICAO codes to denote both airports and
aircraft, so if ICAO code was missing, it was supplied
from another CSV file we obtained from the ICAO
website. However, even ICAO aircraft codes are not
unique nor complete. For instance, the aircraft code may
be shared by several versions or modifications of the same
aircraft type.
Another problem we encountered was the use of nonEnglish characters in airport names. These characters were
found to cause difficulties when important the CSV files
into Excel spreadsheet. Therefore, we first identified all
these non-standard letters, and then manually assigned
each of these letters to similar letters from the English
alphabet. The arrival and departure times were sometimes
missing the days of week or the time zones; these missing
values could be inferred from the preceding or following
data records. We also tried to convert the departure and
arrival times to UTC. This was a straightforward task for
the times that are given for the main airports among the
selected 70 airport hubs. However, the times for
originating or terminating airports outside the airport hubs
have the problem of not being unique, since these other
airports are often located in very diverse geographical
areas. We found that some time zone acronyms can
resolve to as much as 4 different time zones. Even through
it is possible to decode the correct time zone for a given
airport knowing its geographical location, we did not find
such data from the Internet for smaller and less often used
airports (about 25% of the airports in the data).
EVALUATION OF ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE DATA
The cleaned up and corrected raw data can be evaluated.
We used combination of Python scripts as well as
processing in Excel spreadsheets; the latter to generate
tables, graphs and other data visualizations. The data
processing is performed again in several stages as shown
in Figure 1. We found it is useful to generate new CSV
files containing results of the intermediate processing
steps. It is particularly beneficial when the processing
9

pipeline is not serialized, but various processing steps are
combined in a tree-like structure (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Data evaluation and visualization.
For instance, the filtering step usually removes data fields
that are not relevant to the problem at hand. It is often
easier to process and combine these intermediate data files
than to devise how to work directly with the root data file.
More importantly, it was recognized that some other
supporting data are required in the processing of our
arrival and departure data. Specifically, we compiled a a
new data file containing typical aircraft characteristics as
shown in Table 2. The focus is on different weight
characteristics, payloads, maximum range, fuel and
seating capacity in order to obtain the payload-range
curves, and to determine maximum loading of the aircraft
including the delivery efficiency. The aircraft price may
be used in evaluation of the flight economics. However,
the aircraft price can vary significantly even for the same
type of aircraft from the same manufacturer as price deals
are common for bulk orders. We then also create a CSV
file for airports (see Table 3) which contains, for every
airport, its name, location (city and country), code
designators (ICAO and IATA/FAA), the time zone shift
against UTC, latitude/longitude coordinates and the size
(small, medium or large). This file is partly sourced from
other existing similar files we discovered on the Internet,
however, data especially for small airports (time zones and
locations) and many medium size airports must be
searched and included manually which is a very time
consuming process.
In the sequel, we will present and discuss several examples
generated from our data. First, we evaluated the statistics
of aircraft types for flights to/from the largest airport hubs.
These statistics are shown in Table 8. It is obvious that by
far, the most popular aircraft types are Airbus A320 and
Boeing B737 which are deployed on short to medium
routes around the world. These aircraft are especially
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popular by low-cost airlines who are often operating a
large fleet of just one aircraft type to achieve significant
acquisition and operational cost reductions (e.g., EasyJet
operates only A320 while Ryanair only owns B737). The
aircraft type statistics differ among Europe, Asia and
America (not shown), probably reflecting the different
markets, habits and flying attitudes by passengers.
Next we evaluate flights to/from airports within the
London hub, i.e., Heathrow, Gatwick, Luton, Stansted and
Southend with the first two airports being considered to be
the hubs by themself. The basic data about these airports
are given in Table 4. Table 5 lists the most connected
airports from these 5 London hub airports, and we note
that the number of flights is counted over one week of our
data. Table 7 provides the breakdown of the origin airports
for arrivals to Heathrow in and CDG airport in Paris. We
can observe that the flights from non-EU and EU airports
is balanced for Heathrow, while the EU flights are slightly
prevailing for CDG airport. The aircraft type statistics for
5 London airports are given in Table 6. The differences
among the airports are mainly reflecting the presence of
different airlines (traditional versus low-cost) who
specialize on different types of routes. For example, the
hub-and-spike routes are flown by traditional airlines
whereas direct routing is usually preferred by low-cost
carriers to connect more regional (and thus, cheaper)
airports.
Figures 2 and 3 compare the total number of flights for
three major airport hubs selected in Europe, Asia and
America. These curves confirm that there are almost no
flights for several hours after midnight (noise abatement,
economical and passenger convenience measures). The
total daily arrivals show a three-modal distribution (three
peaks) for Atlanta airport while a uni-modal distribution
was found for Heathrow with the busiest day of the week
being Monday. On the other hand, Beijing sees the busiest
travel times to be over the weekend, from Friday to
Sunday. Similar differences in the total daily number of
flights (arrivals and departures) can be observed among 5
London hub airports as shown in Figure 4. Interestingly,
traffic in Luton and Southend airports is mostly uniform
over the week days while the busiest airports of the hub,
Heathrow and Gatwick, experience largest variations over
the week with a clear peak demand on Monday
(Heathrow) and Friday-Sunday (Gatwick).

Table 1: Public sources of Air Transport data
Source
OpenFlights.org
FlightRadar24.com
Airportia.com
FlightAware.com

Access
free
free/paid
free

Datasets
search, filtering, statistics of almost 3 million flights, and API 1
info on airports and traffic, operators, real-time and historical data
flights by airports or airlines

free/paid

extensive ADS-B support, search flights by status (cancelation, delayed etc.),
real-time and historical data

ArcGIS.com2

free

visualization of ICAO international & domestic traffic flows with filtering
capability

CAA.co.uk3

free

monthly updated air transport statistics for the UK

AT Multiplex project4

free

air transport data for major as well as low-cost airlines

Eurostat5

free

various statistics including transport

Enac.fr6

paid

large air transport datasets

BTS, USA7

free

wide range of transport data for the USA

arm.64hosts.com

free

program for exploring route maps of over 550 airlines

US airports project8

free

airport networks in the US

1

https://github.com/jpatokal/openflights
http://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=abe4516f02af466db1f7c6376d485b85
3
https://www.caa.co.uk/Data-and-analysis/UK-aviation-market
4
http://complex.unizar.es/~atnmultiplex/
5
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database
6
http://www.enac.fr/en/air-transport-database
7
http://www.rita.dot.gov/bts/
8
https://toreopsahl.com/datasets/#usairports
2

Table 2: Data sample of aircraft characteristics for most common Airbus and Boeing aircraft types
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Table 3: Data sample of airports

Table 4: Basic information about London hub airports

Table 5: Most frequent origins and destinations in one week for London hub airports

Table 6: Most frequent aicraft types in one week for London hub airports
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Table 7: The origin airports distribution for 2 large
European hub airports.
Flights
Outside EU
Inside EU
Domestic

Heathrow
44%
44%
12%

CDG Paris
41%
49%
10%

Table 8: The aircraft type statistics for one week of data
in 70 largest airport hubs.
Figure 2: Number of arrivals over a typical week day for
3 selected large airports.

DISCUSSION

# Flights

Figure 3: Daily number of arrivals distribution over a
week for 3 selected large airports.

1000
500
0
0

2

4
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Even relatively short segments (one week, in this paper)
of flight data can be very useful to elucidate insights into
the structure and operation of airline networks. We may
use this data to devise economic models or to optimize
transportation of passengers and cargo delivery. Since
more detailed data about flights (number of passengers
actually travelled, number and weight of baggage, and
cargo volume delivered) are either subject to privacy
issues or business secrets, it may be sufficient that the
authorities (CAA, FAA, governments, airports, airlines)
would report, for example, average flight occupancy per
aircraft, or average number of flights per day and similar
such data that are sufficiently general to constrain their
value (for reasons mentioned above), and at the same time,
to be more informative than the typically reported monthly
or annually aggregated values. Nevertheless, one week of
our flight data can be used to infer (approximate) the
values we need.
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AIRLINES HAVE GONE VIRTUAL AND SOCIAL

Assoc. prof. Benedikt Badánik, PhD.
Air Transport Department, University of Žilina, Slovakia
benedikt.badanik@fpedas.uniza.sk

Abstract - Social media is no longer considered to be toys that
only serve youngsters for sharing their feelings or what they are
doing. Presence on social media and status updates are
becoming increasingly important for many companies and
institutions. Airlines are no exemption. The world simply
communicates through social media. Passengers like to be
connected through every stage of their journey. They
appreciate being kept posted on flight updates. Social media
enables them to be part of this virtual world. That is the reason
why airlines should not ignore it and they should make sure
they will “cruise” on social media. The paper offers an insights
into how and why airlines are “flying Social Media course”. It
shows real examples of how the world of social media is
exploited by airlines and how the presence of airlines on social
media pays off.

Key words - social media, social media profile, hashtag, revenue
boosting, social media campaign development, brand ambassador,
crisis management, driving customer service through social media,
driving revenue through social media

BACKGROUND
Before diving into the world of social media and explaining
how this world is conquered by airlines one should define
what social media means in general.
Social media could be defined as any platform offering
exchange of thoughts or feelings. Good examples of social
media include e-magazines, internet forums, social blogs,
social networks, podcasts, photographs etc.
The definition of social media is very simple when it comes
to the younger generations. Young people usually say that
you do not even exist without a Facebook or Twitter account.
To put this definition in an every-day perspective, social
media is an intangible (virtual) network for sharing thoughts,
feelings and other personal information that could have
major influence on the tangible (real) world. Social media is
frequently used for sharing even very personal feelings and
thoughts. In addition, it is becoming more and more popular
among masses of users.

Wikipedia suggests that social media is the interaction
among people in which they create, share or exchange
information and ideas in virtual communities and networks.
And it depends on mobile and web-based technologies
creating highly interactive platforms through which
individuals and communities share, co-create, discuss, and
modify user-generated content.
The world simply communicates through social media.
Passengers like to be connected through every stage of their
journey. They appreciate being kept posted on flight updates.
Social media enables them to be part of this virtual world.
That is the reason why airlines should not ignore it and they
should make sure they will “cruise” on social media.

WHY AIRLINES ARE “FLYING SOCIAL MEDIA
COURSE”
Nigam (2014) says that it can be difficult to dive in, but the
repercussions can be terrible if airlines choose not to use
social media. He used six case studies on Alaska Air,
AirBaltic, JetBlue, Southwest Airlines, Volaris and Qantas
to illustrate success stories of airlines who believe their
presence on social media will help them retain loyalty of
passengers. Kahonge (2013) suggests that the studies show
the reasons why these airlines are “flying Social Media
course”. To put it in a business perspective the objectives of
airlines’ presence on social media could be listed as follows:
To build a relationship with passengers

If an airline is capable of handling responses to air travellers’
queries in a timely manner it would naturally be able to build
positive perceptions of the airline brand. Passengers always
want somebody to be listening to them and they feel
comfortable when airlines take their feedback seriously.
Maintaining a good relationship with passengers over social
media could also help airlines to overcome negative
perceptions of their brand when they adopt new features of
15

their business model (for example: the airline will move
from operating point-to-point low-cost services to operation
of higher-fares service-minded network of routes). On top of
that, airlines maintaining their presence on social media
enjoy an excellent opportunity to establish so called two-way
relationships with their travelers. It is that type of
relationship in which airlines continue to develop their social
media content on one hand but on the other hand they also
let their followers to create additional content on their own.
To listen to what passengers say and to respond in real-time

This business objective has something to do with keeping
passengers posted on their flight updates in real-time. It is of
vital importance for passengers to be updated on flight
changes especially when the flight is late or there are some
other operational disruptions or irregularities like
unpredictable delays caused by volcano eruptions. If flight
updates are delivered properly and updated in real-time
passengers get the information that is accurate. That is
something passengers require all the time. As a consequence
of that they will perceive the airline as a respectful, reliable
and prompt partner that is worth being flown with again in
the future.
To drive traffic

Airlines keep on trying to create and offer attractive online
content because they feel this can bring huge competitive
advantage to them. The airline industry is a typical sector in
which airlines compete to attract more passengers. An online
presence is seen as a tool that helps airlines become more
attractive and to create better value for more passengers.
Another aspect that helps airlines drive traffic is a sense of
community between the airline and its passengers. Once the
sense of community has been established (by the use of
social media) the airline benefits from closer relationships
with its passengers leading to increased demand for its air
services. A good example of how social media drives traffic
is the case of Virgin America and JetBlue airlines. Both
carriers recorded increased number of clicks on their home
web sites after they ran interesting social media campaigns.
To increase awareness about the airline brand

An airline brand is not what you say it is, it’s what they say
it is (Nigam, 2014). Therefore it is of vital importance for the
airline to create and to support positive perception of its
brand. If an airline examines passengers’ needs and wants
properly and in detail, if it keeps its promises, reacts quickly
and properly on passengers’ queries, and if it is eager to
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innovate, passengers will more likely continue considering
the airline for their future travel arrangements.
To engage and to interact with passengers

Social media enables effective interaction between airlines
and passengers. Airlines are able to handle “tons” of
passengers’ queries in a short time. Passengers feel
comfortably because the airline pays attention to what they
think and the airline values their opinions. On top of that,
operation of social media channels is inevitably cheaper than
operation of traditional communication platforms.
Passengers can also enjoy promotional offers of flights that
are available only on these virtual channels.
To be transparent in operations

There are some airlines (for example Southwest) that let
passengers have a look at how the airline is managed and
operated. Southwest created an interesting online show
named “Airline” that offers passengers a look “behind the
scenes”. This allows passengers to see how the airline
product is designed and how particular operational problems
are tackled. This kind of transparency in operations could
then be “sold” to passengers as the following message: “You
know Southwest because we share details with you.” The
outcome of such a campaign could potentially be an
increased loyalty of passengers as they feel they know the
airline much better.
UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF SOCIAL MEDIA AS
REVENUE BOOSTERS

Airline Business Magazine (March 2014) describes the
“Christmas Miracle” video of WestJet airline as an example
of how airlines make their name online with a view to turn
this promotion into an action that would drive revenue.
The idea of the airline was to take departing passengers’
Christmas wishes, then to buy stuff they wished and to
surprise the passengers at the carousel belt in their final
destination where they found their “Christmas wishes
fulfilled”. The article says that more than 14 million people
viewed the video within three days of being loaded online
and 35.3 million viewed it before February 5th.
Some keep on arguing that the potential of social media for
revenue generating is weak compared to potential of onboard
advertising. Easy Jet quantified its on-board advertising
revenues up to € 1.43 on a per passenger basis in 2006
(Stefanik, Fakih, Badanik, 2008). It is a good example of
how EasyJet successfully quantified its on-board advertising

potential. However, when it comes to the quantification of
the potential of social media for revenue boosting it is
slightly more complicated.
Those 35.3 million views can also be treated as a group of
potential customers who will potentially think of WestJet
first when they plan a flight trip in Canada. This is potential
that could turn to business when the viewer decides to buy
air tickets.
The video is very powerful way of making an airline brands
a non-abstract group of letters. Social media is even more
than videos. It is about staying in touch with customers and
keeping them “connected” to an airline. On top of that there
is a potential that relationships with loyal customers will turn
to revenue-producing partnership for the airline.
American Airlines is one of the most successful brands when
it comes to an active presence on social media. According to
Unmetric the airline is now able to reply to over 15,000
tweets a month, with an average reply time of 8 minutes
(measured as the time difference between a tweet and a
reply). American Airlines is especially quick to apologize to
followers. 20% of their tweets apologize to followers
(Unmetric, 2014). Director of social communications at
American, Jonathan Pierce, says the carrier’s success is a
combination of more dedicated staffing with employees
from the reservations and customer relations teams, more
training and round-the-clock responses (Airline Business
Magazine, March 2014). American is now the only US
airline tweeting to customers around the clock, continues the
article. The airline has aligned its customer support team to
manage its online reputation. American has also won “The
SimpliFlying Award for Excellence in Social Media” in
2012, category Best Social Customer Service. After the
award the team of American expanded to 24/7 response,
while it maintained its primary focus to deliver the best
social customer service.
Ryanair also sees social media as the opportunity for
generating additional revenue. The airline has joined Twitter
just recently (in September 2013) but its presence keeps
growing. Now the airline is followed by more than 73 000
followers. The airline uses its account primarily for customer
care and marketing activities. The airline allows its
customers to chat with different members of its senior
management team (hour-long Twitter chats take place every
week). Ryanair also offers one-hour, one-route flash sales
that have become the most popular feature of its site. The
sales could become generators of additional revenue in the
future.
Airlines dedicating staff and financial resources in social
media will gain tangible pay-offs (Airline Business

Magazine, March 2014). The magazine continues with the
fact that WestJet generated $1.6 million in additional
revenue and about 6000 new bookings from an April Fool’s
YouTube video alone in 2012.
Bearing these figures in mind one can definitely assume that
social media helps airlines drive revenue.
KLM airline is another great example of positive return on
investment and revenue driving through social media. The
airline generates € 3 (in direct and indirect sales) for each €
1 spent on social media (Airline Business Magazine, March
2014). The sales represent a four-time return on investment.
It is thanks to the fact that KLM is very well focused and
organized on social media. The airline offers the passenger a
tailor-made feature on every social media channel the airline
is present. For instance, KLM offers real-time assistance for
travellers on Twitter where the airline is followed by more
than 5.8 million fans. The airline is heavily present on
Facebook where it is followed by 925.000 fans. Facebook is
used as a crowd sourcing tool trying to collect customers’
ideas on KLM product development. It also lets passengers
find an ideal travel mate through “Meet & Seat” function.
This diverse but focused approach is considered to be a key
to success on social media. Engaging customers in a modern
way doesn’t necessarily have to involve a lot of money
(Airlinetrends report, 2012). According to the report people
want real experiences, genuine messages and real actions
from companies, which by definition do not cost a lot of
money but require more effort. KLM, for instance, formed
the social media team comprised of 40 people out of which
25 work as service agents, others are communication
experts, copywriters and the team also has a reputation
manager. The report continues that the real-time and public
nature of social media requires an internal organization that
is equipped to handle every kind of question – from simple
information requests to rebooking a flight or selecting a seat
– as well as “speak with one voice”, especially in crisis
situations where acting quickly and consistently is
paramount. The effort that KLM puts into social media
activities has already started to pay-off. The experience of
the airline is that many travellers literally say that they buy
the tickets from the airline because of its actions on social
media.
Even if some airlines are able to calculate their return on
investment in social media there are others that say the return
is more intangible, more a question of how their customers
feel. American for instance sees its social media team as
“part of customers’ decision to choose American” (Airline
Business Magazine, 2014). The magazine continues that
Ryanair sees a direct correlation between its flash sales and
increased bookings and finds the other returns on investment
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not very easy to be quantified. The airline says it is more
about doing things less complicated for passengers. That is
exactly what social media offers in general. The airline
reacts promptly to passengers’ comments and the passengers
feel comfortable that the airline “is listening “to what they
think. Passengers will therefore, more likely, continue
considering the airline for their future travel arrangements.

Bearing in mind that some airlines are heavily present on
social media attracting millions of followers, social media
again seem to be an ideal tool for handling crisis situations.
Partly thanks to its global reach allowing for effective mass
communication and also thanks to increasing numbers of
people that follow airlines’ social media sites for different
reasons like complaining or simply seeking information.

Airline presence on social media could pay off even more if
the airline social media campaign is well developed and
communicated to travellers.

The next part of the text is dedicated to best practices and
lessons learnt from different airline crisis management cases
that were handled through social media.
Asiana Flight 214 crash in SFO

BEST PRACTICES IN AIRLINE SOCIAL MEDIA
PRESENCE
Airline best practices in crisis management through social media

To put general the definition of crisis in an airline
perspective, a crisis is a situation resulting from a major
internal or external event which impacts upon the airline in
the context of public safety, airline staff safety, airline
service continuity, or airline reputation and related public
confidence (.e.g. the terrorist attacks of 11 th September
2001). Usually the crisis comes unnoticed and literally out
of blue. Serusi (2012) says that crises in the Air Transport
industry come in many shapes and forms but they usually
have three things in common: 1) no prior notice or warning
signs, 2) the need to inform large numbers of people in a very
short time and 3) a large number of (increasingly digital)
angry/distressed people. He suggests that regardless of
whether the crisis is something the airline did to itself , an
uncontrollable natural phenomenon or a strike, there is
always a need to reach large numbers of people as quickly as
possible, providing information, answering their questions
and avoiding the spread of false rumors.
McLean (2014) suggests that each crisis shares common
themes – surprise, uncertainty, danger, reputation and
relationship. He continues that crisis can impact on
individuals, families, organizations, communities and even
nations. It is often the case that crises lead many
organizations to collapse. It is because the crisis finds them
completely unprepared and they suffer from lack of
information, lack of time and lack of resources. McLean
suggests that an effective response to a crisis requires
precise, timely and trusted information. Social media is far
quicker platform compared to traditional mass
communication channels. It is therefore considered to be
number one choice when it comes to quick information
sharing.
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Asiana Airlines flight 214 crash landed at San Francisco
International Airport on July 6th, 2013. Krista Seiden, a
Google employee had the unfortunate experience of
watching it live. She immediately took a photo of it and
hooked it up on Twitter. It took her an incredibly short 2030 seconds since the moment the plane hit the ground. What
happened in the next few moments could be described as
social media madness.
In the next few moments there were many photos and news
of the crash available on social media. Krista Seiden says
that people kept asking her if it was real because none of the
news channels were reporting anything yet.
This experience proves how instant the world of social media
is. It is not hard to believe social media is the eyewitness
news today.
Seiden continues that the most memorable and influential
tweet of the day came from David Eun (@Eunner), a
Samsung executive who reported the crash by saying “I just
crash landed at SFO…” and tweeted a picture of the
wreckage from only a few feet away.
Asiana Airlines updated its status a long 8 hours after the
crash thanking people for their concern and support.
Even if there were no connected travelers at all, airlines
simply have to react promptly. Prompt reaction from the
airline side is even more important in the era of digital and
mobile-internet passengers.
The case of Asiana shows that the crisis hit the airline as a
big surprise and found the airline unprepared. It is
impossible to completely prevent these situations from
happening but it is surely possible to prepare for them.
Airlines could be much better prepared if they incorporated
their social media communication strategy into their crisis
management procedures.

The airline could then prevent situations from happening in
which a crash (or crisis) witness would be sharing incorrect
information (like it was the case of Asiana flight 214). Krista
Seiden who witnessed the crash shared incorrect information
about origin airport of the flight. She shared Taipei as the
airport of origin but the flight departed from Incheon
International Airport near Seoul, South Korea. If the airline
would have been present online it would have corrected the
information.
The case of Asiana also shows that it is important to know
where the information is shared. Given most of passengers
aboard Asiana flight 214 were Chinese or Korean then it was
most likely that the information was to be posted on major
platforms in their home countries, like Weibo and WeChat.
So the lesson to be learnt from this case is that a crisis needs
to be communicated on the same channel as it is used by
those who seek answers or just comment.
It is necessary for the airline to plan its crisis communication
ahead of time. If the airline is able to act promptly (providing
useful facts) it could prevent the airline brand from damage.
Airline best practices in driving customer service
Triple A case

Triple A case refers to “Ask AirAsia” – an online portal
serving customers. The airline created the portal back in
2011 as a response to the growth of the airline routes network
and increasing number of passengers’ queries. Another
reason for creating it was to save money which would
otherwise be needed for costly operations of the airline call
center. The portal is operated as an interactive search engine
of FAQs guided by Lil’ Miss Red. Customers can ask her
questions. She answers by providing a menu of related
questions to the question asked. Customers who haven’t
found their answers here could go to social media (Twitter
or Weibo) or they can be served immediately on Live Chat.
By introduction of Lil’ Miss Red Twitter and Weibo
accounts, the airline was able to attract as much as 85,000
followers (on Twitter). The accounts have also proved to be
excellent platforms for provision of customer support and
assistance. By using the accounts the airline is much faster
in response to passengers’ queries and it keeps its low-cost
operations business objectives.
Airline best practices in driving revenue through social media

Jones (2013) says that making money by the use of social
media is not proving to be very easy. Many airlines have
already recognized that whatever it costs, they can't afford

not to play in the space - be it on Twitter, Facebook or
LinkedIn.
He continues that anyone who joins the social throng must
be prepared to constantly innovate. Dusting off "a great idea"
from 2012 for another Facebook competition is exactly that:
"so last year". And treating it as a hard-sell channel will be a
guaranteed turn-off.
Many pay-offs airlines get from their social media presence
are of intangible nature. For instance loyalty of passengers,
ability to response to passengers’ queries quickly or ability
to respond to criticism in the proactive way. Social media
presence also helps airlines to reduce costs that would
otherwise be invested in costly operations of customer care
centers.
He also suggests that social media delivers airlines another,
and simply the most dynamic - way to communicate with
customers through every phase of their journey, from
booking to arriving back home. Therefore opportunities that
social media offer for revenue earning and up-selling should
be literally endless, particularly if consumer data is harvested
and put to good use. If airline social media presence is to
deliver significant revenue the airline should view its social
media activity as a marketing function, a public relations
function as well as a sales channel.
Route launches with no money spent on traditional advertisements

Airlines usually spend a lot of money for advertising new
routes. The money goes for TV or radio commercials or it is
spent for billboard campaigns. Airlines usually ask for
airport incentives as well. Incentives should cover initial
advertising costs of a new route and they should also support
operations to new destinations. Airports offer various
marketing incentives for airlines in return for opening of a
new destination: welcoming services when a new airline
starts its operations at particular airport, press conference for
inaugural flight of a new airline, promotion of a new route in
airport magazine, advertising at various locations around the
airport, commercial space on the airport website or even
marketing materials in local language.
Some of the services are offered for free while some cost
additional money. The following example of Virgin America
shows how the airline promoted its new route using social
media and did not spend on traditional advertising. The
Toronto route-launch campaign was based on 50 % discount
offered to first 500 fans who booked tickets using their
Twitter account.
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The airline applied similar approach when it announced the
new Chicago-O’Hare to San Francisco and Los Angeles to
San Francisco routes. The traveller paid $7 and got a $77
coupon that was good for round-trip airfare purchase of
Virgin America’s new routes on Groupon9. As the campaign
turned to be a great success the airline repeated it for the
Dallas-Fort Worth routes with minor changes to the price.

by both types of airlines) are not so significant the most
important factor influencing passenger´s choice of airline
remains total trip costs.
At the time of connected travellers airline presence on social
media could complement this criterion. It could become very
important part of passenger’s choice of airline. Simply
because passengers would tend to buy more from an airline
that helped them online and managed their queries through
social media in a timely and efficient manner.

CONCLUSIONS

The above case studies show that airlines are able to manage
crisis through social media to a great extent. The same
applies to ability of airlines to drive revenues and customer
care through social media. Airline presence on social media
could even become a tool that would differentiate airline
services. Especially when it seems that there is more
convergence of business models of low-fare airlines and
traditional carriers present nowadays.
Stefanik and Badanik (2010) suggest for example, that Air
Berlin in 2005 (by that time considered to be a typical
example of low-fare airline) commenced UK domestic
services as feeders to its German services out of Stansted,
introducing the network model elements of through pricing,
ticketing and baggage. On the other hand several other
traditional airlines have introduced paid catering on their
short-haul flights and all now benefit from introducing
internet sales and electronic ticketing. Many AEA
(Association of European Airlines) member airlines have
developed low-fare one-way pricing structures across their
European networks. One member, Aer Lingus, has
reinvented itself with an outright no-frills product on its
European routes. Another, Brussels Airlines, has sealed a
merger with former no frills carrier Virgin Express with a
radically simplified two-tier pricing structure, offering
flexible fares in one cabin and very low prices in the other.
Another example of typically traditional airline (now part of
Star Alliance) approaching market with price sensitive
passengers is Austrian. Having introduced very competitive
red ticket air fares the airline attracts substantial amount of
passengers previously attracted by low-fare airlines only.
Side by side with a convergence of business models of
traditional and low-fare airlines the passengers can exercise
decrease in level of on-board services. Especially in terms of
what kind of catering is (and used to be) bundled in the price
of traditional airline air fare. Given, the comfort on-board
aircraft (offered by traditional airline or a low-fare airline) is
similar and differences between on-board services (offered
9

Groupon (derived from "group coupon") is a deal-of-the-day website that
features discounted gift certificates usable at local or national companies.
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Abstract - Provision of air navigation services is one of three
main pillars of aviation business. Air navigation service
providers, together with airlines and airports, contribute
significantly to seamlessness of air transportation.
EUROCONTROL indicates that there will be 14.4 million
flights by 2035 handled in Europe, 50% more than in 2012. Air
traffic growth will put a strain on ATM capacity and
exacerbate the misalignment between ATM capacity and
airport throughput where nearly two million flights would not
be accommodated because of airport capacity shortfalls. The
article will focus on description of technological, service
provision and regulatory framework of future provision of air
navigation services in Europe.

Key words - air navigation services, ATM capacity, airlines,
airports

BACKGROUND
Provision of air navigation services is one of three main
pillars of aviation business. Air navigation service providers,
together with airlines and airports, contribute significantly to
seamlessness of air transportation. The latest
EUROCONTROL forecast indicates that there will be 14.4
million flights by 2035 handled in Europe, 50% more than
in 2012. Air traffic growth will put a strain on ATM capacity
and exacerbate the misalignment between ATM capacity and
airport throughput where nearly two million flights would
not be accommodated because of airport capacity shortfalls.
The synergies and cooperation are more than necessary to be
able to provide high-quality on-time service for a reasonable
price for the main customer – the passenger.
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Historically, air navigation service providers have been
established as the natural monopolies and entities
responsible for safety in aviation. Of course, this is still their
primary role, but there are some other aspects affecting
overall performance of air navigation services providers –
costs, ATFM delays and environmental issues. Every
category is assessed separately by Performance Review
Commission (PRC). The performance scheme is the key
enabler for measuring the achievements. Based on a system
of target setting, planning, monitoring and reporting in the
four key performance areas of safety, environment, capacity
and cost-efficiency, the performance scheme establishes the
framework under which service providers are compelled to
change in order to provide better services at lower costs. For
example the cost targets effectively set a price cap on the
services, above which the service providers may not charge
users, thus forcing them to be more cost-effective. And this
is the real challenge.
CURRENT CHALLENGES IN PROVISION OF
AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES IN EUROPE
ANSPs operate in a complex environment. In the short-term
and mid-term time horizon, ANSPs will have to face tree key
challenges to be able to increase performance and achieve
the EU targets for RP2 – safety RAT delays 0,1 min per
flight, cost-efficiency -3,2%, CO2 emissions 4,4%/2,75%
(planed trajectory/real trajectory):
Efficiency/Cost-cutting/ATCO vs non-ATCO ratio

As the setting of service unit rate does not allow increasing
(except extremely crisis scenario not caused by everyday
business of the ANSP, but external and unpredictable
effects), providers have to focus on enhancement of their
own macro/micromanagement and on seeking new sources
of income. And this is completely new role introducing
unique challenges.
Defragmentation
Having in mind that the ANSPs costs generate only 6 - 8%
(IATA, „Profitability and the air transport value chain,” June
2013) of all costs in aviation segment, significant changes
need to be implemented in a bigger airspace than in a
national or a local one to gain the real benefits. The 20 years
discussion about Single European Sky does not bring any
tangible results at all.
Regulation
Regulation helps ANSPs to cope up with the main rules and
principles ensuring safe and seamless flow of air traffic. But
if the regulation affects areas like macro and
micromanagement, investments, company organisational
structures, employees’ mobility, social dialog etc., it can
prevent companies from achieving the defined targets.
Every authority in ATM segment knows that something
needs to be done to be able to handle the traffic safely and
meet the targets mentioned above. Working on various
projects (SES, FABs, SESAR, NextGen…) in the different
political and legal conditions brings out several ways of
solving the situation. But choosing any of them means being
a pioneer and introducing innovative solutions supported by
the revolutionary technology with impact on the social
dialog.

NEW APPROACH TO PROVISION OF AIR NAVIGATION

of the states prepared for such changes? Are these
expectations realistic? Do ANSPs have solid scenario how
to improve performance?
Air traffic in Europe is expected to more than double in the
next 20 years and even triple in some regions. However, the
equipment used to manage the traffic flows has changed little
over the past decades and it is struggling to keep up with
developments. The European Commission states that the
reliability and safety rates for air transport, if maintained,
require a qualitative leap for the future as the capacity limit
becomes critical.
The Commission says, current air traffic control systems are
close to becoming obsolete and are ill-suited for the rapid,
economic and reliable development of aviation in Europe,
particularly as expectations have changed in:
-

institutional frameworks
airspace organisation
navigation criteria
system and technologies
ground infrastructure
equipage requirements for aircraft
certification and approval processes
civil/military cooperation

Therefore a new approach to provision of air navigation
services cannot be based on the current system - the
technology is outdated and does not enable air traffic to be
managed in an optimal way. As a result, aircraft are forced
to follow predefined flight paths rather than flight paths that
are optimal in terms of energy consumption and noise. If no
proactive steps are taken to better manage increasing traffic
density, the cost of air transport and the various risks
associated with it will rise.
The following comparison suggests main differences
between major world regions in provision of ATM services.
It uses benchmarking model developed by FAA and
EUROCONTROL on behalf of EU.

SERVICES IN EUROPE

Is it possible to meet all the requirements and targets set up
by different world and European entities (ICAO, European
Parliament, European Commission, European Aviation
Safety Agency, FABs and state level) without any systematic
changes at all? Are we ready to change our mind-setting and
apply free market principles to the ATM business or rather
to stick to the national ANS provision and focus on the
harmonization? Is the industry and infrastructure ready to
absorb these changes with any negative impact on the four
main European targets? Are the legal and political systems
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Table 1 US/Europe ATM key system differences
(Source: compiled by the author from different sources)
Europe

USA

US vs.
Europe

11,5

10,4

-10%

38

1

Number of Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs in Ops.)

17200

13400

-22%

Number of OJT/developmental ATCOs

1000

1740

+74%

Total ATCOs in OPS plus OJT/developmental

18200

15140

-17%

Total staff

58000

35500

-39%

Controlled flights (IFR) (million)

9,6

15,1

+57%

Flight hours controlled (million)

14,3

22,4

+57%

Relative density (flight hours per km2)

1,2

2,2

x1,7

Share of flights to or from top 34 airports

67%

66%

Share of General Aviation

3,9%

21%

551 NM

515 NM

-7%

Number of en route centres

63

20

-43

Number of APP units (Europe) and terminal facilities
(US)

260

163

-97

Number of airports with ATC services

425

516

+91

Of which are slot controlled

>90

4

ECTL

FAA/ATO

Calendar year 2013
Geographic Area (million km2)
Nr. of civil en route Air Navigation Service Providers

Average length of flight (within respective airspace)

Source

Table 2 US/EUROPE cost-efficiency comparison
(Source: compiled by the author from different sources)
Cost-efficiency

European ANSP

US FAA

0,77

1,01

Air Traffic Controller (ATCO) - hour productivity
(in flight hours per ATCO-hour)

24

ATCO employment costs per ATCO - hour (in €)

96

ATCO employment costs per composite flight hour (in €)

125

Total costs per composite flight hour (in €)

419

72
71
321

Based on the statistics, the European model of provision of
the air navigation services is about 23% more expensive than
the FAA structure by ensuring the same level of safety
standards. Having in mind the cots-effectiveness as a key
target assessed by EC, than cost-cutting has to be at least
23% or more to gain a business model delivering the same
or better performance in terms of US/Europe cost
effectiveness comparison.
The EC cost reduction target for RP2 (2015 – 2019) -3,2%.
Achieving this target by any European ANSP is considered
as fully compliant to the EC Performance Plan.

efficient cooperation between the various entities in a FAB,
including room for a certain flexibility of FAB stakeholders.
Centralised services
With new systems being developed and introduced over the
next decade, several of the services for handling data could
be implemented centrally, rather than at a national level. This
would reduce the costs resulting from overlapping
investments, improve performance, improve the level of
interoperability and help putting Europe at the cutting edge
of ATM technology
European Aviation Safety Agency

The main assumptions of the Performance Plan are:
traffic growth approximately 3% according to the
STATFOR
following the regulation of EU in terms of RP1,
RP2
cost reduction approximately -3,2% in the next 3
years
maintaining the same safety level/or higher
maintaining the same level of delays/or lower
After 12 years of implementation of SES (SES in 2004, SES
II in 2009, SES II+ in 2016) we have seen many changes.
ANSPs are very engaged at all levels:
SES, SES II, SESII+
Single European Sky – the European project of establishing
one seamless, cheaper, more flexible airspace with more
capacity, less delays and one air navigation service provider.

SESAR, SESAR JU
Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) project
(formerly known as SESAME) is the European air traffic
control infrastructure modernisation programme. SESAR
aims at developing the new generation air traffic
management (ATM) system capable of ensuring the safety
and fluidity of air transport worldwide over the next 30
years.
Functional Airspace Blocks
The establishment and subsequent implementation of FABs
shall be achieved by a mutual agreement by all the Member
States and, where appropriate third countries who have
responsibility for any part of the airspace included in the
functional airspace block. It is important that the FAB
agreement is built on a solid legal basis and creates an
appropriate legal umbrella further allowing for effective and

Organisation responsible for the highest common level of
safety protection for EU citizens, the highest common level
of environmental protection, single regulatory and
certification process among Member States, Facilitate the
internal aviation single market and create a level playing
field and work with other international aviation
organisations and regulators.
Performance scheme
Commission regulation (EC) No 390/2013 of 3rd May 2013
laying down a performance scheme for air navigation service
and network functions. The Commission has published the
EU-Wide performance targets for RP2: 2015-2019 in the
Official Journal of the European Union. By 1 July 2014
FABs/ Member States have submitted their Performance
Plans to the Commission.
Network Manager
The primary objective of the Network Manager is to improve
the performance of the European aviation network.
Deployment Manager
The SESAR Deployment Manager is the official title of the
organisation that is coordinating the upgrading of Europe’s
air traffic management infrastructure. The main task of the
SESAR Deployment Manager is to develop, propose and
maintain the Deployment Programme of SESAR concepts
and technologies and ensure efficient synchronisation and
overall coordination of implementation projects, as well as
the related investments in line with the Deployment
Programme.
CONCLUSIONS

There are major differences in the institutional and legal
framework for the provision of ATS in the individual
European States affecting the governance and ownership of
ANSPs. We can find here traditional, corportised and
privatised model. Many member states still understand ATC
as a sovereignty issue. SES as a whole, and ANSPs
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individually, can realistically only achieve what is enabled
and supported by states. The development of the next steps
for SES should be based on a realistic analysis of the
performance of the European ATM network and its future
needs, taking into account the institutional, legal and societal
framework.
Technological framework
The current ATM infrastructure is highly fragmented and
disparate, which results in unnecessary costs and operational
limitations. How should the future ground ATM
infrastructure in particular ATM systems be harmonised,
based on European standards, open source and modular
systems, common ATM system architecture, common
support services and common procedures, in order to ensure
the desirable level of capability, reliability, interoperability
and upgradeability at minimum cost? How should this
harmonization be achieved?
Many initiatives (Eurocontrol, SESAR, etc.) are addressing
interoperability between various “national” systems (e.g.
PENS, ARTAS, etc.). Since the introduction of SES, ANSPs
have significantly increased their collaboration with each
other, as well as with social partners, civil and military
airspace users, airports and with the air transport industry in
general. Within the SESAR and ICAO strategies and master
plans, the ANSPs and their industry partners are cooperating
to develop, implement and monitor up-to-date interoperable
new technologies and systems, shaping the future global
gate-to-gate and ground-to-air aeronautical infrastructure. In
addition, we are witnessing already now new de-facto
standards both in CNS and in ATM. Nav-aids, radios and
radars are becoming more and more similar. And if we look
at international partnerships as COOPANS, CoFlight, iTEC,
etc. they internally are the beginning of standardization in
ATM.
New solutions are being developed by all industry
stakeholders working in collaboration through the SESAR
programme. The link between R&D and deployment is
provided by the European ATM Master Plan. The R&D
programme is driven by performance needs with the
transition of solutions from R&D to deployment based on
clear and compelling CBAs endorsed by the airspace users,
airports and ANSPs for synchronised deployments. This will
ensure a performance oriented approach to the ATM
infrastructure lifecycle.
Service provision framework
It is important to differentiate between FABs – requiring
State involvement – and other forms of cooperation among
ANSPs. These are complimentary to each other. Member
States and their ANSPs just recently have formally
established FABs based on the SES 2 legislation. The
regulatory efforts of the European Commission should focus
on creating the legal and institutional conditions of
cooperation between ANSPs, and on the abolition of barriers
which hinder cooperation – such as liability issues, common
charging models, interoperability etc. No specific EU26

regulation is felt to be necessary for the realisation of
industrial partnerships in ATM. Of course the general
regulations concerning procurement, market and antitrust
rules have to apply. The relationship between ANSPs and the
supplying industries should be governed by good customersupplier relationship management based on the requirements
of the customer. And this could be the starting point to think
about new approach of the provision of air navigation
services.
What initiatives would foster the improved performance of
European aviation network? Generally, network capacity is
sufficient and ATC related delays in most areas are at a very
low level. There should be the expansion of the scope of the
network manager to include those network services which
directly relate to the Network Manager’s operations and
which provide sufficient performance benefits and cost
savings. However, expanding the scope of the Network
Manager must not duplicate or conflict with the
responsibilities of ANSPs, the SESAR Joint Undertaking
and the future Deployment Manager.
Regulatory framework
Today, economic and technical regulations are quite
important. If part of ANS is opened for competition, there
would be a need to revise economic regulation. While
normal competition rules should apply to the part of ANS
opened to the market, economic regulation should be
reduced and evolved to cover remaining ANS monopolies.
How can the principles of better regulation of ANSPs be
applied?
It is important to be clear why regulation is needed in the
first place. Citizens expect their governments to ensure their
safety and welfare. Businesses expect public authorities to
ensure a level playing field and boost competitiveness.
Regulation is key to meeting these challenges.
The way of provision of air navigation services is the main
issue on different European levels in terms of cost-cutting
and on-time operation. To find an appropriate model of air
navigation services provision one needs to answer the
question: How will the provision of air navigation services
look like? And what impact will it have on the passenger? Is
the FAB approach consistent with the development of
Industrial partnership? How can it be improved?
Based on the existing regulation and the latest development
in the field of ATM, sooner or later the operational concept
for provision of air navigation services will need to change.
The traffic growth, safety standards and cost-cutting cannot
be handled with the same isolated national approach like 20
years ago. That is why the new approach in provision of air
navigation services must be implemented.
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Abstract - British low cost airline easyJet grew from its
establishment in 1995 from a virtual airline into a large airline
operating out of 26 bases and employing about 10.000
personnel. The airline expansion came along with many
challenges, such as maximum utilisation of the crews. Their
workload turned into a high fatigue risk level and was calling
after an action in order to maintain good safety standards.
Captain Simon Steward conducted a fatigue study where he
looked thouroughly at the impact on the pilot’s performance
when working on six consecutive days by using Juran’s
“Breakthrough and Control” and Six Sigma methods. It was
proven that a work pattern of maximum five consecutive days
brings along benefits in everyday operations by reducing
fatigue risk and improving the overall effectivity of the crews.
The paper presents experience of European airlines with
implementation of FRMS - Fatigue Risk Management System
that deals appropriately with fatigue of their crews. Fatigue
reports will be examined in the article with a view to prove their
large contribution to the legal knowledge, as actual airline
operation might find the difference between being “paper safe”
and the “actual safety”.

Key words - fatigue, easyJet, low cost carriers, working pattern,
roster, Fatigue Risk Management System, flight safety monitoring,
fatigue reporting
INTRODUCTION

British low cost airline easyJet had a long path since its
establishment in 1995. In its beginnings, it served one base,
leased two airplanes and basically, it was a virtual airline. In
2008, it recorded an airline operating out of 20 bases on 170
aircrafts and employing about 7000 employees. By today,
easyJet operates within two aircraft operator's certificates
(British and Swiss) out of 26 bases and employs about
10.000 personnel. Obviously, it became one of the largest
low cost airlines that operate within the European continent.
The progress came along with many challenges and factors
determining operation of a low cost airline, such as intensive
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scheduling and maximum utilisation of the crews. The crew
workload turned into high fatigue risk levels by operating on
high duty hours, multiple leg days on consecutive basis.
Captain Simon Stewart looked at the problematics
thoroughly in his post-graduate fatique study, altogether
with sleep, fatigue and shiftwork specialist Alexandra
Holmes, PhD. from Clockwork Research.

BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH AT EASYJET

Fatigue as per ICAO is defined as: “A physiological state of
reduced mental or physical performance capability resulting
from sleep loss or extended wakefulness, circadian phase, or
workload that can impair crew member’s alertness and
ability to safely operate an aircraft or perform safety related
duties.”
Also, research study from IATA defines following factors
that may affect crew fatigue (Stewart, HILAS, 2009):
•
increased flying hours
•
unsymphatetic rostering practices
•
absence of adequate JAA/EU rules on FTL
These factors may be further influenced by:
•
Shortage of experienced pilots
•
high utilisation rates of crews
•
lack of operations/administration support
And compounded by:
•
the company organisational or corporate culture
•
the crew professional culture
Fatigue is a phenomenom, a mental or physical state of mind
that cannot be quantitatively measured as there are way too
many factors affecting fatigue. The main source considered
to be a cause is the roster design. However, it is being
influenced by the company’s bussiness model, seasonal
demand, adopted FTL scheme and external influences. It

also needs to reflect fatigue promoting issues, such as long
duty days, time of start of the duty and duties transitions.
The company’s environment affects the roster design the
employee has to work in. Further, there are some individual
factors, such as age. sleep demand, the abilitity to sleep in
variable times of a day. Individual’s lifestyle, such as having
young children, second jobs, commute, social engagements
or domestic disharmony, greatly interacts with the roster and
may contribute to fatigue level.

The methodology is composed of five elements - Define,
Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control. The process is
executed by defining the problem, deliverables, measures
and measurement system first. Once the measurement
system is in place, it needs to work with the prescribed
criteria.

When on duty, all these factors merge with operational
influences and will further interact with the on-the-day
issues, namely with the “hassle” factors and environmental
variabilities.
EasyJet focuses on professionalism, traning and crew
member health in order to deliver a safe standard in its
everyday operation. However, maximum utilisation of crews
reflected some scheduling methods that needed to be revised.
It was experienced that the prescriptive regulation was not
enough. FTL schemes restrict commercial and safety
flexibility by limiting scope for effective crew utilisation,
providing limited feedback on safety threats and by giving
the assumed protections of being “legal”. However, FTL
schemes are a form of static safety managements and they
do not consider the sleep opportunity and sleep quality in
relation to the circadian influence, crew individuals and crew
differences, sector workload and hassle factors (Stewart,
HILAS 2009).
In April 2005, easyJet was granted the alleviation from FTL
by the UK CAA. It was based on the results of a safety case
report of a six month roster trial. The trialled roster
composed of 5/2/5/4 pattern with five early duties, two days
off, five late duties, four days off and replaced the original
6/3 roster combined of three early duties, three late duties
and three days off. The derogation from the FTL (CAP 371)
and its subsequent approval was required because of the
three consecutive days off limit exceedance.

THE SIX-SIGMA METHOD
The philosophy of Six-Sigma is a methodology that places
an emphasis on data-driven analysis through the use of a
diverse collection of tools to identify and address the sources
of risk within the process (Stewart, HILAS 2009).
The methodology is composed of five elements - Define,
Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control. The process is
executed by defining the problem, deliverables, measures
and measurement system first. Once the measurement
system is in place, it needs to work with the prescribed
criteria. Statistical and analytical tools aim to identify the
issues, collect and analyse the data. Six-Sigma method
represents a project orientated approach to a systemic
problem and aims to improve the overall system
functionability. Finally, results are being implemented into
the daily operations.

Figure 1 Effectively managed errors in relation to sleep
duration
Statistical and analytical tools aim to identify the issues,
collect and analyse the data. Six-Sigma method represents a
project orientated approach to a systemic problem and aims
to improve the overall system functionability. Finally,
results are being implemented into the daily operations.
THE ROSTER TRIAL
The Six-Sigma model served to identify operational risk
areas and improper rostering practices while under current
schedule process. The main goal was to re-design the rosters
towards a better quality output and remove fatigue related
risks where applicable. A post-evaluation of the 6/3 roster
nominated an amended roster design of 5/2/5/4. The
reduction of working week from six to five days was
predicting a reduction of fatigue and increasing time off
while on the transition from early to late duties, supposing
that a “slow wave” duty pattern would minimise the
circadian disruption throughout the roster period. Also that
the cumulative effects of the new roster pattern should be
reduced. A review of crew performance on selected duty
days allows evaluation troughout the regular schedule
pattern. The study was also looking for correlation between
crew fatigue levels as a function of rostered day, “early” or
“late” slow wave duty, sector number and crew performance
by using the University of Texas Threat and Error
Management Model.
Results of the study proved the hypothetic assumptions - a
5/2/5/4 pattern showed reduced fatigue risk in comparison to
the 6/3 schedule pattern and an overall of 50% improvement
in crew performance, where mean error rates reduced from
5.2 to 2.6 of the total crew errors against a duty day. There
was no significant difference found in performance between
the “early” or “late” shift weeks and between the duty days.
However, the amended duty pattern shows less impact on
crew circadian rhytms and consistent performance
throughout the schedule.
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Threat management on the 6/3 roster pattern reflected some
fluctuation - from poor performance of 67% on the first duty
day towards the improvement on the third “early” duty and
a downfall to 78% on the sixth duty day. Rather then superior
was the threat management on the 5/2/5/4 roster pattern
where it remained at an average of 96% with no evidence of
cumulative fatigue effects on performance.
The performance of the new proposed 5/2/5/4 roster pattern
was monitored and included:
•
•
•

Line Operations and Safety Audit
Predictive fatigue modelling
Demographic, CRM and Attitude surveys of the
pilot population
•
Activity watches and Sleep diaries study
Table 1 The fatigue indicators overlook
PC based cognitive performance testing
•
Rostering and scheduling information
•
Archive data - Air Safety Reports
•
Flight Data Monitoring and safety data analysis
•
Archive Crew Duty hours, Archive Crew Sickness
rate, Archive crew turnover rates
•
Roster stability data

Fatigue indicators

April

BALPA, the British Airline Pilots Association, was the
recognised union through which any changes to crew terms
and conditions had to be negotiated. The proposed 5/2/5/4
pattern was subject to vote after the UK CAA approval and
before the pattern could be implemented across the company
network. Among the 65% members who took part, the new
schedule pattern gained 93% approval rating. Seven lifestyle
questions were directed to the crew members to compare
between both roster patterns. The 5/2/5/4 pattern gained the
most of the votes in six questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q1. Which pattern enables a better work/life
balance? (77%)
Q2. Which pattern enables you to get more sleep?
(74%)
Q3. Which pattern do you feel less tired/fatigued
on? (91%)
Q5. Which pattern do you feel more alert on? (84%)
Q6. Which pattern enables a more regular sleep
pattern? (91%)
Q7. Which pattern enables you to perform more
safely at work? (84%)

Previous month

3 month

12 month

Commute

8%

7%

5%

6%

Delay(s)

31%

21%

24%

27%

Early start time

8%

38%

22%

28%

Early to Late transition

8%

21%

14%

10%

Health

8%

10%

8%

7%

Home issues

8%

10%

12%

17%

Home rest

31%

14%

23%

24%

Hotel rest

38%

17%

20%

12%

Insufficient rostered rest time

31%

24%

28%

26%

Late finish

38%

28%

32%

29%

8%

0%

3%

4%

Long duty day

54%

55%

59%

54%

Long-term fatigue

23%

31%

20%

16%

8%

21%

16%

9%

38%

24%

26%

23%

Late to early transition

Positioning
Roster disruption
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BREAKTHROUGH AND CONTROL
Juran’s Breakthrough and Control is a management system
that represents producing ideal product features and
minimum deficiencies at lowest possible cost in three basic
tasks. Initially, the management sets the strategic and
operational goals, including the the financial and quality
planning. Second step leads to prevention and correction of
the “bad” change - it is known as control. The control
consists of measuring actual performance in comparison to
the standards or requirements that were set during the
planning process. The target of second step is stability. Last
task, the breakthrough represents creating of a “good”
change. It is a deliberate change towards higher levels of
organisational performance that is already being maintained
by the control.
Applied to the easyJet study case, the study resulted in a
change of corporate attitude and establishment of
management system elements for the oversight of fatigue
risk supported by a just safety culture (Stewart, 2009). Based
on confidentiality and non-punitive reporting, new safety
data protocols had to be established. An analysis with the
results of the study had been presented to the stakeholders.
The study represented a trigger response by the operator to
multiple fatigue related signals into the management group
by presenting an overlook of crew performance and
historical analysis of incident and leading to the concept of
improvement breakthrough. The initial results caused the
management to review the adequacy of current fatifue
codified controls in relation to the risk oversight
requirements of the low cost carrier bussiness model. A
managerial approach to fatigue related risk manifestation
had to be adapted and led to a process redesign as a new
method of an “acceptable means of compliance”. Also, a
control process to monitor fatigue related risks had to be
established. It meant an actual step beyond the planning,
control and breakthrough control (Stewart, 2009).
FATIGUE RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SET UP
Components of SMS (Safety Management System) are:
• Safety Policy and Objectives
• Safety Risk Management
• Safety Assurance
• Safety Promotion
FRMS is an essential part of the SMS and represents as
defined by ICAO: “A data-driven means of continously
monitoring and managing fatigue-related safety risks, based
upon scientific principles and knowledge as well as
operational experience that aims to ensure relevant personnel
are performing at adequate levels of alertness.” (ICAO,
2011)
The FRMS according to the ICAO draft document:

•
Should be an integral part of an established SMS
(Safety Monitoring System)
•
Applies SMS principles and processes to
proactively identify and continously manage fatigue safety
risk
•
Functions within a regulatory oversight framework
•
Can enhance safety wothin the envelope of
prescriptive flight/duty time limits
ICAO also formed a Fatigue Risk Management subcommitte
inclusive of easyJet. The goal was a FRMS set up as a next
step to the flight time, flight duty time, duty time and rest
periods amendment proposals for the amendment of Annex
6, Part I. The guidance developed included(Stewart, 2009):
•
Guidance for the development of FRMS
•
Flight time, flight duty periods and rest periods for
fatigue management
•
Fatigue Risk Management Concepts and definitions
•
Essential components of an FRMS
•
Roles and responsibilities of operators, employees
and regulators
•
Guidance for development of fatigue risk
management regulation
•
Guidance on FRMS education and awareness
training
EasyJet adapted the FRMS to manage operational challenges
of flight and duty time limitations and rest requirements and
by acknowledging the FRMS framework a developing a
fatigue safety performance model.
Causal factors of fatigue will vary individually - there might
be high workload combined with intensive short-haul
scheduling and sleep deprivation which is a typical
occurence at low cost airlines operatins. Scheduling factors,
circadian disruption, sleep deprivation and extended duty
periods can also affect crew alertness and performance.
Another contributing factors are inadequate restorative
sleep, environment, commute time, individual factors, work
factors and family obligations. All the antecedents of fatigue
are linked to sleep deprivation but sleep deprivation is both
a cause and a consequence of fatigue (Stewart, 2009).
Searching for the adequate risk management model to be
applied at easyJet, the SIRA framework has been
established. System Integrated Risk Assesment (SIRA) acts
in a proactive manner. A range of event inputs merges with
a “system sensory net” that gathers technical, human
performance and system data. These are put into an
intelligence process where causal patterns are being
classified and analysed. The cycle continues into decision
making, intervention design, risk mitigation and monitoring.
The model allowed to be applied after a wide range of
evidence was collected over an extended period, including
basic technical and human performance input, company
tailored surveys and in-flight performance measures. All
data were analysed by a fatigue and rostering model that
identified vulnerable areas in regards to human circadian
periodicity and high risk areas. Following, the roster had to
be redesigned and the new schedule was required to be
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monitored. The adjusted roster pattern gained popularity
within the flight crews and conveyed greater operability to
the airline. Generally, the roster optimalisation contributed
to the lower risk of cumulative limits being a constraint, less
reserve days to compensate for disruptions, increased
productivity, lower sickness rates and higher retention rates
(Derbyshire).
FRMS is subject to the variable nature of fatigue risks. There
are areas that are considered to be more challenging, such as
cumulative fatigue, individual differences, sector workload,
complacency but also the difference between the flight deck
and cabin working environment.

System that helps to mitigate fatigue of their crews. The key
was to differentiate between the FTL and FRMS and the
proper set up of the fatigue reporting system. Also, using
experience of fatigue reports largely contributes to the legal
knowledge, as actual airline operation might find the
difference between being “paper safe” and the “actual
safety”.
However, the study was based on the prescriptive rules of
CAA CAP371 that transitioned to the EASA rules start of
2016. The transition combined with high market demand on
flight crew brought along repeatedly the fatigue issue that
needs to be resolved in order to meet the future company
plans.

CONCLUSION
British low cost airline easyJet had a long path since its
establishment in 1995. It served one base, leased two
airplanes and was basically a virtual airline. A few years later
on, in 2008, it recorded an airline operating out of 20 bases
on 170 aircrafts and employing about 7000 employees. The
progress came along with many challenges, such as
utilisation of the crews who suffered under fatigue. Thanks
to Captain Simon Stewart who conducted a fatigue study,
easyJet became an airline convenient to the crew rostering.
The study contributed to the knowledge of fatigue risks
within low cost carriers operations as previous regulations
(CAP 371) have been primarily designed around long haul
operations and do not reflect the operations characteristic for
low cost airlines.
There has not been an adequate number of fatigue research
at low cost carriers, easyJet being an extraordinary. It is
caused by many factors, mainly as of the low cost carriers
operations characteristics and company culture.
The study comprised a long-term process with multiple steps
and methodologies in consideration. The outcome led to an
enhanced comprehension of fatigue risk, roster improvement
and Fatigue Risk Management System introduction that was
based on non-punitive reporting and just culture principles.
EasyJet went beyond the planning, control and breakthrough
process by establishing FRMS - Fatigue Risk Management
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Abstract - The present and future challenges of the commercial
air transport industry require to maintain growth trends in air
traffic and at the same time to ease congestion in the skies
without compromising high safety standards. This all leads to
natural evolution of the aircraft cockpit environment. The
progress starts now with implementation of head-up displays,
airport moving maps, interactive electronic checklists,
enhanced vision using infrared cameras to enable night time
vision and synthetic 3-D vision systems. In future, the
technology development will continue with I4D operations,
digital taxi real-time uplink of the cleared taxi route via
Controller-Pilot Data Link Communication and much more.
These modern cockpit features and their necessary future
upgrades enable pilots to capitalize on their strengths and help
them manage their weaknesses. Information from these systems
are presented to the pilots in transparent manner which makes
their decision-making process more efficient and safer,
especially under stress. Taking into consideration future trends
in the cockpit environment, the growth of the air transport and
safety requirements, it is necessary to review role of pilots.
Aviation is a sphere where progress and continuous innovation
is inevitable. Therefore, it is necessary to keep up with the
evolution and adapt also the pilot training and education. Many
major world top rated airlines have already implemented for
example evidence-based trainings as they realized that the role
of the pilot in the cockpit is changing. The basic pilot skills are
essential but in nowadays air transport operation we also need
to take into account that pilots need to have certain managerial
skills and therefore balance the training accordingly to make it
more efficient. Whether we like it or not, the times of visual
approaches and manual flying, especially in big commercial
operations, are slowly disappearing. We need to understand this
progress and adjust the structure of the pilot training
accordingly to be able to deliver the best level of safety
efficiency.

Key words - automation, future aircraft cockpit environment,
human-machine interface, safety challenges, situational awareness,
skills degradation, training.

INTRODUCTION
Since the very first flight on December 17, 1903 when one of
the Wright brothers successfully flew for the first time in the
history and his ground speed reached 6.8 mph, the aviation
has made enormous progress. [3] If we want to analyse the
evolution, we need to settle a baseline. For purposes of this
article, we will aim the analyses on automation in the aircraft
cockpit environment. More specifically, how the pilots
perceive it and what is their attitude towards the cockpit
automation. Based on this analyses, we can better
understand, how to adjust the training to make aviation more
efficient and safe.
The main goal in the adoption of aircraft cockpit automation
technologies is to decrease the errors caused by human
factors. On the other hand, real operation and empirical
researches showed that the automation causes new types of
errors in the cockpit. Based on aviation accidents survey, the
automation errors are mostly related to FMS (Flight
Management System) and sudden loss of automation. The
FMS supports pilots in flight planning, navigation,
performance management and monitoring of flight. The
automation enables pilots to capitalize on their strengths and
should help them manage their weaknesses.
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In order to have a better understanding of this thought, it is
necessary to know pilots’ attitude towards this phenomena.
To understand it, we conducted a survey. This survey and
study is aimed at the effect of high automation in the aircraft
cockpit environment and its impact on flight safety. The
survey was conducted on a group of 128 air transport pilots
of the most advanced airline jet aircraft (B787, B777,
B737NG, A320, A330 and A380). The group consisted of
Airline Instructors/Examiners, Line Captains, Senior First
Officers, First Officers and Second Officers. The pilots were
from the major world airlines such as Qatar Airways, Amiri,
Etihad, Emirates, Norwegian, Vietnam Airways, Ryanair,
Travel Service and Lufthansa. Average age of the
respondents was 38. 10% of the pilots were women and 90%
men. Average flown hours of the pilots were 9500 (total
flight time). The summary of personal interviews and the
survey is shown in the tables and charts hereinafter.
For global understanding and analysing of the high cockpit
automation, its evolution, challenges, future training
requirements and its impact on overall safety, it is necessary
to compare current perception of the automation from all
points of view – pilots, companies, training, ATC, industry
and future air transport growth. The survey done for the
purposes of this article takes into consideration the pilots’
point of view.
SKILLS DEGRADATION, SITUATIONAL AWARENESS,
ADVANTAGES, SAFETY CHALLENGES
Looking back to history, big wars produced many military
pilots and set a baseline for the big boom of aviation in terms
of technology and personnel. The source of pilots was huge
and pilot flying skills were, thanks to thousands of flown
hours without autopilot, amazing. Later, between 1970s and
1990s, civil pilots earned their honourable place in aviation
maintaining the perfect understanding of the aircraft logic. It
was standard that pilots grew up in aero clubs closely
connected with all the aspects of aviation surrounded by
other passionate and dedicated pilots and ground staff. Later
development of aviation technology brought innovations and
need for crew resource management (CRM) among the crew
members. This again enhanced the professionalism and
safety level of air transport.
Looking at global aviation industry now, it is obvious that the
air traffic has reached its capacity ceiling at many airports
and airspaces. On top of that, air traffic is still growing. Even
the world fleets' growth rate is tremendous and the number
of new aircraft being delivered every year continuously
increases [1]. This production and deliveries will in turn drive
a growing need in well-trained pilots and crews to fly and
operate these aircraft. Human resources are a limiting factor.
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Older generation is retiring and more and more new pilots
need to be trained to proficiency. The training need to be
completed as fast and as cheap as possible in order to be
competitive and efficient. We need to cover the world big
need for air personnel.
One of the answers is automation. Cockpit automation brings
great advantages. Year 2015 pride itself for fatal accidents
translating into a rate of 0,03 accidents per million flights [1].
If we study through world aircraft fleets, it is obvious that
highly automated aircraft types have significantly lower fatal
rate over years [2]. The fact is, the automation also brings
new challenges. For experienced pilots who have built
sufficient pilot skills, it is very good and strong tool. On the
other hand, for pilots, especially cadets/second officers, who
were not given enough time to absorb basic flying skills and
experience, it could bring challenges such as insufficient
understanding of some principles, logic of the systems and
more. The recent aviation fatal accidents confirm this. [2]
Generally, pilots with experience have strong intuitive
reactions (basic pilot skills). If cadet pilots are not given
enough practise and opportunity to build these intuitive
reactions and depend solely on automation, this is not the
right way how the cockpit automation should be used. It is
caused by the pressure from the aviation industry on
producing pilots fast.
Airlines are aware of this development and of the high
reliability of the aircraft systems and encourage pilots to use
the automation up to its full capacity. They know how to
prioritise and optimise the training to match the current
needs. Good idea how to maintain and enhance pilots’ flying
skills is to give them for example 1 extra simulator per year
to practice manual flying (no autopilot, no autothrust, no
flight director, manual go-arounds, visual circuits and more
scenarios). Such a solution of course brings high costs and is
demanding on simulator capacity. Another way how to
increase the awareness is to encourage pilots to keep up with
the automation, its logic and function and educate them to
fully understand it. The results of the survey and interviews
indicate that pilots have quite good awareness of all the
automation. We need to keep up and lay emphasis especially
on second officers/cadets as the current fast trainings and
booming air transport development do not provide them with
sufficient time to adapt.
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
The following charts indicate various pilots’ attitudes as
regards the progressive deployment of the automation to the
cockpit environment.

High level of automation in the aircraft cockpit environment
brings more advantages or disadvantages for flight operations
and safety?
More
disadvantages
0%

More advantages
100%

Figure 3 - High level of automation in the aircraft cockpit
environment brings more advantages or disadvantages for
flight operations and safety?

Figure 1 – How does high level of automation in the
aircraft cockpit effect situational awareness of pilots?
Based on Figure 1, 60% of the survey respondents agreed that
high level of cockpit automation increases situational
awareness. This confirms the main objective of the
automation – to increase pilots’ situational awareness by
decreasing their workload.
What do you think about increasing level of automation in the cockpit? Please rate each option from 1 to 10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree)

Figure 3 brings surprisingly united opinion on
advantages/disadvantages which brings high level of cockpit
automation regarding flight operations and safety. 100% of
the respondents agreed it brings more advantages than
disadvantages. This result definitely confirms the purpose of
the cockpit automation.

Its usage is encouraged by company SOPs

During routine line operations, we should encourage more
manual flying and postpone engagement/disengagement of the
autopilot.

It reduces pilots' workload
It is beneficial for flight safety
It reduces stress in the aircraft cockpit environment
It increases pilots' management skills
It increases situational awareness
It should be used less
It supports pilots' strengths and helps…
It should be used more
It increases pilots' manual flying skills
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Figure 2 - What do you think about increasing level of
automation in the cockpit? Please rate each option from 1
to 10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree)
Regarding Figure 2, pilots generally strongly agreed that the
usage of the cockpit automation is encouraged by the
company’s standard operating procedures, it reduces their
workload, and it is beneficial for flight safety and increases
pilots’ management skills and situational awareness. The
lower weighted average of the results showed that pilots
agreed the automation should be used less and at the same
time it helps to manage their weaknesses and supports their
strengths. Pilots generally disagreed that the automation
should be used more and strongly disagreed that the
automation increases pilots’ manual flying skills.

We need to adjust the
use of autopilot (use it
during night flights
and in busy airspaces
and fly more manually
in more relaxed
airspaces)
80,0%

Agree. We should
use less autopilot
and fly more
manually
13,3%
Disagree. We
should utilize
autopilot to its full
capacity
6,7%

Figure 4 - During routine line operations, we should
encourage more manual flying and postpone
engagement/disengagement of the autopilot.
The respondents’ opinions slightly differed in question
regarding encouraging more manual flying and postponing
engagement/disengagement of the autopilot during routine
line operations (see Figure 4). 80% of the pilots agreed we
need to adjust the use of autopilot (use it during night flights
and in busy airspaces and fly more manually in more relaxed
airspaces). 13,3% of the pilots agreed we should use less
autopilot and fly more manually and 6,7% agreed that we
should utilise the autopilot to its full capacity.
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Basic manual and cognitive flying skills tend to decline because of
lack of practice and feel for the aircraft can deteriorate?
Strongly disagree
7%
Disagree
0%

Strongly agree
50%

Agree
43%

Figure 6 - Basic manual and cognitive flying skills tend to
decline because of lack of practice and feel for the aircraft
can deteriorate?

Figure 5 - What are the biggest challenges of pilotautomation interaction? Please rate each option from 1 to
10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree)

Based on the chart shown in Figure 6, 93% of the pilots
agreed that basic manual and cognitive flying skills tend to
decline because of lack of practice and feel for the aircraft
can deteriorate. 7% strongly disagreed.
Which part of cockpit automation is the most probable cause of a potential error when interacting with human factor?Please rate
each option from 1 to 10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree)

Based on the pilots’ responses, the biggest challenge of pilotautomation interaction (see Figure 5) is that pilots are not
provided with sufficient training and experience to maintain
manual flying proficiency. Here we can ask questions: What
kind of proficiency is more important nowadays and what
kind of proficiency will be of higher importance in the future:
the right usage of the automation or excellent manual flying
skills? How to balance these two closely connected
requirements efficiently?
Next, pilots also agreed a drawback is also insufficient
knowledge of the systems. The respondents also assigned
high priority to difficulties in transitioning from automated
to manual flight. This is obviously caused by insufficient
manual flying. This is why pilots do not feel comfortable and
confident enough during manual flying any more.
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FMS/FMC
Autothrust
Flight Director
Flight Protection Systems
Autopilot
Flight Mode Annunciations (FMAs)
Flight Warning Systems
Head Up Display (HUD)
Mode Control Panel (MCP)
Electronic Flight Bag (EFB)
Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System (EICAS)
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
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Figure 7 - Which part of cockpit automation is the most
probable cause of a potential error when interacting with
human factor? Please rate each option from 1 to 10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree)
Some parts of cockpit automation are more probable cause of
a potential error when interacting with human factor. Figure
7 depicts the pilots’ opinions on the importance of these
automation systems. The highest rating had FMS/FMC, then
autothrust, flight director, flight protection systems, autopilot
and flight mode annunciation (FMA). The rest of the selected
systems were assigned low importance. These systems were:
flight warning systems, head up display (HUD) and mode
control panel (MCP). Pilots disagreed that electronic flight
bag (EFB), engine indication and crew alerting system
(EICAS), traffic alert and collision avoidance system
(TCAS) and electronic checklists would have significant
impact on the potential error when interacting with the
human factor.

Is Evidence Based Training (EBT) suitable for highly automated
cockpit environment?

The best way to promote flight safety based on automation and its
challenges is during/through:Please rate each option from 1 to 10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree)

It is not suitable
0%

It is suitable but
it still needs to
be developed
50%

Simulator session

It is better than
the classic
training
7%

Self study
Ground courses
Online training
Company magazines/bulletins

It is suitable
43%
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Figure 8 - The best way to promote flight safety based on
automation and its challenges is during/through:
Please rate each option from 1 to 10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree).
In the survey, the pilots generally agreed that the best way to
promote flight safety based on automation and its challenges
is through simulator sessions, self-study and ground courses.
(Figure 8)

Figure 10 - Is Evidence Based Training (EBT) suitable for
highly automated cockpit environment?
Figure 10 shows that the pilots’ feedback on the evidence
based training (EBT) is generally good.

What is the effect of high automation in cockpit on
Examiners/Instructor?
Negative
6,7%

In order to maintain and improve pilots' manual flying skills, which of these practices
should be implemented during each simulator session?Please rate each option from 1 to
10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree)
Sudden disconnection of Automation in a critical Phase…
Manual Go-Arounds
Visual Approaches
Recovery from Bounced Landing
Upset Prevention and Recovery
Manually Controlled Arrival and Departure
Recovery from Stall/Stick Shaker Activation
Loss of Reliable Airspeed
Slow/High Speed Flight
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Figure 9 - In order to maintain and improve pilots' manual
flying skills, which of these practices should be implemented
during each simulator session? Please rate each option
from 1 to 10
(1 - strongly disagree, 10 - strongly agree)
In order to maintain and improve pilots' manual flying skills,
the respondents were asked which practices should be
implemented during each simulator session. The highest
priority was given to sudden disconnection of autopilot in a
critical phase of flight, manual go-arounds, visual
approaches, recovery from bounced landings, upset
prevention and recovery, manually controlled arrivals and
departures, recovery from stall/stick shaker and loss of
reliable airspeed. Little lower importance was given to
slow/high speed flight practise (Figure 9). Based on these
results, pilot generally want more manual flight training
during the simulator sessions.

Positive
93,3%

Figure 11 - What is the effect of high automation in cockpit
on Examiners/Instructor?
Regarding the effect of high automation in cockpit on
Examiners/Instructor, majority of the respondents agreed the
effect is positive. It lowers their workload and they can focus
more on training. This makes the training process more
efficient. See Figure 11.
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What is the effect of high automation in cockpit on line
Captains/First Officers?

Do current training methods provide sufficient confidence for
pilots using more advanced and fully automated systems in the
aircraft cockpit?

Negative
6,7%
No
26,7%

Yes
73,3%

Positive
93,3%

Figure 12 - What is the effect of high automation in cockpit
on line Captains/First Officers?
Regarding the effect of high automation in cockpit on line
Captains/First Officers, it is also generally agreed that the
effect is positive. Provided that the professional captains and
first officers have sufficient skills, the automation makes the
operations way more efficient and safe. See Figure 12.

Figure 14 - Do current training methods provide sufficient
confidence for pilots using more advanced and fully
automated systems in the aircraft cockpit?
The chart in Figure 14 shows that approximately 73% of the
respondents agreed that the current training methods provide
sufficient confidence for pilots using more advanced and
fully automated systems in the aircraft cockpit.

What is the effect of high automation in cockpit on Second
Officers/Cadets?
High level of automation in the aircraft cockpit environmet
increases flight operations efficiency and flight safety.
Positive
33,3%

Strongly agree
33,3%

Disagree
0,0%

Strongly
disagree
0,0%

Negative
66,7%
Agree
66,7%

Figure 13 - What is the effect of high automation in cockpit
on Second Officers/Cadets?
Approximately 67% of the respondents agreed that the effect
of high automation in cockpit on Second Officers/Cadets is
negative. The second officers/cadets need to build “intuitive”
flying skills and get as much manual flying experience as
possible before relying on automation. In this way they fully
understand the logic behind the automation and use the
automation right. See Figure 13.
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Figure 15 - High level of automation in the aircraft cockpit
environment increases flight operations efficiency and flight
safety.
Based on Figure 15, approximately 67% of the pilots agreed
that high level of automation in the aircraft cockpit
environment increases flight operations efficiency and flight
safety.

Visual approaches should be practiced during routine line
operation when conditions permit.
Strongly
disagree
0,0%
Strongly agree
46,7%

Disagree
6,7%

Agree
46,7%

Figure 16 - Visual approaches should be practiced during
routine line operation when conditions permit.
Approximately 93% of the respondents agreed that visual
approaches should be practiced during routine line operation
when conditions permit. See Figure 16. This result confirms
the need for more manual flying practice.
Evaluate how the training (you have completed) prepared you for
the high level of automation in the aircraft cockpit.
Excellent
20,0%

head up display (HUD) and autothrust as many major airlines
do not allow it under normal operations. Results also showed
the pilots’ need for more upset recovery simulator training
and an advanced knowledge of the automatic modes logic.
Some of the respondents would like to be given an
opportunity to provide their companies with specific
feedback about their specific training needs. Generally, both
examiners/instructors and line pilots were happy with the
new trend of training – evidence based training (EBT). They
found it efficient.
Few respondents expressed their concern on the general
ability of pilots regarding the usage of various levels or parts
of automation that indicates a widespread lack of in-depth
knowledge of how the system should be used efficiently;
indicating further basic training should be applied to advance
system knowledge before continuing to use the automation
in normal or non-normal situations.
Especially airlines examiners/instructors agreed that there is
need for more flying experience without using autopilot
before joining an airline and better understanding of autopilot
modes.
CONCLUSION

Poor
6,7%

Sufficient
26,7%

Good
46,7%

Figure 17 - Evaluate how the training (you have completed)
prepared you for the high level of automation in the aircraft
cockpit.
Finally, the Figure 17 depicts various opinions on how the
training (the pilots have completed) prepared them for the
high level of automation in the aircraft cockpit. 6,7% of the
respondents thought the preparation was poor. 20% thought
it was excellent, 26,7% considered it to be sufficient and
46,7% found it to be good.
DISCUSSIONS AND INTERVIEWS RESULTS
Some additional ideas were collected on what should be
changed in the current pilot training (FTO or airline level) so
it better addresses issues of increased level of automation in
the aircraft cockpit. Many of the respondents agreed on high
need for more manual flying in order to maintain skills. Next,
there is need for more normal manoeuvre training without the

Preliminary research outcomes suggest that the automation
in the aircraft cockpit environment undoubtedly increases
flight safety. It supports pilots’ strengths and manages pilots’
weaknesses. The automation significantly eliminates errors
caused by human factors. On top of that, the cockpit
automation is being developed by the world’s top experts.
The trend of aviation surely shows need for even further
increase of cockpit automation.
The results of the survey imply that even within airline pilot
training environment, “the 70:20:10 Model for Learning and
Development” is valid. (70% means real experience, 20%
means social interaction with colleagues, 10% is formal
education)
One needs to be aware what the automation does, how it
should be used, and how to benefit from it as much as
possible without compromising safety and pilots´ knowledge
and skills.
Xunzi (Confucian scholar) said: “Not hearing is not as good
as hearing, hearing is not as good as seeing, seeing is not as
good as knowing, knowing is not as good as acting; only
when a thing produces action can it be truly learned.”
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Abstract - To support the approach of ‘design-in security’ taken
by the SESAR Programme, the authors have iteratively
developed a support tool, known as ‘CTRL_S’ that guides users
through the security risk assessment process. Whilst these risks
are mostly generic, based on prototype system architectures or
extrapolations from current systems, the approach supports the
development of security controls through to operations. Key
aspects of the CTRL_S tool have been to support ‘crosssectional’ analyses of risk assessments and to create a
collaborative knowledge-based approach.
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INTRODUCTION
The year 2016 sees the closure of the first phase of SESAR,
a European programme also known as the technological
‘pillar’ of the ‘Single European Sky’ (SES). As SESAR has
been developing new operational concepts and supporting
technologies, an underlying concern has been the security of
future Air Traffic Management (ATM) systems, with focus
on ‘cyber’ security. Within SESAR, the aim is to ‘design-in’
security to reduce security risk by precipitate action at the
design stage and reduce costs in deployment, hence SESAR
projects have been encouraged to perform risk assessments
from an early stage. This means that security requirements
should be included in the ‘Safety and Performance

Requirements’ developed for the industrialisation and
eventual deployment phases of SESAR.
In many respects the inclusion of security in ATM
operational development follows the path taken in
introducing safety as a design requirement. Safety
assessment was never intended to be the preserve of experts
only and so too was security in SESAR, which led to a
method-driven approach to be followed by all projects with
‘hands-on’ support by security experts. Another similarity is
that for security, methods used in other industries have been
adapted for the specific nature of ATM. Those charged with
developing the methodology have also sought ways to reduce
the burden of its application, not least by road-testing the
methodology throughout the programme (around 20 risk
assessments are being entered into the tool). This has led to
initial methods being refined and simplified and supporting
tools to be developed. One such tool is ‘CTRL_S’, so named
to symbolise the security controls to be applied to SESARdeveloped technology.

THE EVOLUTION OF CTRL_S
Early on in the SESAR programme few risk assessments
were carried out and these tended to be at a high level.
The spreadsheet model was applied to a test case to explore
ease of use for large scale assessments. The test case was a
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risk assessment that identified 23 Primary Assets (items
which are important for ATM operations such as information
and services) and around 70 Supporting Assets (the people,
procedures, infrastructure which provided the primary
assets), of which about half were used in the scope of the
assessment. Threat scenarios were created from 22 generic
threat types.
The principle adopted was to enter data only once and allow
this to be propagated throughout the spreadsheet. The risk
assessment method, based on ISO27005, has certain steps
that could be described as a series of array transformations.
The scale of the test case would make it difficult and time
consuming to undertake the risk assessment using manual
table entry and manipulation.
Whilst the test case illustrated the benefits of automated
steps, using MS Excel had some drawbacks, principally that
there was a loss of traceability from end to end in the process.
For example, the risk methodology takes the maximum
impact of a compromise of confidentiality (C), integrity (I)
or availability (A) on a primary asset through to the
subsequent steps. At the stage of applying controls however,
it is important to retain a knowledge of the different C, I or A
impacts for correct control choice. This was deemed overly
complex to implement in MS Excel and therefore the authors
opted to use MS Access. This decision was based on the
expediency needed at this stage in the programme,
recognising that MS applications were widely used within
the SESAR community.
A further requirement for the tool was to be able to
consolidate the data from all risk assessments so that analyses
across multiple risk assessments could be carried out. Such
analyses were articulated as ‘end-to-end-scenarios’ with the
intent of exploring the different controls that might be
applied to particular supporting assets, or the different
impacts assessed for different primary assets. In developing
this solution it was apparent that the architecture being
developed could be useful in a wider collaborative sense,
such as exchanging information between the central
repository to build catalogues of assets, threats, controls etc.,
as well as exchanging results.
DESCRIPTION OF CTRL_S
In this section we describe the overall function and
architecture of CTRL_S.
A. CTRL_S functions
The CTRL_S tool has been designed around the SESAR risk
assessment method and is structured in the following steps:
1. Describe the SESAR ‘Solution’ being assessed. (SESAR
Solutions are units of operational and technological
improvements within the context of ATM
modernisation).
2. Define Primary Assets. This includes the impact
assessment, where users enter the impact on the ATM
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3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

system if there were a compromise of C, I or A on the
Primary Asset.
Define Supporting Assets.
Link Supporting Assets to Primary Assets, or vice-versa.
In the first pass, the supporting assets are assumed to
inherit the maximum impact of the primary assets
supported. The database maintains the separate CIA
impacts for traceability as discussed earlier.
Define threat scenarios, whereby a potential threat could
act on a supporting asset and thereby instigate the impact
defined for the one or more primary assets that it supports.
Determine risks, by reviewing each threat scenario’s
impact and attaching an estimate of likelihood.
Determine treatment for each risk, mostly to treat the risk
by recommending generic controls. At the early design
stages generic controls only are used because the detailed
system implementation is unknown. For example data
may be recommended for encryption, but not to what type
or level.

In addition to the above there is a vulnerability step in
development, whereby users may assign generic
vulnerabilities to supporting assets and use this to ‘downselect’ threats. The approach to vulnerability assessment is
not defined in detail within the SESAR risk assessment
methodology so the approach taken is that of the EBIOS
methodology.
To make the above steps easier for users, a number of
features have been developed:
A catalogue approach, whereby catalogues are defined
for known assets (primary and supporting) types of
vulnerability, threats and controls.
Administration tools so that users can create their own
assets, threats, controls and vulnerabilities and make links
between them. Furthermore, controls can be specified for
each threat type, or vulnerabilities can be linked to those
threats that may exploit them.
Comment fields, to preserve the rationale for decisions
taken in the risk assessment, such as: impacts determined,
supporting assets included in the assessment, reviewed
risks, controls applied, residual risks.
B. Knowledge sharing in CTRL_S
An essential feature of the tool is to support knowledge
sharing and this is done through a series of data tables or
‘catalogues’. For the SESAR programme the catalogue
approach was appealing because there is a common use of
supporting assets. For example, several SESAR solutions
may in future be implemented on a common ‘Controller
Working Position’ (CWP). As risk assessments are carried
out for different SESAR Solutions, a body of knowledge is
built up around the perceived risks to particular supporting
assets and the controls which should be applied. This can lead
to further investigations across several risk assessments,
essentially carrying our cross sectional analyses on asset
types, risks or control recommendations. The idea behind this

type of analysis is to learn from different risk assessments
and also identify possible gaps.
C. CTRL_S architecture
CTRL_S is a database tool designed to help users proceed
with Security Risk Assessments (SRA). It comprises of two
main parts, a local and centralised part. The local part is a
standalone tool for security risk assessment. The Central
Repository stores all the catalogues, SRA results and users’
short details. Currently the CR is stored on the cloud because
it is used by multiple organisations.
The local part CTRL_S; is a relation database tool built on
the formal steps of the SESAR Security Risk Assessment
Method. MS Access is available to most users and if not MS
Access Runtime may be used to run the tool. CTRL_S
presents all steps needed for the risk assessment in a
comprehensive and clear way to users.

Figure 2 Data synchronised between CTRL_S central and
local part
The CTRL_S catalogues are pre-defined lists of items or
connections between them. The local part of CTRL_S is
empty on first use, requiring the catalogues to be
downloaded. The download is via a secured connection and
is a subject of log-in procedure. The synchronization
(download/update/upload) process is not automatic, which
gives users control over the content that is shared.

Figure 1 Part of the CTRL_S tool main menu
As the local copy is a standalone file, users are required to
use one file for each assessment. Whilst this does not allow
collaborative work, it is a practical way of entering data and
maintaining security. To keep records of highly sensitive data
and information secured, it is reasonable to store such records
‘in-house’, therefore separated from the outside, noncorporate networks. The local part enables users to work with
given / downloaded inputs (catalogues) or to create their own
inputs. These two ways can be used for each element of the
SRA, Primary and Supporting Assets, Vulnerabilities,
Threats and Controls.

Catalogues and pre-defined lists of connections are stored in
the Central Repository. Connection between the CTRL_S
and the Central Repository is secured by SSL. Not all data is
synchronised with the Central Repository, which leaves the
more sensitive risk assessment rationales and descriptions to
the local part.

Where users create new catalogue entries they are initially
flagged for local use only. For instance, a user may create a
new supporting asset, which may have not been previously
defined or is a sub-component of an existing asset that the
user wants to address in detail. An administrator role in the
central repository is then used periodically to determine
whether the new asset should be available for wider use and
adopted in the asset catalogue.
The Central Repository also hosts unique records for each
user, but as these may not all be ‘approved’ they are not
necessarily available to other users (Figure 3).

The following figure represents relationship between the
local and the centralised part of CTRL_S.
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security assessments in the SESAR programme. The tool has
proven to be popular within the SESAR security transversal
area’s ‘community of practice’, who have also contributed
greatly to improving its usability and functions. Whilst
CTRL_S has been developed for SESAR, it could also
support more general application to the ATM domain and
wider.
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Abstract - In the last years, Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems
(RPAS) have been developed for a variety of civil applications,
such as agriculture, aerial photogrammetry and topographic
mapping, environmental monitoring, search and rescue,
prevent of fires and disasters, environmental research,
monitoring of artistic heritage and general photography and
videos. Multi-rotor and fixed-wing configurations are the most
common platforms, but for the next years lighter-than-air
vehicles (i.e. blimps) could represent an important niche
market. In order to establish a set of rules to ensure the safety
of RPAS operations, many countries have developed regulation
for RPAS with a Maximum Take-Off Mass (MTOM) of less
than 150 kg. In 2015, ENAC, the Italian aviation authority, has
published the second edition of the regulatory issues for this
kind of aircraft. This edition looks ahead to the forthcoming
common EU regulation and further amendments will be
considered based on (EASA, 2015) and further EASA reports.
The reference rules introduce a distinction between RPAS with
a MTOM equal to or larger than 25 kg and RPAS with MTOM
of less than 25 kg. The operator must provide to ENAC a series
of documents that demonstrate that the system is compliant
with the regulatory restrictions, in particular the results of risk
assessment in order to motivate the safety of the in-flight
operations. The aim of this paper is the presentation of a novel
methodology for risk assessment applied to different RPAS with
a MTOM lower than 25 kg, also including lighter-than-air
configurations. This methodology concerns with ground
impacts and does not cover the aspects of mid-air collisions. The
results of this analysis provide a comprehensive insight for
mission feasibility and operational implications in a set of
realistic application cases. Practical solutions are proposed for
risk mitigation of RPAS operations enforcing a concept of
general validity, also compliant with forthcoming common EU
regulations, applicable at continental level.

Key words - Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems, Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles, Certification procedures, Risk Assessment.

BACKGROUND
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) have been hugely
developed in recent years. In particular small Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can be used in civil application such
as agriculture, traffic monitoring, prevention of fires and
disaster, search and rescue, environmental research,
pollution, monitoring of the artistic heritage but also general
photography and videos. Many countries have developed
regulation to allow UAS integration in their National
Airspace Systems (NAS). The regulations basic principle
give to UAS an Equivalent Level of Safety (ELOS) to that of
manned aviation.
In December 2013, the Italian Civil Aviation Authority (Ente
Nazionale per l’Aviazione Civile, ENAC) published the
regulation on RPAS with MTOM of less than 150 kg and the
regulation came into force at the end of April 2014.
In 2015, the Italian Civil Aviation Authority (Ente Nazionale
per l’Aviazione Civile, ENAC) has published the second
edition of the regulatory issues for RPAS with MTOM of less
than 150 kg. This edition looks ahead to the forthcoming
common EU regulation and further amendments will be
considered based on (EASA, 2015) and further EASA
reports. The use of the term RPAS is to emphasize that,
although not on board, the pilot is always present and has the
capability to control anytime the RPAS flight.
The regulation makes a distinction between RPAS with
MTOM equal to or more than 25 kg and RPAS with MTOM
of less than 25 kg. For the latter simplified procedures are
applied if the operations are not critical. Non-critical and
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critical operations are defined in (ENAC, 2013). Non-critical
operations are those operations conducted in areas such that
an impact on the ground does not cause fatal injuries to
people on the ground or severe damage to third parties
(buildings, infrastructures, …) on the ground. Non-critical
operations are performed in the volume of space up to 150 m
(500 ft) above the ground and up to 500 m radius. The
operator must provide to ENAC a series of documents that
state that the system is compliant with the regulation. The
operator must provide to ENAC the results of risk assessment
in order to motivate the safety of the planned operations, for
both critical and non-critical specialized operation.
Several works have been made in assessment of risk for UAS
operations. Clothier (2006) provided a discussion on the
definition and application of safety objectives to ensure
appropriate requirements for UAS operations. A simple
ground fatality expectation model is also used to illustrate the
influence of safety objectives variation on the design and
operations of UAS. Lum and Waggoner (2011) proposed a
risk model for both midair collision and ground collision.
The same model is applied in (Lum et al, 2011) to assess the
risk associated with operating an UAS in a populated area.
Weibell (2005) introduced the concept of risk mitigation for
small UAVs. Size of potential impact area, kinetic energy at
impact and system design of small UAVs decrease the
ground fatality risk.
The aim of this paper is the presentation of a novel
methodology for risk assessment applied to different
powered RPASs with a MTOM lower than 25 kg, also
including lighter-than-air configurations, eventually tethered
for critical operational environments. This methodology
concerns with ground impacts and does not cover the aspects
of mid-air collisions. The results of this analysis provide a
comprehensive insight for mission feasibility and operational
implications in a set of realistic application cases. Practical
solutions are proposed for risk mitigation of RPAS
operations enforcing a concept of general validity, also
compliant with forthcoming common EU regulations,
applicable at continental level.
The paper is organized as follows. Powered RPAS risk
assessment is presented in section 2, while the case of a
lighter than air unpowered vehicle (tethered blimp) is
illustrated in section 3. The description of the RPAS and the
blimp is given in Section 4 while the operative scenario is
illustrated in Section 5. Section 6 provides the risk
assessment results. The paper concludes with discussion of
the results.
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POWERED RPAS RISK ASSESSMENT
The buffer area
The buffer area is a safety distance between the area of
operations and adjacent areas that are not subjected to
overflight in normal operation. Adjacent areas may be
involved in case of uncontrolled flight of the RPAS. The
buffer area is computed considering the behavior of the
aircraft during a failure. Typically for a multicopter is
considered a ballistic trajectory, while for the fixed-wing
aircraft a glide constant angle of 45 degrees is assumed
during the falling phase.
Method for risk assessment
The methodology here proposed (Guglieri et al., 2014)
concerns with ground impact and does not cover the aspect
of mid-air collisions. The method considers:
•
Casualty area of impacting debris (Ac).
•
Population density (Dp).
•
Probability of fatal injuries to people exposed to the
crash (Pf).
RPAS dimensions (wingspan or propeller diameter for fixedwing aircraft and diagonal wheelbase for multicopter), glide
angle (γ) and height and width of an average human
determine Ac. For further details see (FAA, 2000).
Pf is computed considering the kinetic energy at impact and
sheltering. Sheltering is an important factor considered in this
method. Indeed, trees, buildings, vehicles and other obstacles
can shelter a person from the impact, reducing the probability
of fatal injuries. The sheltering factor in Pf is an absolute real
number. In (Guglieri et al., 2014) Pf is evaluated according
to a qualitative estimation of the operative scenario (Table 1).
European airline industry is highly dynamic, competitive and
has gone through many changes. The term low-cost airlines
is often used for carriers if they have homogeneous
operations that lead to reducing operational costs as much as
possible . However, there are variations of the business
model, as well as significant diversities between airlines
(Calder, 2002); (Gillen, Morrison, 2003). Nevertheless, the
success of LCCs has not risen from market deregulation
alone. Liberalisation played notable role, but it was not
sufficient condition for the spreading of the LCCs. Other
significant catalysts that supported the entry of low-cost
airlines in the aviation market include entrepreneurship,
population, airport availability, or price transparency.
The typical LCCs profile could be described by three key
components: product, market positioning and operating costs
(see Table 1).

Table 1 Sheltering factor
Sheltering
0%
25 %
50 %
75 %
100 %

Area
No obstacles
Sparse trees
Trees and low buildings
High buildings
Industrial area

The sheltering percentage (from 0% to 100%) is associated
to the type of shelter that trees and/or buildings may provide
to people on the ground. Sheltering percentage must be
averaged over the area of operations, buffer zone included
(indicatively for a 2km x 2km square) and weighted with the
population density.

𝑃𝑖 =

𝑁
𝐴𝐶 ∙ 𝐺𝑖 ∙ 𝐷𝑃,𝑖 ∙ 𝑃𝑓,𝑖

(3)

The reciprocal of the maximum probability is then compared
with the reliability of the RPAS. Because the components of
this kind of aircraft derive from model aircrafts, it is
impossible to evaluate the reliability of the overall system.
(FAA, 2015) assumes an acceptable value for MTBF of 100
hours.
LIGHTER THAN AIR UNPOWERED VEHICLE RISK
ASSESSMENT

The buffer area
In order to evaluate the buffer area some simplifying
hypotheses are considered:
The disengagement of the payload and its impact
on people on the ground is considered lethal.
The impact of the envelope is considered
inoffensive because the kind of material.
The height of the people is neglected.
The model of impact is punctual.
Figure 18 Probability of fatality as a function of RPAS
MTOM and percentage of sheltering, @ V = 37 m/s
Probability of fatality as a function of the MTOM is
presented in Figure 18. Sheltering percentage is the
parameter. The graph is obtained starting from the kinetic
energy at impact computed as
𝐸𝐶𝐼𝑁 =

1
2

𝑀𝑉2

(1)

Where M is the MTOM and V is the velocity at impact. In
this case V is set equal as the free fall velocity from an altitude
of 70 m, that is approximately 37 m/s.
In this paper the maximum acceptable probability for on
ground victims per fatal RPAS accident is computed as in
(FAA, 2000) with the percentage sheltering factor proposed
in (Guglieri et al., 2014):
𝑃=

𝑁
𝐴𝐶 ∙ 𝐷𝑃 ∙ 𝑃𝑓

The horizontal distance covered by the falling payload
represents the buffer area. When there is no wind, the blimp
will stay on the vertical of the anchoring point and the
payload will fall inside a cone of semi-aperture α = 30°
(Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.). In this
condition, the buffer radius is
𝑟𝑥𝑃 = 𝐿 ∙ tan 𝛼

(4)

where L is the height of the falling payload (length of the
retention cable).
In windy conditions, the blimp assumes different position
due to the aerodynamic drag that affect the envelope (Chyba!
Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.).

(2)

where N is the number of on ground victims per flight hour
and it is set equal to 10-6 as safety objectives.
In case of nonhomogeneous population density areas, the
introduction of a G probability factor considers that RPAS
may crash in a specific area

Figure 19 Blimp position in no wind condition.
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Reversing eq ( 6 ), we obtain the ultimate wind load:

𝑉𝑊 =

√

2 ∙ 𝑅𝐶

𝜌 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐶𝐷

Wind limitations
It is assumed a maximum operator strength of
Figure 20 Blimp position in windy conditions.

𝐹lim = 30 𝑘𝑔 = 294.3 𝑁

The buffer radius is

(5)

𝑟𝐵 = 𝑟𝑥𝑃 + 𝑟𝑥𝑊

and it is measured on the vertical of the anchoring point.
Furthermore, according to Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj
odkazov. the horizontal distance covered by the falling
payload in windy conditions is lower than the horizontal
distance in still air.

Figure 21 Effect of the wind on the horizontal
projection of the falling payload.
Retention cable ultimate wind load
The wind speed for which the retention cable breaks is
calculated by matching the aerodynamic drag and the
ultimate load of the retention cable:
1
2

∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑉2𝑊 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐶𝐷 = 𝑅𝐶

(6)

where
Air density

1.225 [kg/m3]

Vw

Wind speed

[m/s]

S

Equivalent sphere frontal surface

CD

Sphere drag coefficient

RC

Ultimate load of the retention
cable
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[m2]
0.47 [-]
3850 [N]

According to equation ( 7 ), it is possible to operate in windy
condition if the aerodynamic drag of the equivalent sphere is
lower than the maximum operator muscular strength.
𝐹𝑊 =

1
2

∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑉2𝑊 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐶𝐷 < 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑚

(7)

THE AERIAL VEHICLES
Four reference RPASs developed by MAVTech srl
(www.mavtech.eu ), a former spin-off of Politecnico di
Torino, have been considered for the risk assessment. The
MH850 is a fixed-wing aircraft, characterized by tailless
wing-body configuration, two twins non-movable vertical
fins at wing tips, electric propulsion in tractor configuration
(Figure 22). Wings are made of EPP (Expanded
Polypropilene) thus the aircraft is durable for damages. The
wingspan is 872 mm, the fuselage length is 450 mm, the
propeller diameter is 230 mm and it weighs 1 kg. The AGRI2000 (Figure 23) has the same configuration of the MH850
except that the electric propulsion is in pusher configuration
and the entire structure is in molded EPO. The wingspan is
2120 mm, the fuselage length is 770 mm, the propeller
diameter is 330 mm and the Agri-2000 weighs 4 kg. The Q4Rotor-Light (Q4L, Figure 24) is a multicopter characterized
by four booms and four rotors. The diagonal wheelbase is 0.6
m and it weighs 1.8 kg. Finally, the Q4-Rotor-Power (Q4P,
Figure 25) is the heavier version of the Q4L. The diagonal
wheelbase is 1.880 m and it weighs 7.5 kg.

Figure 22 – The MH850
Figure 26 – Blimp ZNYL-900
(www.technofly2008.com ).

Figure 23 – The AGRI-2000

The model of the tethered blimp is the ZNYL-900 (Figure
26) and it has a double envelope (inner envelope
polyurethane, outer envelope nylon). The ZNYL-900 has
inflatable stabilizers. The fuselage length is 9 m, while the
maximum diameter is 3,38 m. The estimated volume is 45 m3
and the ZNYL-900 has a maximum payload of 10 kg. The
retention cable is in Dyneema® SK99 and its main features
are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 – Retention cable main features

Figure 24 – The Q4L

Length
(Max)

Diameter

Ultimate
Load

Linear
weight

[m]

[mm]

[N]

[g/m]

120

1.5

3850

1.6

A winch is used to stretch the retention cable. The winch has
a maximum load capacity of 20 kg.
SCENARIO

Figure 25 – The Q4P

Two types of scenarios have been considered for powered
RPAS risk assessment: a non-critical scenario and a critical
one. The non-critical scenario is characterized by uniform
population density of 5 habitants per km2 and a sheltering
percentage of 25%. The critical scenario is a real case. The
area considered is that of Torino Aeritalia Airport (I-LIMA).
It is located in the North-West of the city, on the border
between Torino and the town of Collegno. The area is
depicted in Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.,
while Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov. shows the
area of operation (red circle, 400 m radius), the buffer area
(green circle, 600 m radius) and the adjacent areas (yellow
circle, 700 m radius). Torino Aeritalia Airport can be a
promising site for RPAS experimental activities. Flight
operations take place in the red circle. The site is
characterized by different population density and offers
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different kind of shelter for people on ground. Agricultural
lands (North) are characterized by low population density
and few trees offer poor shelter. Whereas, industrial
buildings (South and West) offer high population density but
also high values of sheltering factor. In order to evaluate the
average population density and sheltering factor, the area has
been partitioned in 3 slices (Figure 29). For each area,
population density (Dp,i) and sheltering percentage (Ps) are
estimated and the average value has been evaluated (see
Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.).

Table 3 - Estimation of population density and
sheltering percentage for each slice of the scenario

The probability of fatality is then estimated for each RPAS
in each sector of the scenario.
RESULTS
Powered RPAS risk assessment results
Results for non critical scenario are shown in Table 4, while
Table 5, Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8 illustrate the results for
critical scenario of each aircraft considered in the risk
analysis.

Table 4 – Results for non-critical scenario (Dp = 5
people/km2)
Figure 27 – Torino-Aeritalia Airport

AC

Pf

P

1/P

[m2]

[-]

[1/h]

[h]

MH850

2,247

0,559

0,159

6

AGRI-2000

2,924

0,876

0,078

13

Q4L

4,907

0,750

0,054

18

Q4P

15,957

0,950

0,013

76

Table 5 – MH850 results for critical scenario
Sect.

Ac

Dp

Gi

[-]

[m2]

[people/km2]

[-]

138

0,236

360
11

1

Figure 28 – Area of operations (RED), buffer area
(GREEN) and adjacent area (YELLOW)

2

2,247

3

Ecin Shelt.

Pf

P

1/P

[-]

[1/h]

[h]

50

0,514 0,027

38

0,181 1472

75

0,258 0,026

38

0,583

25

0,762 0,091

11

[J]

[%]

Table 6 – AGRI-2000 results for critical scenario
Sect.

Ac

Dp

Gi

[-]

[m2]

[people/km2]

[-]

138

0,236

360
11

1
2
3

Figure 29 – Partition of the area
50

2,924

Ecin Shelt.

Pf

P

1/P

[-]

[1/h]

[h]

50

0,799 0,013

76

0,181 5886

75

0,477 0,011

91

0,583

25

0,947 0,056

18

[J]

[%]

Table 7 – Q4L results for critical scenario
Sect.
[-]

Ac
2

[m ]

1
2

4,579

3

Dp

Gi

[people/km2
]

[-]

138

0,23
6

360

0,18
1

11

0,58
3

Ecin
[J]

273
9

Table 10 – Buffer radius (L = 40 m)

Shelt
.

Pf

[%]

[-]

[1/h]

[h]

50

0,65
9

0,01
0

98

75

0,35
1

0,01
0

10
5

25

0,87
6

0,03
9

26

P

1/P

[-]

Ac
2

[m ]

1
2

15,33
2

3

Dp

Gi

[people/km2
]

[-]

138

0,23
6

360

0,18
1

11

0,58
3

Ecin
[J]

1141
1

FN = 10 kg

Vw

h

rxP

rxW

rB

[kt]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

0

40,00

20,00

0,00

20,00

5

38,63

19,32

10,37

29,69

10

27,25

13,63

29,28

42,91

15

15,30

7,65

36,96

44,61

20

9,08

4,54

38,96

43,50

Table 11 – Buffer radius (L = 100 m)

Table 8 – Q4P results for critical scenario
Sect
.

L = 40 m

Shelt
.

Pf

[%]

[-]

[1/h]

[h]

50

0,88
1

0,00
2

44
0

75

0,58
7

0,00
2

25

0,97
6

0,01
0

P

1/P

L = 100 m

FN = 10 kg

Vw

h

rxP

rxW

rB

[kt]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

0

100,00

50,00

0,00

50,00

5

96,54

48,27

26,08

74,35

58
7

10

67,93

33,96

73,39

107,35

15

38,10

19,05

92,46

111,51

96

20

22,61

11,30

97,41

108,72

Table 12 shows the parameter of the equivalent sphere and
the retention cable ultimate wind load.
Lighter than air vehicles risk assessment results
The following tables summarize the effect of wind on height
of the blimp (h), horizontal projection of the falling payload
(rxP), horizontal distance of the blimp with respect the
anchoring point and buffer radius (rB) for three different
lengths of the retention cable 𝐿 = {20, 40, 100} [𝑚] and for
a net thrust (FN) of 10 kg.

Table 9 – Buffer radius (L = 20 m)
L = 20 m

Table 12 – Retention cable ultimate wind load
FN

ds

S

VW

[kg]

[m]

[m2]

[m/s]

10

4.20

13.92

31.0

The following table summarize the aerodynamic drag due to
different wind conditions and for three different lengths of
the retention cable 𝐿 = {20,40,100} [𝑚] and for a net thrust
(FN) of 10 kg.

FN = 10 kg

Table 13 – Aerodynamic drag of the equivalent sphere
for different wind speed (L = 20 m)

Vw

h

rxP

rxW

rB

[kt]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

0

20,00

10,00

0,00

10,00

L = 20 m

5

19,32

9,66

5,18

14,84

Vw

dS

S

FW

10

13,63

6,82

14,63

21,45

[kt]

[m]

[m]

[N]

15

7,66

3,83

18,48

22,30

20

4,54

2,27

19,48

21,75

0

4.21

13.92

0

5

4.21

13.92

32

FN = 10 kg

51

10

4.21

13.92

130

15

4.21

13.92

292

20

4.21

13.92

519

Table 14 – Aerodynamic drag of the equivalent sphere
for different wind speed (L = 40 m)
L = 40 m

FN = 10 kg

Vw

dS

S

FW

[kt]

[m]

[m2]

[N]

0

4.21

13.92

0

5

4.21

13.92

32

10

4.21

13.92

130

15

4.21

13.92

292

20

4.69

17.28

520

Vw

dS

S

FW

[kt]

[m]

[m2]

[N]

0

4.21

13.92

0

In the lighter than air unpowered blimp exercise, a buffer
radius that varies as a function of the length of the retention
cable has been defined (cleared area):
•
L = 20 m, buffer radius: rB = 23 m
•
L = 50 m, buffer radius: rB = 46 m
•
L= 100 m, buffer radius: rB = 114 m
Operations should be limited, according to the wind speed.
In particular operations are allowed if the wind speed do not
exceed 15 kt. As a comment, the present risk assessment
methodology can be extended also to powered lighter than
air vehicles where the tether is removed and a line of sight
radial distance is considered for the definition of the cleared
area.

5

4.21

13.92

33
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20

4.69

17.28

524

Table 15 – Aerodynamic drag of the equivalent sphere
for different wind speed (L = 100 m)
L = 100 m

FN = 10 kg

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
According to Table 4, for the non-critical scenario, the
reciprocal of the maximum acceptable probability is lower
than the reliability accepted for this kind of aircraft. Thus,
operations are allowed for every RPAS considered in this
analysis.
The application of mitigation factors, such as probability of
fatality and probability factor that RPAS may crash in a
specific area, increase the maximum acceptable probability
of the (FAA, 2000) method. According to Table 5, Table 6
and Table 7, the flight operations of MH850, AGRI-200 and
Q4L are safety in that scenario, while for the Q4P (Table 8),
sector 1 and 2 exceed the minimum reliability accepted for
this kind of RPAS. Thus, a restriction of the area of operation
has to be considered, as shown in Figure 13. Flight operation
of Q4P are allowed only in the dashed red area.
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Figure 30 Restriction of the area of operation for the Q4P
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Abstract - Aim of this article is to evaluate the impact of safety
and security standards on comfort in business aviation. The
comfort that the article is focusing on is not only related to cabin
layout and luxury furniture. The comfort factors in focus are
related to services, operation capacity, and flexibility of last
minute flights and reliability of business aviation services. Main
section of the article covers current situation in the business
aviation market in Europe. Next part of the article offers an
insights into the impact of safety and security standards on
improvement of clients comfort. It explains contradictions
between what is allowed by safety and security standards and
what is required by clients. Final part of the article outlines the
possibilities of how to increase the level of comfort factors and
respect all the safety and security standards at the same time.

Key words - business aviation, safety and security standards,
comfort factors

INTRODUCTION
Business Aviation is small but inevitable part of air transport
industry and it is by nature secure and private. The annual number
of Business Aviation clients carried by European operators is
around 3,5 million while number of clients of commercial airlines
is around 800 million as it is shown by the following graph.

3,5; 0%

Business Aviation
scheduled airlines
800; 100%
Graph 1: Business Aviation passengers annually in Europe
compared to passengers of scheduled airlines (in million) (EBAA)

Beginning of the paper offers clarification of the term “comfort in
business aviation”. The comfort is generally defined as “a cause or
matter of relief or satisfaction”. It is not affected only by physical
features of airline product e.g. furniture and cabin layout. Comfort
in business aviation is also related to the services, flexibility of
flights, aircraft capacity and the crew duty.
This paper offers a clients’ point of view on safety and security
issues in business aviation.
This paper considers business aviation as an “on demand operations
of aircraft in VIP configuration with increased comfort and extra on
board services”.
Number of passengers using business aviation services is rather
limited but the number of destinations they require transportation to
is rather big. As business aviation travellers require swift
transportation services, with no delays, the closest airports must be
chosen. They cannot afford lengthy transfers or lost baggage,
therefore they prefer small airports which are not used as bases by
many big airlines. Business aviation allows them to enhance their
productivity, make efficient use of their time and money, and in
return add real value to local and national economies.
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The comfort which is expected by clients who decided to use
business aviation services means to put minimum effort but to get
maximum of satisfaction.
Whole process starts in moment when client needs to get from one
point to another.
Next part of the paper presents the way the passengers use business
aviation services. The best scenario is to set the date and destination
and operator will take care of everything else, client just comes to
the airport, board an aircraft and travel to his/her final destination,
where he/she gets off of the aircraft and does not take care about
anything else.
Provision of business aviation services is limited by numerous
internal, national or international regulations.

SAFETY AND SECURITY REGULATIONS IN AVIATION
Operators mostly operate small aircraft, with maximum take-off
weight (MTOW) up to 45 tonnes and with a maximum seating
capacity of 19 seats.
Security advantage of small aircraft is less people. Less potential
danger of terrorism or other conflicts between people on board. Due
to small number of seats, aircraft are more comfortable and people
feel calm and relax. The size of aircraft also influences its capability
to cause damage on the ground. The bigger the aircraft, the greater
the damage and the greater the attraction for hijacking and for
unlawful acts.
As far as business model is taken into account, business aviation are
frequently operated as charter flights. Ownership of aircraft is
usually fractional. Most of flights are private (corporate or leisure)
not general public flights. It limits also risk of terrorism or public
threat.

passengers know each other. It is not group of unknown people who
are going to stay few hours together on board.
Nowadays the needs and wants of business aviation passengers are
very specific. They would like to have as much comfort and
flexibility as possible. They are however required to follow all
different kinds of specific requirements.
This paper focuses on some of them, e.g. screening, security checks
etc.
According to the regulation EC 300/2008, all departing passenger
shall be screened by Walk-Through-Metal-Detection equipment. If
the alarm is activated the person shall be required to be screened one
more
time
or
searched
by
hand.
Even owners of aircraft must complete the security check. Also the
cabin baggage of all departing passengers shall be screened prior to
being allowed into security restricted areas and on board of an
aircraft.
Even diplomats must undergo all security procedures.
The lack of communication skills of security staff and
misunderstanding of the business aviation model, often cause a poor
customer services.
If the passengers transfer from one country to another the customs
check is necessary. Some airport require the passengers out of the
aircraft. For business aviation passengers it is another complication.
Business passengers prefer customs officials boarding the plane
after landing and doing the check on board aircraft.
Another regulation which impact the business aviation operation is
slot coordination. Main reason of slot coordination even the airport
or ATC slots is to effectively use airport capacity and air space (the
paper considers EU air space) and another reason is to provide air
transportation services as safe as possible.
However, for the Business Aviation it means great time limitation,
which could affect passengers´ schedule.
Even for the purposes of slot allocation and grandfather rights airlines using the slots in one season may claim them in the
following season. This also applies to business aviation operators,
but only if they operate schedule flights. For most of business
aviation operators it is almost impossible to acquire grandfather
rights.

200 000;
31%

450 000;
69%
commercial operation

non-commercial operation

Related to safety there are also crew limits – flight time limitations,
which must be observed if the flight is commercial. For the flights
with private status more tolerable rules are applied. The question is
whether it is safe enough.

Graph 2: Number of airport movements in Europe (EBAA)

COMFORT VS. SAFETY AND SECURITY - INNOVATION
700 000 business aviation airport movements in EU per year, around
450 000 are operated commercially (for remuneration), 250 000
non-commercially, mostly by corporations operated as businesssupporting flights. Only 3-4% of the non-commercial flights are by
individuals who fly for private reasons (including leisure flights).
Business aviation operators offer and sell flights, not seats.
Individual tickets are not sold. In practice that means that

The main objective of this paper is to find the way how to innovate
business aviation services with a view to increase capacity and
reliability of business aviation flights while meeting all
requirements related to safety and security.
Client has always been top priority for business aviation. And the
most important aim of this sector of aviation is to satisfy all his/her
needs with a view to keep his/her loyalty.
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In some cases client does not even know what his/her specific needs
are. Customer care department assists the client in specification of
his/her particular needs and travel arrangements.
This paper focuses on increased security of business aviation
services. The question is how to meet increased security
requirements and keep up with the requirement for increased
comfort.

European Business Aviation Security idea

If the authorities knew the owners of aircraft or frequent flyers, it
could be possible to make security processes much faster.
As previous graph 2 shows, there are not so many passengers using
the business aviation services.
One of the suggestions is to make a business aviation security clients
database (for geographic area, for example for Europe or it could be
bigger), which will include people who fly by their own aircraft or
frequently fly with for business. The idea is similar like for the
airport staff. Clients will be checked by operator. Operators know
their repeating customers and they will be able to add people to the
business aviation client list. Of course even operators must be
authorised to do that. The condition for authorisation would be strict
and operator would have a safe history of operation.
The airports must also be authorised. The area of business aviation
would be marked and separated from other parts of the airport. For
example at the Prague airport there is terminal 3 dedicated for
general and business aviation. It would be a good candidate to get
business aviation security authorisation.
Handling providers taking care of business aviation flights will need
to be better trained and authorised for taking care of such clients.
The handling agents will have also security training especially
created for them.
Simplified draft of this security project, let’s say European business
aviation security, will focus on operators, handling agents and
airport authorities. The certified operators will consecutively build
a business aviation community of frequent flyers and travelling will
become much easier and faster for these people.
Their journey could then look like this:
- they will come at the airport and meet with handling agent who
will be security trained and will properly know the client
- client will simply and smoothly get to the aircraft which will be
ready to fly
The idea may seem to be complicated but after difficult beginning
it could bring another advantage for business aviation. It could
increase value of business aviation and the most important to rise
the comfort level of clients.
The price for this service could be part of VIP handling price,
definitely it will be a little bit higher, especially due to security
training of handling agents, but according to our experience the
business aviation clients are willing to pay more for services which
help them to get to their destination faster. This consideration
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supposes the higher costs in the beginning, until the project will be
implemented and tested, but from the point when the database will
be mostly created and procedures set for the most secure operation,
than costs will be reduced.
Very similar idea was recently tested at some airports across
Europe. The benefit of flying without security check was only for
aircraft owners. There was the obligation of operator to inform the
airport about these passengers. Our idea is simpler because all
involved certificated institutions like operator, handling agent and
airport will have an access to the database and they could very
quickly check the passenger only through ID. But it will not be
necessary for the handling agent to know the client. He will wait for
him in the airport hall and escort him to the aircraft.
The second step could be the use of business aviation security
database also for customs purposes. If the database includes all
necessary information, it will also increase the effectiveness of
customs office at the airports.
Comfort of clients will remain as high as possible and all the
security requirements will be met.

Business Aviation Slots

Another suggestion how to make business aviation more reliable is
to increase daily aircraft utilisation through usage of the slots.
As indicated earlier, business aviation usually uses smaller airports
which are not slot coordinated, but sometimes there is no other
option. Again Prague could be taken as an example Prague, where
the main airport is also the closest airport to city centre.
It is the most suitable airport for clients. Airports usually record
number of business aviation movements, arrivals or departures.
Base on this data the most appropriate slot could be chosen. Each
airport has its own data according to which it would be possible to
coordinate business aviation slots.
They can be accommodated in current system of airport slots. There
are three different categories of slots to be used: ad-hoc, short or
invisible slots.
Short slot will be shorter than usual slot, therefore it will not cause
big delay for the rest of operation and it will be applicable for
instance each hour.
In
practise
it
could
look
like
this:
- the airport will set few hours (according to the historical data)
which will have an ad-hoc slots. Each hour one slot.
- Business Aviation operator will be offered to choose the invisible
slot within one hour after his request.

9:00

9:15

9:30

5

5

5

9:45 10:00 + quick slot
5

5

1

Picture 1: Example of slots planning

It is interesting to see that operators keep on improving their
services for clients and they are able to keep up with more
demanding safety and security standards.

-the invisible slot guarantees a take-off in specific time frame
(within 5 minutes). Invisible because the rest of operation will not
even notice this slot.

Increased reliability brings improved business aviation services and
satisfaction of clients.

If the operator will not use this slot, he must ask for proper available
slot.
This solution could affect the commercial operation but if it is set
properly, it will affect commercial operation just slightly.

CONCLUSION
This paper is focused on increasing of business aviation reliability
from clients´ point of view. It offers options to increase comfort of
business aviation clients.
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Both considerations would need an in-depth research.
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Abstract - The paper deals with public service obligation as one
of the forms of state aid. Various quantitative parameters of
public service obligation utilization within EU member states
are analysed. Moreover, paper summarises focuses on economic
aspects of public service obligation in European Union,
especially levels of subsidies in particular member states.
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INTRODUCTION
Historically, liberalisation in EU markets as a significant
milestone in air transport market history meant not just
breakthrough in terms of market access but it also brought
new elements of protectionism to the system. One of them
was state aid, to use “modern” vocabulary. In the airport
business, states tried to benefit their airports by giving them
all kinds of operation aids. In this situation, the Commission
had to react promptly, because without its intervention, this
situation could disrupt the process of liberalisation. Based on
these facts, the Commission developed guidance and rules
regarding the application of state aid in air transport.
Currently, according to the Commission rules and guidelines,
there are several forms of state aid, which are addressed
either for construction and operation of airport infrastructure
or for users of airport infrastructure.
One of the forms of state aid is so called public service
obligation (PSO). According to [1], PSO is defined as a form
of service of general interest in which a state can subsidize
an air connection. State can impose a PSO to ensure the
adequate provision of scheduled air services to a peripheral
or development region or on a thin route to any regional
airport that is considered vital for the economic development
but is not commercially viable.
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To assure principles of equality and non-discrimination,
EU unify conditions of state aid for subsidising air services
under regulation 1008/2008. Each member state decides
which routes are considered as essential and will be covered
under PSO scheme. This paper deals with recent
development in terms of quantitative usage of this kind of
subvention.
TREND OF IMPOSED PSO ROUTES
Since introducing PSO in 1993, one can witness different
approaches in terms of using PSO by EU member states.
There are states that imposed a various routes under PSO
scheme on one hand, while on the other, there are states that
have not imposed any or only few routes under this
regulation.
Since there is no database of imposed PSO routes, the
trend of imposed routes will be assessed from data given by
the Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport of the
European Commission. Author was provided with data form
2013 and 2015.
Table 1 – PSO routes imposed in 2001, 2007 and 2013 - 2015
(Source – Official Journal of European Union)
2001

2007

2013

2014

2015

Estonia

x

0

0

4

4

Czech Republic

x

0

3

0

0

Croatia

x

x

0

0

10

Cyprus

x

0

0

0

1

Finland

0

4

3

3

3

France

46

73

58

42

45

Germany

5

3

3

0

0

Greece

0

25

31

28

28

Ireland

5

7

7

3

3

Italy

6

31

41

20

22

Portugal

10

27

25

24

21

Spain

10

16

18

18

18

Sweden

1

11

11

10

10

United Kingdom

12

26

21

22

22

Iceland

1

7

7

0

0

Norway

61

40

62

51

51

Total

157

270

290

225

238

airlines or airlines previously operating on particular route.
Map of PSO routes in 2015 can be found in Figure 1.

x – not a EU member at particular year

ANALYSIS OF PSO ROUTES IN 2015
In 2015, only 12 EU countries plus Norway imposed routes
under PSO scheme. Complete list of current routes from
official journal of EU as for December 2015 can found in
Appendix A. Official journal briefly informs of country
which imposes route, airport concerned, validity of PSO,
geographical designation, type of market access, operating

Figure 1 – Map of PSO routes imposed within EU in 2015
I. PSO by designating country
Number of PSO routes by designating country can be found
in Figure 2.
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PSO by designating country
Number of Routes

The number of routes operated in Europe under PSO
contract has been growing more or less consistently
throughout the selected period. In 1997, there were 67 PSO
routes, 157 PSO routes in 2001, 230 routes in 2003 and 270
were imposed in 2007. In the recent history, the biggest
numbers of imposed routes were in 2013 (total of 290 routes).
In 2014 and 2015 one can see a slight decline with 225 and
238 routes respectively. All numbers include routes imposed
in Norway and Iceland. These states are not member states of
EU, but are members of EAA and when it comes to PSO
routes, they are under same regulation as EU member states.
[2]
One important fact that needs to be mentioned is that
these numbers involve imposed routes only. In reality, the
number of active routes with assigned operator is lesser.
Many of imposed routes are being repealed or had
unsuccessful tenders.
When comparing list of imposed routes in 2013 and 2015,
one can see that some routes were successfully prolonged,
new routes were imposed and some ended their operation. In
2015, 10 new routes were imposed by the newest member of
European Union – Croatia four more were imposed by
Estonia and one by Cyprus. On the other hand, three routes
have not been prolonged due to unsuccessful tender in Czech
Republic. Three routes in Germany ended their contract in
2013 and were not prolonged for years to come. In France,
Italy and Portugal, several routes ended their service by 2015.
When comparing how PSO routes are used by “original”
and “new” (joining EU in 2004 or later) member states of
EU, the most routes are imposed in “original” member states.
Only Austria and Benelux countries have never imposed
PSO routes, probably due to sufficient access to air transport
within their territory. On the other hand, far more ”new”
member states have never imposed any routes.

Figure 2 – PSO routes by designating country – 2015
(Source : Official Journal of European Union)
In 2015, Norway had the largest number of PSO routes
among selected countries, 51 in total. Within EU, France had
the largest number of imposed routes, as much as 45. France
is followed by Greece with 28, United Kingdom and Italy
both having 22 routes, Portugal had 21 and Spain 18 of those
routes. Other member states imposed 10 or less routes.
II. PSO by market access
One of the ways in which PSO imposition can be classified
is according to the market access to potential operators. It can
be either restricted or open:
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1.
Open access to all EU carriers with specified service
levels such as frequency, aircraft size or maximum prices.

Restricted Access

Open Access

Number of Routes

60
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Outermost Teritory

60
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40
30
20
10
0

10
0

Figure 3 – PSO by market access – 2015 (Source : Official
Journal of European Union)
Whether the market access will be restricted or open, is a
responsibility of the administering authority of each member
state. Figure 3 represents proportion of routes with restricted
respectively open market access.
In the most states, restricted market access prevails. In
Norway, Greece, United Kingdom, Croatia, Estonia and
Ireland are all routes designed so that only one carrier will be
selected after tender process to operate particular route. In
France, only routes connecting French overseas territories
and four routes within French mainland have open access to
all carriers. In Portugal, restricted market access prevails as
well; four routes with open access connect Lisbon with
airports at Azores Islands and Madeira. Spain is the only
country with prevailing open market access to PSO routes
with two third of routes under this type of contract.
III. PSO by geographical type
PSO routes can be divided according to geographical area to
three categories. This typology specifies if the route connects
mainland, island or outermost territory. Routes with this type
of division can be found in Figure 4.
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2.
Restricted access with a tender, which means that
only one air carrier will operate that particular route after a
successful tender process. Restricted access can be provided
with or without a financial compensation.

PSO by geographical type 1

Figure 4 – PSO by geographical type – 2015 (Source :
Official Journal of European Union)
Figure 4 shows typology of routes according to geographical
type defined by the Commission. In Greece, United Kingdom
and Italy, there are island routes dominating, while in Croatia
and Sweden, there are only mainland routes imposed. The
specific situation is in France, Portugal and Spain, where
French overseas territories, Azores Islands, Madeira and
Canary Islands are considered as outermost territories. In
France, the majority of routes are mainland connections,
while only seven routes connect French overseas territories.
In Portugal and Spain, the vast majority of routes are
connection to and within Azores and Canary Islands.
As this distribution of routes does not give a real picture
whether the route is a connection between an island and
mainland or island and island, I divided routes to four
categories: (1) routes connecting airports in mainland, (2)
routes between mainland and island, (3) inter island routes
and (4) international routes. Routes with this type of division
can be found in Figure 5.

mainland

mainland - island

intra island

international
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are quite important in these countries. In United Kingdom,
Sweden and Finland, the share of PSO routes is relatively
insignificant. Share of PSO traffic on domestic routes in 2014
can be found in figure 6.
Share of PSO traffic on domestic routes
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PSO by geographical type 2

Figure 5 – PSO by geographical type – 2015 (Source :
Official Journal of European Union)
This selected typology shows that the majority of routes in
Norway are connections between mainland airports.
However, these connections are mostly between sparsely
populated north areas of Norway. In France, the distribution
is more diverse. Three routes between Strasbourg and
Amsterdam, Madrid and Prague are with international status.
Another three routes connect islands of Guadalupe in
Caribbean. Routes marked as a mainland – island connection
are mostly consisting of routes between Corsica and French
mainland. This group also contain four routes between Paris
and French overseas territories (Guadalupe, Martinique,
Reunion and French Guyenne). Remaining 22 routes are
connecting airports in French mainland, with five mainland
routes in French Guyenne. In United Kingdom, the majority
of PSO routes are inter island connections in Scotland. The
similar case is observed also in Portugal and Spain, where
vast majority of routes are intra island connections in Azores,
Madeira, Canary and Baleares. Finland has one international
route from archipelago Aland to Stockholm. Route is
established to connect Swedish population of Aland
archipelago to Sweden.
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Figure 6 – Share of PSO on domestic traffic – 2014
(Source : Official Journal of European Union)
V. Number of passengers carried on PSO routes
Number of passengers (PAX) carried on PSO routes in 2014
can be found in Figure 7. France, which has the largest
number of PSO routes, carried the biggest number of
passengers on their PSO routes. In case of Greece, one can
demonstrate that with the 28 PSO routes operated, the
country carried less than half a million passengers. It is
caused by a fact that these routes are operated with relatively
small aircraft with seating capacity in average about 50 seats.
Also, the frequencies are also lesser compared with routes in
Italy or Spain. In United Kingdom, the majority of routes in
Scotland are operated by small aircraft with average seating
capacity of 14 passengers. Despite of relatively high number
of operated routes, the number of carried passengers is
slightly more than 71,000.

IV. Share of PSO traffic on domestic traffic
PSO routes in Estonia and Ireland counted about 90 per cent
of total domestic traffic in 2014. This high share is caused by
small geographical area and small portion of domestic routes.
In case of France and Portugal, one can see how widely they
use their PSO routes in domestic services. In Italy and
Greece, the share is slightly more than 9 % and PSO routes
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VII. Amount of PSO subsidy by country
Amount of subsidy from national authorities given for
establishing or maintaining PSO route is always the crucial
part of the contract.

Figure 7 – Number of PAX carried on PSO routes – 2014
(Source : Official Journal of European Union)
VI. Service level characteristics
PSO contracts differ from fixed conditions and level of
service required. By comparing the content of contracts
between countries, there are prevailing features typical for
each country. Service level summary characteristics can be
found in Table 2.
Table 2 – Service level summary characteristics of PSO by
Country [4]
Country

Minimum
service
frequency

Minimum
seating
capacity

Minimum
aircraft
size

Timetablin
g
requiremen
ts

FranceCorsica

All routes

Most
routes

All routes

Most
routes

FranceMainland

All routes

Some
routes

All routes

Most
routes

Ireland

All routes

All routes

Yes

All routes

Italy

All routes

All routes

All routes

All routes

Norway

All routes

All routes

Yes

All routes

Portugal

All routes

Most
routes

Most
routes

Some
routes

UK

All routes

Some
routes

Yes

Some
routes

Spain

Some
routes

All routes

No

Most
routes

Sweden

All routes

All routes

Most
routes

Some
routes
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Almost all contracts require minimum service frequency
except of few routes in Spain. Majority of contracts specify
minimum aircraft size required on particular route. This is
not the case in Spain where the minimum aircraft size is not
required, but to assure adequate level of offered seats, they
specify minimum seating capacity per route, which needs to
be complied.

In France the average subsidy paid by passenger is in average
of 40 EUR per passenger except the case of routes in French
Guyana, when the compensation is almost four times higher.
In case of three routes in Scotland, the average subsidy is also
a bit higher – 88 EUR comparing to the average amount in
Greece, Norway, Ireland or Finland.
The amount of subsidy given represented by region/country
can be found in Table 3.
Table 3 – Service level summary characteristics of PSO by
Country [4]
Area

Number of
passengers

Public
compensation
(EUR)

Average subsidy
(EUR per
passenger)

Metropolitan France
(2014)

386,482

24,404,000

63.14

Strasbourg - Madrid,
Amsterdam, Prague
(2014)

89,452

3,601,000

40.26

Corsica (2014)

2,090,777

75,000,000

35.87

French Guyana (2014)

37,155

5,474,000

147.33

Scotland, Glasgow Tiree, Barra, Cambeltown
(2009)

25,000

2,200,000

88.00

Greece (2011)

620,000

31,000,000

50.00

Norway (2014)

1,718,750

110,000,000

64.00

Ireland (2009)

223,695

12,360,000

55.25

Finland (2014)

24,648

2,800,000

46.59

CONCLUSION
Public Service Obligations in Air Transport exist to
overcome a failure to perform a regular air service on some
specific routes in a liberalised market. The Government
wants to assure that an essential service is provided in a
liberalised market where air carriers have no interest in

providing such service. It is considered as a form of state
intervention, which is allowed and do not distort competition.
PSO scheme is very important topic for European
Commission. This is supported by the fact that EU marked
PSO regulation in new aviation strategy for Europe as a key
feature. In Europe not many regions have an acceptable level
of air transport services, that is why the European
Commission is presenting a PSO scheme as a way how to
ensure service to and from under-served regions. The
applicable conditions in regulation 1008/2010 were
conducted in 2011 – 2013, so that PSO rules deemed to fit its
purpose. The Commission is to publish guidelines explaining
the current rules governing PSO in 2016 to add this
regulation added value. [8]
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Abstract - This paper offers an analysis of the existing low-cost
carrier business models, describes their historical evolution and
predicts their future modifications in order to stay profitable in
a fast changing environment. Air traffic is growing rapidly and
therefore it is necessary to consider the major factors that
influence the development. Following the trend of passengers’
travel demand, it was identified that quality of services had
become the paramount indicator while ticket price was
progressively receding behind the scene. Cutting costs had
become a continuous and long-term necessity for financial
success in the airline industry. In spite of the fact that legacy
airlines have adopted some strategies similar to low-cost
carriers, they still were not able to match cost efficiencies in the
same way as low-cost carriers. This paper presents a new
airline product typology. We research where airline product is
moving and point to similar examples from other business
sectors and history. We also assess the future trends of low-cost
carriers’ business model development.

Key words - Low-cost carriers, legacy airlines, business models,
future trends.

BACKGROUND
Development and fast growth of air transport after the WWII
were controlled by strict IATA and governments regulations.
International air services were regulated by enormous
amount of bilateral agreements (Button, 2009) that included
the control of stopovers, routes, frequencies, capacities and
even on-board services like amount and quality of food and
drinks. For legacy airlines, the situation has changed since
deregulation which first started in the USA in 1978. Before

10

A revolution (from the Latin revolutio, "a turn around") is a
fundamental change in political power or organizational structures that
takes place in a relatively short period of time when the population rises up
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the deregulation the legacy carriers were in a monopoly on
aviation market and suddenly new competitors with different
strategies have appeared. The deregulation of transport was
a revolution10 with significant impacts not only on air
transportation but also on society and economy.
Low-cost airlines have become an increasingly global
phenomenon that has dramatically reconfigured route
patterns, processes, customer expectations and flight
experience. These airlines are also known as no-frills,
discount or budget carriers and concentrated themselves on
lower fares, and lower level of comfort or extent of offered
services compared to legacy carriers. Deregulation and
liberalization processes were the first indicators that lead to
the low-cost airlines’ entrance on the aviation market.
Case studies related to the low-cost airlines have shown that
the original Southwest Airlines concept has been a major
inspiration to other low-cost carriers, and its business model
has been repeated many times around the world (Bamber,
G.J., 2009). The competitive strategy combines high level of
employee and aircraft productivity with low unit costs by
reducing aircraft turn around time particularly at the gate .
Also, many low-cost typologies were presented, but none of
them was aimed at a level of offered services, even though
the low-cost airline product recently shows many
improvements. Market saturation forced low-cost carriers to
look at other ways of expansion as the orientation only on
price-sensitive customers has become insufficient. Low-cost
carriers had to offer a ‘best match product’ as a reaction to
in
revolt
against
the
current
authorities.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revolution; retrieved 9.10.2016)

competitive environment. The new typology of airline
models is based on the market evolution since the
deregulation and predicts how airlines’ business model can
evolve.

LOW-COST AIRLINE BUSINESS MODELS
European airline industry is highly dynamic, competitive
and has gone through many changes. The term low-cost
airlines is often used for carriers if they have homogeneous
operations that lead to reducing operational costs as much as
possible. However, there are variations of the business
model, as well as significant diversities between airlines
(Calder, 2002); (Gillen, Morrison, 2003). Nevertheless, the
success of LCCs has not risen from market deregulation
alone. Liberalisation played notable role, but it was not
sufficient condition for the spreading of the LCCs. Other
significant catalysts that supported the entry of low-cost
airlines in the aviation market include entrepreneurship,
population, airport availability, or price transparency.
The typical LCCs profile could be described by three key
components: product, market positioning and operating
costs (see Table 1).
Table 1 Low-cost airline business model components
(Source: Mrázová, M., 2016)
Simple Product

Positioning

Low
Costs

Product based
on no free
services onboard

Focusing on
non-business
PAXs + leisure
traffic

Narrow seating
due to greater
capacity + free
seating

Point to point
traffic on short
haul + high
frequencies and
usage of
secondary
airports

Lower airport fees,
lower costs for
maintenance
because of new
fleet +
homogeneous fleet

No Frequent
Flyer
Programmes (it
is not a rule)

Aggressive
marketing
strategies

Operating

Lean sales based
on high percentage
of online sales
Quick turnarounds
(boarding
processes, no air
freight, no
hub/spoke
services…)

However, we can find differences in business models even
between the ‘pure’ low cost airlines.
For example, the Southwest aimed at cutting down operating
costs and allocating itself only on profitable routes (Gittell J,
2003), (Taneja N., 2014). Southwest grew by offering a
simple product – low fares that were designed to compete
with the prices of automobile or bus transport, rather than
with other airlines. Southwest is also known for quick
turnarounds to minimise time on the ground and high

percentage of the load factor. It concentrated on four basic
features that were expected as the core airline business,
focused on reduction of delays, complaints, mishandled bags
and pilot deviations. Southwest‘s success was driven by the
right choice of a product – reliable low-cost travel. The
product simplicity was represented just by a good service, a
good fare and being in the destination on time.
The success of Ryanair was based on stimulation of demand,
particularly from fare-conscious leisure but also business
travellers. Also, they set fares on the basis of the demand for
particular flights. All of this is linked with the concentration
of Ryanair on the lowest possible operational costs on one
side, and maximum ancillary revenues on the other side. In
addition, in 2014 Ryanair’s revenue model consisted of 58%
core revenues, 20% subsidies and 22% ancillary revenues
such as hotel reservations, baggage fees, food on-board,
insurance and car rentals (Ryanair, 2014).
The business model of AirAsia is based on three basic lowcost airlines features: simple product, product positioning
and the lowest operating costs possible. Moreover, AirAsia
has many competitive advantages, such as frequent, reliable
schedules; use of only secondary airports; courteous but
limited passenger service; simple and lean management
structure.
The above examples show three different LCCs that have the
same status of low-cost carrier, but each of them used
different strategy For instance, Southwest Airlines offers a
few destinations but with more daily frequencies, which is
convenient for business travellers. Ryanair offers many
destinations but with lower daily and weekly frequencies,
which is convenient for holiday travellers. AirAsia combines
both many destinations and frequencies, but its essential
strategy is based on wide range of online services. Their
webpage is very user-friendly, not ‘intricate’ as in case of
Ryanair.
As any other business, low-cost airlines must expand by
increasing their market share to be able to stay competitive.
Based on the recent global trends, in particular in the LCC
sector, we expect that the trends from USA and Asia markets
will be also reflected in Europe. Low-cost carriers don’t
focus anymore just on the price sensitive customers (as they
used at the beginning of the low-cost carriers’ era) but they
endeavour to strengthen their market position by higher
frequency of flights. This trend is apparent in the US
(JetBlue) or in Asia (AirAsia) and seems to be applicable in
Europe as it has a potential to gain new passengers oriented
on value offered services while preserving the product
definition based on the low fares.
However, no single model will match all the requirements of
the market due to fast changing air transport environment.
There are not just economic or demographic factors
influencing the trends of air transport development. Aircraft
technology, fuel availability or fuel prices also have
significant impact on airline product development from the
long-term point of view. There are also other factors that
were not previously associated with the pure LCC business
model. It includes a use of global distribution systems (GDS)
and travel agents, seat allocation, Frequent Flyer
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Programmes, long-haul services or codeshare as typical
features for Full Service Carriers (FSC).
Conversely, product changes can be noticed not only within
the LCC segment. Market pressures forced many airlines to
adopt hybrid models – where FSC operate services with
some cost-cutting measures for financial viability, while
LCCs start to offer some exclusive additional services in
order to increase their market share and stay profitable. This
results in convergence of business models– on one side FSC
try to achieve lower costs, while LCCs are upgrading
products and services.
PASSENGER EXPECTATIONS
In order to identify possible directions of airline product
development, we ran a passenger survey, which aimed at
identifying passenger needs and wants with respect to an
airline product specification, features of product customers
are missing or expecting, and which low-cost airline they
would like to fly and why. The survey was run in 2016 using
online (SurveyMonkey) questionnaire. We addressed in total
815 respondents and received 532 answers, representing
65.3 % rate of return.
From seven options of product features, the respondents
marked as the highest-priority flight safety, flight schedule
and ticket prices. These factors mostly influence customers’
decision making process in their choice of low-cost airline.
Any change in flight safety can have negative impact on
customer. Flight safety can be also linked with aircraft fleet,
therefore new aircraft, which LLCs usually use, can decrease
problem of fear of flying which could be the problem of
airlines which are using older aircraft types. Flight schedule
can be the attribute that can differentiate airlines from
competitors if timely flights will be adhered to and flight
cancellations or delays will be reduced as much as possible.
The price policy is important to be able to keep loyal
customers and attract new potential customers due to a
strong competition from LCC carriers but also from full
service carriers segment.
From optional services we evaluated: guaranteed flight
connections; frequent flyer programmes; wifi on board;
flight entertainment; priority boarding; 2nd checked baggage;
2nd cabin baggage; name or flight change; seat reservation
and free food. From among these options (it was possible to
check more alternatives), a 2nd checked baggage was
selected as the most preferred service by 72% of customers.
The second preferred option was guaranteed flight
connections, with the 56 % of the customers. However, this
could hardly be included as an optional service by most of
LCC airlines as it requires creation of hub and spoke system
which results in considerable cost increase.
According to customer satisfaction (rated from 1 to 4) we
evaluated ten LCC airlines and sorted them in three groups:
economy (with mean value of customer satisfaction less than
two), premium (the mean value from two to three) and fancy
(the mean value higher than three) (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Low-cost airlines classification according to level
of offered services
(Source: Mrázová, M. 2016)
SCENARIO WRITING - LOW-CCOST CARRIERS FUTURE
SPECIFICATIONS
Based on the survey results as to passenger expectations, ,
analysis of case studies related to the low-cost airline
business models and expert elucidation, possible scenarios
of future LCC trends were drawn up.
The findings confirmed that all low-cost contemporary
models are mostly based on the Southwest Airlines business
model concept. Southwest offered just essential product
(transportation from destination A to destination B on shortmedium haul flights) and oriented just on so-called price
conscious customers.
Lately, airlines started to adopt new strategies in order to
improve airline product. Even the ‘pure’ LCCs were forced
to modify their product. For instance, Ryanair introduced
business plus travel class in August 2014. It was presented
as a response to customers desire based on a flexibility and
a better schedule that ensures flights to the required business
destinations – e.g. Madrid or Barcelona (three or four times
daily returns). Ryanair also started campaign ‘always getting
better’, made changes in the quality and design of cabin crew
uniforms, and tries to improve staff behaviour towards
customers. However, evaluating Ryanair against best
practices indicates that there is still much to be done. While
part of their cultural lag is digital, it also reflects the historic
lack of competitive pressures (from other low cost carriers)
on many of their routes.
The orientation on only price sensitive customers was linked
with the orientation on quality-conscious customers, too.
Saturation of the market limited the conditions for further
expansion therefore future low-cost airline product
improvements could be expected in terms of quality of
passenger services and product personalisation, which will
also increase income from ancillary services (see Figure 2).

[3] Calder, S. (2002). No Frills - The Truth behing the
Low-cost Revolution in the Skies. London: Virgin
Books L.
[4] Gillen, Morrison. (2003). Bundling, integration and the
delivered price of air travel: are low cost carriers full
service competitors? Journal of Air Transport
Management 9 (1), pp. 15-23.
[5] Gittell J. (2003). The Southwest airlines way. McGraw
Hill
Figure 2 Future low-cost airline product development
[Source: Mrázová, M. 2016]
CONCLUSION
Since the beginning of the deregulation process when the
first low-cost carriers appeared, airline products have
changed considerably. While the start of deregulation caused
a real revolution in air transportation, subsequent
transformation of ‘pure’ low cost business models are an
evolution11. Expanding of the LCCs in the price sensitive
sector of passengers caused that the carriers hit limits for
growth and they have to explore other business opportunities
to overcome market saturation. One of possible strategies is
a product ‘hybridisation’, to cover as much of a market share
as possible. The first representative of this market strategy is
Singapore Airlines that was successfully followed by
AirBerlin and other carriers, including legacy Lufthansa.
The low-cost airline product is moving towards product
personalisation where the customer will precisely define
what kind of services they expect and desire. Additional
services that represent customers’ needs and wants will be
important in the offer of low-cost carrier business model.
Due to strong positions of LCCs the full service carriers can
lose their share of market in Western and Central Europe. At
the same time, network carriers might have to withdraw or
downsize their operations on some routes. Therefore,
stronger low-cost carriers will probably fill additional gaps
in route networks that were before served by full service
carriers.
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Abstract – Just Culture (JC) has now widely been recognized
and accepted as an essential condition for protecting and
promoting the reporting of safety occurrences by aviation
professionals without undue fear for criminal or corporate
sanctions. Determining an optimal implementation of JC is
therefore a basic requirement for its modelling and
effectiveness in the ATM domain.
Early efforts in
EUROCONTROL to measure JC performance as required
under EU law have now become obsolete in view of the
advancing insight in developing indicators and markers for the
measurement of JC in Air navigation Service Providers. This
article identifies the need to explore and measure the
emergence of new concepts such as JC and its interaction with
the classical safety regulatory environment. It describes and
discusses the recent initiatives of the EUROCONTROL Just
Culture Task Force towards reviewing the performance review
model. It analyses and proposes the use of smart technologies
for improvement and for adaption and better calibration of
more accurate measurement, together with the identification
the enablers and issues around an organization to facilitate the
Just Culture implementation. Finally, it will address questions
related to
identifying the key elements for effective
measurement of JC and how to address the reactions by the
various actors in responding to JC measurement soft and hard
law
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Key words – effectiveness, just culture, modelling, measurement,
occurrence, performance, reporting system, safety, severity.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of “just culture” has become better
understood and accepted by aviation personnel. The removal
of real or perceived obstacles against the establishment of a
“just culture” in aviation (or other transport modes such as
railway or maritime) does not necessarily require the
creation of additional legislation at international/regional
level, but should concentrate firstly on appropriate
clarification and implementation initiatives at national and
corporate level.
A “just culture” in aviation has been described initially
by EUROCONTROL SAFREP TF as a culture in which
front line operators or others are not punished for actions,
omissions or decisions taken by them that are commensurate
with their experience and training, but where gross
negligence, wilful violations and destructive acts are not

tolerated. Subsequently this description has been captured by
EU and has been formally enacted in European legislation
namely in EU Regulations 691/2010, 390/2013 and
376/2014.

Protection against disciplinary proceedings
(as far as it is practicable and legally
acceptable);
Dis-identification;
Independence of investigation team from
internal bodies with authority to institute
disciplinary proceedings;
Accessible and user friendly reporting system;
Ease of making report.

A schematic representation where to delineate “just
culture” is represented in the figure 1.
Just Culture signifies the growing recognition of the
need to establish communication and training initiatives and
advance arrangements between the aviation safety sector,
regulators, law enforcement and the judiciary to avoid
unnecessary interference and to build mutual trust and
understanding in the relevance of their respective activities
and responsibilities.

Here is a less diplomatic version: Just Culture is about
creating a workable balance between Safety and Sanctions
through an important message: Stay away from professionals
that make an honest mistake, but someone who consciously
takes an irresponsible risk should be sanctioned. It is that
simple – it is that complicated.

Best practice to establish JC can be described briefly in
these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Define the legal aspects
Define policy and procedures
Establish easy and clear methods for reporting
Set-up roles and responsibilities
Develop required forms and templates
Provide fast feedback to reporter
Create an educational plan

The first steps towards alleviating or changing the legal
constraints could be for individual states:
To clearly identify the issues at stake and the
circle of national authorities to be involved, in
their specific environment;
To define a process for the establishment of the
dialogue required between all national parties
involved;
To conduct a legal analysis of the issues arising
from the implementation of JC in ANSP, from
which a clear vision and action plan will
emerge.
In order to reconcile with the judicial system, the two
most important issues are – indemnity against disciplinary
proceedings and establishing a corporate JC policy that
supports reporting and investigation of incidents.

Figure 1 – Just Culture concept
THE 2010 – 2019 MODEL
ENGINEERING A JUST CULTURE
The basic engineering principles related to reporting culture
in the light of JC principles can be borrowed from different
areas such as medicine, oil and gas industry, nuclear
industry, etc. Research of some successful methods and
schemes indicates that 5 factors are important in good quality
and proper quantity of incident reports. These factors are
important for creation of climate of trust and for positive
motivation of employees:

The E.U. Commission Regulation Nr. 691/2010 of 29
July 2010 lays down a performance scheme for air
navigation services and network functions and amends
Regulation (EC) No 2096/2005 laying down common
requirements for the provision of air navigation services.
The establishment of the above-mentioned scheme
derive from what is stated in the Regulation (EC) No
549/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
10 March 2004 laying down the framework for the creation
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of the Single European Sky, the so called “Framework
Regulation”. It requires the setting up of a performance
scheme for air navigation services and network functions by
means of implementing rules.
The aim of the performance scheme is to provide a
contribution to the sustainable development of the air
transport system by improvement of overall efficiency of the
air navigation services across the key performance areas of
safety, environment, capacity and cost-efficiency, in
consistency with those identified in the Performance
Framework of the ATM Master Plan, all having regard to the
overriding safety objectives.
The questionnaire was designed to provide an overall
measure of the level of Just Culture implementation by the
use of a yes/no response in a number of areas considered as
essential for the Just Culture.
These areas are:
Policy and its implementation.
This area has three sub-areas, as follows:
o Policy elements;
o Roles and responsibilities;
o Training.
Legislation;
Occurrence reporting and investigation.

Each of these five areas has been identified as
important for the development and maintenance of a Just
Culture within an organisation. The policy area refers to a
formal policy that an ANSP should have in place, which
must be endorsed by top management as well as staff, cover
a number of basic elements (such as a declaration of nonpunishment in cases of self-reporting) and have a number of
practical elements in place. Among these elements a clear
definition and repartition of roles and responsibilities with
regards to safety (in particular occurrence investigation), as
well as appropriate training were identified as particularly
important areas.
It must be understood that this does not evaluate in any
way the internal performance of the ANSP but merely the
strength of its Just Culture. If the said Just Culture is subject
to external elements and negative pressures, an ANSP is all
but unable to develop and properly maintain a fully
functioning Just Culture. There are many such examples
where the ANSP has done all in its powers to implement a
Just Culture, yet the general environment in the State is not
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supportive, therefore the ANSP is compelled to accept that
its Just Culture may have significant limitations and has to
accept the consequences. Last but not least, the area of
occurrence reporting and investigation sits at the core of the
Just Culture and it is also the part that would immediately
benefit from a proper Just Culture within any organisation.
However, its implementation also needs to follow certain
rules and support the Just Culture.
All these elements have been considered and a number
of questions relevant for the subject and for an ANSP were
created. The answers are simple yes/no, whereby a “yes”
answer would indicate the presence of that element in favour
of the Just Culture.

ENHANCEMENT OF THE MODEL 2010-2019

At the beginning of 2010 was officially introduced
model for measuring Just Culture development within the
organisation itself and within the state too. This model was
based on the experience of professionals involved in the JC
task force. At that time no regulation was in place and not all
organisations were compliant with main Just Culture
principles.
Some of the European states and ANSPs had officially
stated Just Culture policy but most of them were missing
official internal process and of course clear correlation with
criminal law within the country.
The first model of questionnaire consists of 24
questions which are mostly focused on the implementation
stage of Just Culture principles. At that time was very
important and necessary step to be taken by ANSPs and
states. It was obvious that such questionnaire brought more
questions on table not just how to implement JC principles
but how to perform internal processes or processes on state
level in line with these JC principles.
This questionnaire was very important step to bring
attention of the ANSP management and employees but also
the attention of aviation authorities as well as representatives
of legal system of states to Just Culture topic. By history
were common cases when JC principles were abused or
evaded and by the outputs of this questionnaire were known
case when punishment for involved personnel into incident
was too strong or too weak.
This topic was after certain time finally taken into
consideration of European Commission with the major
intervention of EUROCONTROL and representatives of
IFATCA. EC gave mandate to EASA to run survey and
study regarding this topic and bring efficient solution. EASA

based on the knowledge and experience of aviation
stakeholders majority proposed new regulation containing
JC principles and new accident and incident reporting
regulation.
At that time one of the most important deliverables of
EUROCONTROL and Just Culture Task Force was the
development of a model for a JC based national aviation
prosecution policy which could be modified based on the
specific need of the prosecutorial authorities.
EUROCONTROL also provides
support during
implementation stage with its professional knowledge and
experience and by sharing best practice across members
States.
With the collective experience of 5 years of gaining
information and know-how it was decided to move forward
in Just Culture topic by the way of spreading knowledge
through aviation stakeholders and through the national
judiciary.
In Europe, the EU has not only formally enacted Just
Culture as part of EU law, but it has also recently introduced
in 2010 a new Regulation governing air accident and
incident investigation that also addresses the need to achieve
a balance between the objectives of the judiciary to
determine whether criminality was involved, and the need
for the aviation industry to be able to run a real-time selfdiagnostic system without unnecessary interference from
Justice.
The Regulation states that its purpose is dual: to regulate
both "the investigation and prevention of accidents and
incidents". It says: "An accident raises a number of different
public interests such as the prevention of future accidents
and the proper administration of justice. Those interests go
beyond the individual interests of the parties involved and
beyond the specific event. The right balance among all
interests is necessary to guarantee the overall public
interest."
Just Culture represents the fundamental recognition that
both the aviation safety drive and the administration of
justice will profit from a carefully established equilibrium,
moving away from criminalisation fears. It is based on the
understanding that controllers and pilots can blunder and that
the line between an “honest mistake” and intentional or
reckless behaviour can only be drawn by a judiciary
professional.
That is easier said than done, of course. But the time has
come to serious query the added value of endless and
generally unsuccessful efforts at International level to
“protect” controllers and pilots against judiciary actions by

creating standards, regulations and laws that are supposed to
shield them against interference by justice.
In the light of these findings, the team responsible for
evolution of JC questionnaire decided to rebuild and modify
existing model based on these priorities:
do not to require by internal process fixed line on
“acceptable” professional behaviour within
organization;
prescriptive questions will be used just in areas
which are requested by regulation;
by questions to focus on two areas of Just Culture
– internal and external;
introduction into questions workforce perception.
The new form of questionnaire is organized on three
major domains (External, Corporate and Workforce) in order
to provide a better understanding of the global results from
all assessments.
The first domain, the “External domain” has three
subcomponents which are presented as levels. The
“Legislation level” is the first one, containing statements
with respect to data protection legislative action and support.
The “Judiciary level” is the second, presenting several ideas
regarding the judiciary involvement towards the concept of
Just Culture. The third level is the “Public/Media” including
statements with reference to the interest towards Just Culture
and their actions for and/or against it.
The “Corporate domain” is constructed on three levels,
“Policy”, “Procedures” and “Promotion”. “Policy” includes
various areas of analysis towards the implementation,
support and endorsement towards a Just Culture Policy. The
“Procedures” level is structured on sublevels in which
information regarding safety data and reporter protection is
assessed. Last but not least, the “Promotion” level displays
main ideas formulated upon promoting best practice, data
availability and awareness.
The “Workforce domain” has only one level of
evaluation (“Perception”) which is based on numerous
assessments. This particular domain is related to the
commitment, interest, awareness and understanding of the
workforce with respect to policies, procedures and principles
of Just Culture.
The JC Strawman is based on an algorithm that allows
respondents to assess and score how well Just Culture in
their organization. These final scores create an overview
about the importance and implementation levels of each
judgement in the context of supporting Just Culture in order
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to better analyse and assess current developments and further
improvements.
By verification of all above mention domains it can be
ensured that Just culture is not just officially implemented
and stated but also performed by management and stated
authorities and believed by every employee.
This new questionnaire is nowadays in simultaneous
usage by certain ANSP for verification of the questions and
if they are understandable and possible to proof for stated
weight.
OTHER WAYS OF DEALING WITH JUST CULTURE
While a lot of progress has been made to understand and
shape a position on Just Culture in the aviation field, the
generally identified need to effectively bridge the gap
towards the judicial world remains a challenge. Whereas all
applicable legislation acknowledges the need to learn from
serious incidents and accidents and that this can be best
achieved by having a Just Culture approach with regard to
reporting:, the same legal provisions clearly recognises that
there cannot be any prejudice against that the administration
of justice of a state as a sovereign function that has to be fully
respected
In aviation, certain initiatives are under way to establish
a comprehensive repository for all relevant legislation,
corporate and judiciary commitments or policies and
guidance material relevant to an open safety culture. A fully
accessible electronic JC Repository and Knowledge Centre
would have the form of a living document with clear
ownership, professionally and independently managed
through e-media and with fully updated listings of applicable
law and regulations as well as established policies and
commitments that are signed off. It should also provide
amendment; extension and implementation of JC related
initiatives and commitments.

CONCLUSION
At the end is crucial to ask question how important is to
properly measure just culture. Is it really so necessary to
perform it in proper way? The answer is yes and no in the
same time. Measurement of JC is feedback for states and
management of organization needed to plan proper measures
for improvement of JC.
Based on many research studies of diversity of cultures
over the world, Europe, state and organization is well known
the fact that for efficient change of culture you need change
of generation. As very important indicator and cursor can be
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the results from JC measurement. It is the effective way how
to plan next steps by management and by States themselves.
It can be also proof that within the area of your
responsibilities you have achieved maximum level and the
only way to success is just keep the way which was chosen
at the beginning.
Main idea of positive Just culture creation is to
emphasize the importance for first line operators and
managers to report occurrences in a supportive environment.
Based on well-analyzed data streams we can improve our
systems within aviation and ensure high level of safety and
reduce the potential risk of accidents.
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Abstract - The application of more and more modern
technology in contemporary aircraft and the related,
frequently new, threats to aviation safety cause the training
tools used in this process to be constantly enriched, and those
already existing to be subject to constant upgrades. This article
makes a reference to the application of modern aviation
training tools in the process of training officer cadets – pilots,
navigators, and technicians – at the Polish Air Force Academy
(PAFA) in Dęblin. Various types of training devices have been
characterized from the perspective of their application in the
air training process. At the conclusion, reference was made to
the modern training environment, exemplified by that
dedicated to the training administered to M-346 aircraft pilot
candidates.

Key words - Aviation training, aviation simulator, technologies,
aviation personnel, PAFA.

INTRODUCTION
The results of the analyses conducted by the author of the
article clearly point out to the fact that irrespective of the the
type of aviation, the aircraft, and its nationality, or the time
period taken into consideration, it is the human being – the
pilot, mechanic, air traffic controller – that is the underlying
factor of almost 70% of undesirable flight-related events
(Kozuba, 2013). Z. Błoszczyński, when considering the
relationship between the human factor and the undesirable
flight-related events (Błoszczyński, 1976), highlights the
inadequacy of the actions taken by operators – pilots and
other aviation personnel who closely connected with flights,
their organization and safety – to the situation that occurred
in a certain phase of flight. Such an inadequate action usually
leads to an undesirable flight-related event. That situation
occurs when threats caused by factors independent from
human control have not been removed, or reduced to an
acceptable level, despite the real possibilities of doing so.
Every action is a result of a particular decision and the
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related decision-making process. The factor which
conditions the emergence of an undesirable flight-related
event is usually the occurrence of several consecutive errors
in the system of directing (management) an aviation
organization, errors in handling the aircraft or in air traffic
control, and / or operational errors committed by the air
crew. The causes of erroneous decisions made by the pilotoperator are sought for at various stages of investigation
whose aim is to discover them, taking into account particular
complexity of the aviation system and its environment.
Therefore, when discussing the causes of undesirable flightrelated events, errors committed by the crew of the aircraft
at various stages of the decision-making and implementation
process are generally regarded as the key factor resulting in
more or less serious consequences. Consequently, in the era
when aviation technology is subject to dynamic
development, great importance is attached to the quality of
flight training, regardless of whether it is basic flight training
or professional development training. Modern methods and
tools used in the training process are expected to allow for
the preparation of highly qualified aviation personnel having
a high level of expertise and a broad range of skills which
guarantee achieving the desired level of air mission
execution at an acceptable level, from the perspective of
aviation safety.
Speaking of flight training, we mean three cyclically
repeated stages of that training (Fig. 1), the intensity of
whose occurrence is dependent on, among other things, such
factors as the training level of the pilot, the complexity of the
air missions to be performed, the level of aircraft automation,
etc.
In this article, the author relied on the training practice
implemented at the Polish Air Force Academy (PAFA) and
on the theory and research described in reference literature.
The Polish Air Force Academy is a military-civilian

institution of tertiary education which prepares personnel for
the needs of the Air Force units of the Polish Armed Forces,
and for civil aviation.

Figure 1 Air training process
(Source: Author's own work)

and practice, taking into account the relevant training
methods and techniques. In the reference literature relating
to technical training, and air training should be regarded as
such, the ratio between lectures and labs / exercises /
workshops should be 50% to 50%, indicating an increase of
the latter to 60%. Confirmation of this view is also found in
the conclusions of the so-called Dale theory (Fig. 3).
According to this theory, the least effective lecture is
a passive transmission of contents (listener – verbal
presentation) – the trainee retains 10–20% of its contents.
Therefore, each lecture / class should be enriched with
multimedia presentation and practical activities – exercises,
laboratories. The instructor / lecturer should strive to engage
the trainee in a discussion with the aim of solving a given
problem, which in turn should result in increased content
retention to approximately 50%. On the other hand, allowing
the listener to prepare to give a lecture, presentation, and to
participate in the discussion during the class or laboratory
exercises increases the content retention to approximately
90%. It should be emphasized that in the case of e-learning,
lecture should be seen as a preparation for working "on the
line", in close cooperation with the lecturer / instructor.

Aviation training for pilots, technicians, and air traffic
controllers is conducted within the framework of the 1st
degree (BSc) and 2nd degree (MSc) study courses. The
Academy also provides training for other personnel
responsible for the accomplishment of air missions. Since
2014 the pilots have been trained according to a new flight
training syllabus (Fig. 2), which allows them to achieve the
flying time of 215-260 hours, depending on the particular
pilot's specialization. Their training consists of two basic
components, i.e. the training for ICAO rating endorsements
using general aviation airplanes / helicopters, and the
subsequent advanced air training, for which they are sent to
the 4th Air Training Wing, where military trainer airplanes
and helicopters are used.
Figure 3 Influence of the method (technique) of conducting
the classes on the training effectiveness
(Source: Author's own work. ( Kozuba, 2013))

Figure 2 Algorithm for training jet pilots at the Polish Air
Force Academy. Source: Author's own work
(Source: Author's own work)
MODERN TECHNOLOGIES IN ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION
FOR AIR PERSONNEL

A crucial element in the preparation of the syllabus and the
schedule of flight training is a skilful combination of theory

Modern tools of academic instruction, approved by ICAO
for use in the air training process can be divided into four
basic types:
- Web Based Training (WBT) – instruction delivered with
the use of websites;
- Computer Based Training (CBT) – instruction delivered
with the use of a computer (Fig. 4);
- Blended Learning (BL) - teaching, which combines the
elements of a traditional course (lectures, classes) and the
elements of distance learning;
- E-learning – instruction delivered with the use of electronic
media (computer, Internet, audiovisual equipment, etc.).
Current aviation regulations allow the use of all of the abovementioned training forms, but more attention should be paid
to the last of them, e-learning. It should be stressed that
lectures carried out in the traditional form can be seen as
preparation for instruction delivered in the e-learning form.
The reference literature presents a belief, which is reasonable
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according to the author, "that the technology [e-

respect to elements of pilot professional development, elearning can be applied in a much wider range. E-learning
may be treated as a separate form of expansion and
consolidation of the pilots' knowledge, and an essential tool
for verifying their theoretical knowledge, as specified by the
relevant regulations and the aviation organization.
In conclusion, just as simulators cannot completely replace
practical training on the aircraft, e-learning should not be
a substitute for classroom instruction. Organizations
selecting this method of training should review the level of
skills of individual instructors they employ, taking into
consideration the requirements of e-learning. The effects of
training will always depend on the skills of instructors,
which in all likelihood can be evaluated on the basis of the
level of knowledge and skills demonstrated by the trainees
after the course completion.
MODERN TECHNOLOGIES – TOOLS AND DEVICES
ASSISTING FLIGHT TRAINING

Figure 4 Modular Simulated Aircraft Maintenance Trainer
(CBT) at PAFA.
(Source: PAFA)
learning – author's note] alone is not a miraculous means to
overcome the difficulties faced by the training systems. This
technology should be used in conjunction with conventional
forms of education [lectures, classes, labs, etc. – author's
note], and not be treated as an alternative method which is
autonomous in relation to other methods" (Delors, 1998).
The fundamental problem with which we are dealing in the
process of transforming a modular training program, for
instance, e-learning program is a remote possibility, or lack
thereof, of meeting the training objectives connected with
the acquisition of practical skills by the trainees. We are
speaking here of basic practical skills which are usually
mastered by the trainee during the classes and labs carried
out in the theoretical phase of the training. Therefore, in the
opinion of the author, the flight training conducted in the
form of e-learning should be complemented by using
previously existing training forms, where the trainee can be
in contact with a specific training device, flight simulator, a
part of aircraft equipment, or the aircraft itself, with which
he interacts when training practical skills. With so
understood a form of flight training, the trainee is also likely
to be supported by the instructor, and the emerging concerns
can be addressed almost immediately during the lesson. With
12

Loop is a kind of swing supporting full pendular movements, forwards
and backwards, and, after unlocking, simultaneously left-right rotations
around the longitudinal axis of the trainee's body [Stelęgowski, Kłossowski,
Wochyński, 2011)].
13
Gyroscope is a kind of double Rhön wheel which, owing to its gyroscopic
suspension, supports axial rotations around all axes passing through the
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Flying is a difficult, complex task requiring from pilots vast
general knowledge base and technical expertise as well as
a wide range of skills appropriate to the aircraft type and the
tasks performed. The result is that particular attention is
currently paid to the development of air training equipment,
which is used in the process of basic training and
professional development of pilots.
Air training devices, in addition to school/trainer aircraft, are
practical and proven tool to assist the process of theoretical
and practical pilot training (Fig. 5).

Figure 5 Tools and devices assisting flight training
(Source: Author's own work)
Specialized training using air training devices is commonly
administered to PAFA students. This form of training
supports the process of flight training, and it is also
a fundamental method of exerting a holistic impact on
a pilot's organism, which comprehensively develops the
desirable psychophysical traits in a trainee.
1. Loop12, single Rhön Wheel13, and Gyroscope14 are
qualified as Gymnastic Training Equipment for Pilots
center of the trainee's body, simultaneously in all planes [Stelęgowski,
Kłossowski, Wochyński, 2011)].
14
Rhön wheel supports alternating rotations around two different axes
passing through the center of the trainee's body. When the trainee is tied in
facing forwards, the rotation takes place around the sagittal axis in the
frontal plane in both directions. When the trainee is tied in facing sideways,

(GTEP), which is used in pre-flightfitness-conditioning
training for military pilots.
They affect the improvement of the pilots' psychomotor
proficiency, especially their eye-hand coordination, spatial
orientation, and balance, in all flight states. The research
studies conducted by A. Stelęgowski, M. Kłossowski, and Z.
Wochyński which concerned a group of PAFA cadets clearly
indicate that the exercises using the GTEP mentioned above
bring about beneficial, statistically significant, changes in
such areas which are important for the pilot as: coordination,
spatial orientation, strength and the speed of reaction to
changes in the mission environment (Stelęgowski,
Kłossowski, Wochyński, 2011) (Fig. 6).
a)

b)

c)

Taking into consideration design complexity and the applied
degree of fidelity in imitating cockpit instruments,
equipment, and systems of the aircraft, as well as the manner
of simulating the loads occurring during the aircraft
manoeuvres, flight simulators (Flight Simulation Training
Devices – FSTD) can be divided into four main groups:
1. Full Flight Simulator (FFS) (Fig. 7a) - the most
technologically advanced simulator type. Complete, fullsized and functional cockpit replica of a certain aircraft type,
model or series, combined with the appropriate computer
system necessary to imitate the aircraft during ground and
air operations. The system of visualization provides a view
outside the cockpit, and the system of actuators imitates the
physical sensations associated with motion. Devices of this
type are used, among others, in training flight crews in
dangerous flight conditions, acquiring the appropriate habits,
and in maintaining currency.
a)

Figure 6 Training enhancing the resistance against motion
sickness and developing the efficiency of eye-hand
coordination, a) single Rhön wheel, b) gyroscope, c) loop –
PAFA training equipment
(Source: PAFA)
2. Hypergravity centrifuge is the device used for creating
hypergravity. It is commonly used in aviation and
aeronautics in order to examine the impact of hypergravity
on the human organism. It consists of a long arm at the end
of which there is an aircraft cockpit. During rotary motion
the cockpit is subjected to strong centrifugal force (largely
exceeding the weight) which creates hypergravity.
Centrifuges can create forces of several dozen "g",
exceeding the capabilities of the human body several times.
3. Hypobaric chamber is a device for testing and training
aircrews under reduced barometric pressure in complex
altitude combinations. The chamber is designed to perform
the following tests: periodic – in order to determine the
degree of the body resistance to the effects of oxygen
deficiency and the influence of altitude; occasional – in order
to determine the resistance of the immune system to oxygen
deficiency or to regain such resistance; special – according
to the desired profile [13].
4. Flight simulator is a technical device or a computer
program which imitates the aircraft operation under real
flight conditions. Simulators can be take the form from
simple computer games to advanced flight simulators which
are full-size, functional duplicates of the cockpit along with
the on-board systems and instrumentation mounted on
a hydraulic platform or hypergravity centrifuge, which
produces hypergravity values equal to those occurring in
various phases of the aircraft flight.

b)

Figure 7 Full Flight Simulator (Disorientation Simulator, a)
and Flight Training Device (FTD - b) at PAFA
(Source: PAFA)
2. Flight Training Device (FTD) (Fig. 7) – complete, fullsized and functional cockpit replica of instruments,
equipment, and control panels of a given aircraft type,
combined with the appropriate computer system necessary
to replicate the aircraft during ground and air operations.
These devices do not have to be equipped with visualization
and motion imitation systems.
3. Flight and Navigation Procedures Trainer (FNPT) (Fig.
8a). In this type of simulators the cockpit is connected with
a suitable computer system necessary to represent
a particular type, or group of types, of aircraft during in-

the rotation takes place around the sagittal axis forwards and backwards
[Stelęgowski, Kłossowski, Wochyński, 2011)].
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flight operations. Devices of this type are used i.a. in training
IFR flights and in navigation training.
a)

b)

Figure 8 Flight and Navigation Procedures Trainer (FNTPII - a) and Basic Training Device (BTD- b)
(Source: PAFA)
4. Basic Instrument Training Device (BITD) (Fig. 8b) –
a device imitating the instruments of an aircraft (possibly
displaying them on the screen) to be used in practicing at
least the procedural aspects of an IFR flight.
Simulators approved for the training of licensed aviation
personnel have to meet the requirements described in civil
aviation regulations. Military simulators must meet the
requirements specified by the contracting party. These
requirements are largely consistent with those applicable in
civil aviation. In these requirements great emphasis is put on
the fidelity of the cockpit instrument replication, including
certain versions of the aircraft, allowing to train the full
spectrum of missions executed by a given aircraft.
The effectiveness of practical training using flight simulators
is determined by a number of factors, including, among
others, such as safety, economic, technical, methodological,
etc.. Due to the fact that the desired level of simulator
training effectiveness has to be accomplished, and to the
versatility of flight simulator use, these devices must fulfill
a number of functions. The essential functions of a simulator
used for training and professional development of pilots may
include:
1. Demonstration function – it is associated with the
enrichment of the academic instruction process with
practical elements, allowing to demonstrate the trainee
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specific procedures, methods, and uses of equipment,
instruments and onboard systems.
2. Education function – it is associated with such aspects as
forming / mastering the trainee's skills and habits related to
practical execution of tasks in the cockpit, the use of
operating procedures, procedures to be followed in the event
of an onboard emergency, improvement of multi-crew
cooperation, improvement of skills regarding the use of
phraseology, improving the skills of flight training
instructors, etc.
3. Personality function – it is associated with the forming
and development of desirable personal-professional traits of
the pilot (trainee), preparing him, among other things, to
execute air missions under high workload and / or in time
deficit conditions, including the emergence of situations on
board, or in the mission environment, which are new from
the perspective of the pilot's (trainee's) current experience,
etc.
4. Adaptation function – it amounts to it the improvement of
the pilot's (trainee's) ability to perform "repetitive" tasks on
board the aircraft, including those related to activities
performed in complex and emergency situations. Exercises
performed within the scope of this function are particularly
important in preparing pilots for the execution of an air
mission which is new from the perspective of their previous
professional experience.
5. Research function – it is connected with checking the
pilot's (trainee's) behaviour at various stages of the planned
mission execution taking into account the specific structural
and ergonomic, or automation solutions related to
a particular aircraft type. It also amounts to checking the
validity of theoretical assumptions related to the way of
solving the problem onboard the aircraft by its crew, e.g. the
validity of the assumptions about the way the crew should
act in the event of a specific emergency situation onboard the
aircraft. This function is also used whenever it is necessary
to confirm the conclusions reached by air accident
investigation boards, relating to the causes of an undesirable
flight-related event.
6. Screening function – it consists in eliminating,
permanently or temporarily, from further flight training
persons who do not have predispositions (competences,
knowledge, skills) to be pilots / perform specific aviation
tasks.
7. Control-examination function – owing to which it is
possible to carry out control / examination exercises in
related to specific tasks and aviation ratings (Pielacha,
2000).
It should also be stressed that the effectiveness of the use of
flight simulators in the recruitment and selection process,
basic and advanced training of pilots, air accident
investigations, or studies is conditioned by understanding
their capabilities and limitations which apply to specific
areas of activity in aviation. On the other hand, while
creating them, apart from the use of certain modern aviation
technologies, a very important element is the desire of the
constructor to create such a mission environment for the
pilot, which would be as close to the reality as possible, to
take into account the knowledge of human capabilities and

limitations, including the knowledge concerning the
possibility of receiving and processing information, as well
as the cognitive factor with regard to the operational
capabilities of the simulator.
Current flight simulators are also treated as an essential tool
for improving the skills of "automatic" performance of
certain activities on board the aircraft, and the efficient
reception and selection of signals – data and information.
Many psychologists believe (Terelak, 1975) that in relatively
simple situations habits can replace thinking – automatic
execution of actions. In complex, unexpected situations,
such as unusual aviation failures a very important role is
played by rapid assessment of the situation and
programming the appropriate actions.
The fact that aviation simulators, regardless of their class,
are effective training tools is also confirmed by the results of
studies conducted worldwide. Research studies that have
been conducted so far clearly confirm the usefulness of flight
simulators, including the simplest (BITD), in the basic flight
training. Lintern et al. analyzed, as part of their research,
the degree of transferring the pilots' landing skills from the
flight simulator to the training aircraft in the initial phase of
flight training. The first group of pilots in training held two
landing sessions landing using a flight simulator before the
commencement of practical training in the air. The other
group – the control group – did not have that kind of training
prior to starting the practical training in the air. The
investigators proved that the first group of trainees needed
approx. 1.5 hours of flight training less before the first solo
flight, in comparison with the other group, which had not
had prior simulator training. In this case, we are only
speaking of one particularly important and difficult element
of flight training – learning to land (Lintern, Roscoe,
Koncoe, Segal, 1990).
Dennis and Harris, on the other hand, examined the effects
of simulator training on the practical flight training using
Microsoft Flight Simulator (v.4.0), which is a gaming
program based on a personal computer (PC) For one hour,
each trainee executed flight tasks, such as straight flight and
coordinated turns. Then, the trainees commenced practical
flight training. The results of comparative analyses of the
results achieved by the trainees with prior simulator training
with those who had not been subjected to such training
explicitly confirmed that the first group more easily
mastered the elements of the exercise which had been
practiced earlier on the simulator. Furthermore, these studies
confirmed the view that simple PC simulators are effective
tools in the formation of the aviation skills in the initial phase
of flight training (Harris, Harris, 1998).
On the other hand, the results of the research conducted by
Vaden and Hall (Vaden, Hall, 200x) pointed out to the fact
that the aircraft motion imitation platform does not perform
a significant role in the acquisition of skills by the pilot.
Using the meta-analysis method, they examined the impact
of the aircraft's plane of motion, which is an integral part of
the flight simulator, on the development of pilot skills. The
research studies showed little effect of using this type of
equipment on increasing the effects of flight training in
relation to the transport aircraft pilots. They also pointed to

the fact that the costs related to the upgrading of the
simulator with this function, as well as additional physical
load of the pilot during the execution of exercises on the Full
Flight simulator, have no significant effect on reducing the
number of hours of practical flight training carried out by the
flight crew in the air. On the other hand, they did not refer to
the impact of this training on improving the skills of the crew
in the use of the resources which were at the crew's disposal
during the actual flight.
Interviews which the author conducted with a group of
instructors from the air training centers in the Republic of
Poland point to the fact that the FNPT-2 simulators provide
high efficiency of training and screening, particularly in
relation to exercises concerning IFR flight procedures and
procedures used in emergency situations, aircraft maneuvers
during air mission execution, as well as preflight activities in
the aircraft cockpit.
Taking into account the above test results, it is possible to
put forward a thesis that modern flight simulators provide
a high degree of training efficiency in basic flight training of
pilots.
The Polish Air Force Academy has more than thirty types of
simulators which are used in basic and advanced training of
aviation personnel, including simulators certified by the civil
aviation authority. Their use is associated with acquainting
novice pilots with the airplane, its handling technique,
navigation and basic combat missions. They are used for the
selection and training of pilot candidates (Fig. 9a, b), the
advanced flight training, the training of all flight phases, the
assessment of the execution of specific air missions, as well
as training and integrating air crews during MCC and CRM
trainings.
The flight training syllabus for PAFA pilot cadets includes
120 hours of simulator training during the four years of
study. The situation is slightly different with regard to
training / professional development of jet aircraft pilots in
the Polish Armed Forces units. Apart from navigation and
flight maneuver functions, simulators of that type also
imitate the functions resulting from the combat missions
executed. The number of hours of simulator training depends
on the intensity and the type of tasks he performs within the
scope of his duties.
In the aviation units, flight simulator is treated, apart from
the application mentioned above, as a valuable tool
preparing pilots for regaining currency in the event of long
time between flights. In addition to the advantages related
purely to the training, the use of simulators can significantly
reduce training costs in comparison with the execution of the
same training using the real aircraft. The US Air Force
estimates that the cost of one hour of training on the C-5
aircraft is approx. $ 10,000 whereas one hour of training
using the C-5 simulator is $ 500.
a)
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b)

Figure 9 Comprehensive scientific-training system for pilot
selection (a) and the ejection training device (b) at PAFA
(Source: PAFA)
The advantage of simulators is undoubtedly enable pilots to
perform simulated air missions and practise behaviour in
emergency situations, the implementation of which on the
trainer aircraft would involve a very high risk of an
undesirable flight-related event. Another reason for the use
of simulators in military aviation is the level of knowledge
transfer, which is comparable with that acquired from flying
actual aircraft. The results of research studies related to the
areas connected with the effectiveness of simulator training
clearly indicate that the knowledge, skills, and habits
acquired during the training are directly reflected in the
willingness of the pilot to perform the specific aviation tasks
in the air. R. Moorman et al. conducted a study related to
flight simulator knowledge transfer, which covered the
period 1957-1986 (Terelak, 1975). Using meta-analysis, the
authors conducted the studies, and their results have enabled
them to find out that simulator training permanently leads to
improving the training effects achieved by jet pilots, as much
as practical air training using a specific aircraft type. This
regularity, however, was not confirmed in relation to
helicopter pilots. In another study, Corveta and Dunlap
focused their research on the simulator training effectiveness
taken by jet pilots, with respect to items such as landing
manoeuvre, IFR flight, and performing tasks in a training
area, such as bombing (Carreta, 2010). In all of the abovementioned research areas the results clearly indicated a high
usefulness of flight simulators with regard to the
development of pilot skills.

In 2016, PAFA joined military centres training air personnel
using equipment which is compatible with each other in
terms of ergonomics from the basic to the advanced training
level. Aircraft cockpits, from the general aviation level,
through school-trainer aircraft, to airliners, are equipped
with the newest generation of avionic equipment whose
visualization is based on liquid-crystal displays. (Fig.
10)The method of data imaging, and operating the onboard
equipment based on modern solutions, which can often be
regarded as similar in terms of ergonomics, enables the pilot
in training to move in the same, gradually enriched, interior
(passenger aircraft cockpit) mission environment. This is
particularly important for the aspects connected with the
"workload" and / or situational awareness of the pilot.
It should be stressed that academic instruction and simulator
training at different stages of training Polish Air Force
Academy cadets is based on modern teaching / training
systems. The Integrated Training System (ITS) should be
considered to be the top achievement with that respect. In
addition to the M-346 Aermacchi aircraft, it also includes
a complete Ground Training System (GBTS) (Fig. 11). That
systems enables trainee pilots to undergo a full package of
academic instruction and simulator training prior to practical
in-flight exercises. Owing to the implementation of that
system it is possible to improve the safety and the quality of
training with simultaneous significant financial savings.
The integrated M-346 aircraft training system consists of the
following components:
1. Electronic classroom – is a concept of using computer
software to create applications for education and training.
With regard to M-346, Electronic Classroom is an
application called CBT (Computer Based Training). It
contains chronologically and thematically arranged lessons
in the following topics: aircraft systems, aerodynamics,
navigation, and normal and emergency procedures. Students
of the course are responsible for individual study under the
specified daily schedule. CBT also includes supervision of
lecturers, who, address the emerging questions with their
knowledge and experience, and explain potential issues. The
technology implemented in CBT uses 2D and 3D interactive
models, including audio commentary guiding students
through individual topics. Training management and
learning progress are recorded in the Learning Management
System, which also includes dedicated units to evaluate
learning progress.
2. Desktop Trainers / Simulated Based Training (SBT) – is
a concept of using a personal computer (desktop or laptop)
to learn some elements of the knowledge about the aircraft
and operating its systems. The most common format is the
application that allows the trainee to practice operating the
controls in the aircraft cockpit (e.g. operating the UFCP –
Up-Front Control Panel and MFD – Multi Function
Display). The application is limited to the presentation of the
effects of the pilot's impact on individual systems or
a)
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b)

Figure 11 A comprehensive training system for M-346
aircraft pilots
(Source: Author's own work, developed
on the basis of (internet sources))

c)

d)

Figure 10 The cockpits of Zlin (a), Orlik ATC II (b),
M-346 (c), and F-16 (d) aircraft
(Source: PAFA)

aircraft control components (such as e.g. operating the
navigation system), with the possibility of performing
a flight or executing a mission, but with limited functionality
and visualization.
3. Training Management Information System (TMIS) – IT
system combining the operation of individual IT subsystems
managing the M-346 training. Such subsystems include,
among others: Integrated Logistic Support (ILS), elements
of GBTS (Ground Based Training System), and Learning
Management System (LMS). TIMS designed to manage the
following: training, the availability of aircraft, the use of
simulators, planning training and maintenance activities
involving the aircraft and other equipment.
4. Mission Planning and Debriefing Stations (MPDS) ––
common tool used for supporting the M-346 aircraft as well
as FMS and FTD simulators. It supports planning, briefing,
and uploading the mission planned on a memory card. The
data is then uploaded on the aircraft or simulators. They are
the basis for setting the aircraft's systems and determine
a scenario according to which a flight is performed. MPDS
comprise a workstation with a single or multiple screens,
wall projection displays, and space planning and debriefing.
MPDS is the basic component which manages the planning,
debriefing and evaluating the trainee.
5. Real Time Monitoring Station (RTMS) – enables real-time
monitoring of the task being performed, and its modification
from the ground through a Data Link. RTMS technology in
conjunction with LVC and Data Link also enables
conducting formation flights which combine the use of
simulators and real aircraft.
6. Instructor Operating Station (IOS) – FMS or FTD
simulator workstation which manages training and mission
execution. The station is equipped with controls to allow the
instructor to take over the control from the student in order
to demonstrate and training component. In addition, the
station allows the instructor to introduce a target aircraft or
an aircraft to fly in a formation, which are piloted by the
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instructor using the controls located on the console station.
Mission management enables to declare the assumed
meteorological and tactical conditions, as well as conditions
related to the systems of the aircraft.
7. Operational Flight Trainer (OFT) / Flight Training
Device (FTD) / Part Task Trainer (PTT) – part-task
simulator used to familiarize the trainee with the aircraft
systems, and to train aircraft handling in VFR / IFR
navigation flights, emergency procedures, and, in
conjunction with the FMS, to serve as a platform for
formation flights and the implementation of tactical
scenarios. It is characterized by excellent graphics and userfriendly interface but, in comparison with FMS, it has
a limited field of vertical and horizontal visualization
(120/60 degrees).
8. Full Mission Simulator (FMS) is an example of the highest
level of virtual technology implementation in flight training.
Using it, it is possible to imitate, in a 1:1 ratio (considering
the realness of training), all flight and training phases,
including sensor integration (Fire Control Radar, Targeting
Pod, Electronic Warfare System, Data Link), in order to
create complex tactical scenarios. This helps reduce training
costs and increase the availability of aircraft for other tasks.
FMS enables to perform, among others, flights in the
formation of two and four aircraft, offensive and defensive
manoeuvring in dog fight using weapons, to perform tasks
using a radar and a targeting pod, perform strike missions
using weapons, to fly in NVG (Night Vision Goggles), and
using HMD (Helmet Mounted Device). In combination with
the FTD, the FMS simulator is able to carry out the
formation tasks. Furthermore, the FMS and FTD with LVC
technology (Live Virtual Constructive based on Data Link
and ETTS) and the use of RTMS (Real Time Monitoring
Station) are capable of performing tasks simultaneously in
connection with real aircraft executing an air mission
[internet sources].
The system described above combines the functions of
a basic and an advanced training subsystems, and
a subsystem for training pilots who are in the so-called
continuous training. Elements of the system fully secure
various training stages with regard to academic instruction
and practical simulator training. In the Polish Air Force
Academy, this system will be used in the third stage of
training (Fig. 2), for cadets who are candidates for F-16 jet
pilots.
CONCLUSION
The introduction of modern aviation technology has led to
the rapid development of training tools commonly used in
academic instruction, and in both simulator and practical air
training. At present, it is difficult to imagine the training for
aviation personnel without this type of training tools. Despite
the fact that such training devices are usually expensive,
their advantages have caused them to become common
training tools. These devices are particularly useful in
enhancing the pilot (aircraft crew)-machine (aircraft)
cooperation. The relatively low cost of reconfiguring
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simulation devices causes that they faithfully imitate the
cockpits of aircraft used in air operations, and thus allow the
pilot, aircraft mechanic, or air traffic controller to achieve
a high level of adaptation to acting in a new mission
environment task, which is particularly important from the
perspective of the complexity and high dynamics of the
mission environment variation affecting the abovementioned air personnel. These activities are additionally
supported by the utilization of modern technologies (e.g.
control automation, glass-cockpits, etc.) in all aircraft types
used at all stages of flight training. Because of all these
advantages, aircraft manufacturers, more and more
frequently offer comprehensive training systems for pilots
(M-346), or aircraft mechanics (F-16), at the same time not
forgetting the simplest training devices from today's
perspective – BITD.
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Abstract - The paper provides a scheme of basic methods in use
which accept the concept of symbiotic principles in the research
of operator – pilot skills in artificial and natural environments.
New aviation technology is designed in concord with the
principles of converted information of the use of aviation
technology. Handling and control of sophisticated flying
apparatuses require increased demands on operator – pilots
learning. Considering high price and safety of aviation
technology, the requirements on the preparation of technical
flight operators are increasing too. Motivation and the answer
to the above mentioned problems require the implementation
of methods which can state the reasons of such requirements as
the basic attribute in the human reaction to possible system and
random errors in a scientific way. The paper presents a
suggestion of basic used methods which have been implemented
in the research of skills in the environment which has been
specially designed for the solution and looking for answers to
the connection of individual operator skill of operator – pilot
with the concept of construction ability of a flying apparatus.

Key words - asymptotic learning, skill, mathematical models,
evaluation of locomotion skills.

BACKGROUND
Currently, the most common feature in the field of civil
aviation is the safety. This scientific area is very important
for many research institutes. In the Slovakia are interested in
this field Department of Avionics, Technical University of
Kosice and Air Transport Department in cooperation with
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Flight Training Organization (Approved training
organisation –SK.ATO.01) – Air School of the University of
Zilina. [9] They research this area in the view of the impact
of a human factor on safety, the flight-checking and
verification of technical equipment and their quality as well
as the relationship of the operator/pilot and the aircraft. An
important part of the research is the application of results in
practice and in the teaching process at the universities, too.
Students should be educated comprehensively, they need to
have a knowledge and very good technical background but
also the aviation legislation (air law) is necessary, because
that provides a framework for all activities in civil aviation.
Thus prepared student-researcher can be a part of next
theoretical and practical simulations that will lead to
increasing the safety and quality of civil aviation. [10].
During the flight, the unique mission of the operator - pilot
(OP) lies within the responsibility for the selected or
programme-determined doctrine of the aircraft position
along the flight trajectory. The mutuality of the relationship
of the OP and aircraft completes the image of the ergatic
system, in which the OP is tied to the object (aircraft). The
operator – pilot makes a decision about the optimation of the
aircraft control in complex flight situations in which the
aircraft might find itself. During the flight, the OP decides
about the change of aircraft control to manual one, which is
the main feature of the selective method of the performance

of flight ergatic system control along the determined flight
trajectory [3]. The space which will further on be called an
area of successful task solution (ASS) is the final solution of
aircraft operation along the selected route. As it follows from
the above presented short description, the quality of control
(automated) and the control of board information systems of
the aircraft by the operator – pilot decides about the total
effectiveness of aircraft control along the determined
flyway. Then, finishing the flight can be evaluated as a
successful one once the determined conditions, which can be
finally evaluated as successful ones, are met or as an
unsuccessful one if the conditions for control quality are not
met. Because quality presents the mutuality of internal ties
working in the aviation ergatic system (AES), the term of
local quality estimation will be used as follows [7]. Local
estimation is tied to one cycle from N – number of controls
(see Figure 2), for which the following is valid:
𝑃̂ {𝑋𝑞 ≤ 𝑄𝐴𝑆𝑆 } → 𝑃,

Figure1: Coordinates of the position of reaching the
element qi in the area QASS on a flying apparatus
controlled by an operator - pilot. (OP) (Source:[1])

(1)
1.

where:
Xq – coordinates of AES position in QASS
QASS – area of successful solution of the flight task
P – obtained probability of QASS position

It follows the above presented assumption (1) that it is
necessary to consider procedures which enable to calculate
the variable of the estimation of learning and determine the
area of successful solutions QASS when estimating the local
quality of the control of the aircraft by the OP [1].
It is well-known that learning of flight ergatic systems
(controlled by a human) is connected with the notion of
„saturation“, where the learning curve has exponential
character. The condition is that every control cycle and every
AES position along the flight trajectory has a random
variable function assigned, which possesses the following
characteristics [2]:
1, when 𝑋𝑞 ϵ Q ASS , e. g. success
𝑞(𝑖) = {
0, when Xq ∉ Q ASS. e. g. failure

ESTIMATION OF LEARNING SUCCESS OF
THE OP TO CONTROL AES

The above described images of the OP quality in the control
of ergatic system can be represented by a sequence of
estimation variable y(i), number of N – cycles of OP´s
interventions into the control of ergatic system [4]. It is
supposed that the positioning of the ergatic system saturated
in space-time has a programme-like character. The equation
(1) can be expressed by a recurrent relationship of the
following type:
𝑦(𝑖) = 𝑎. 𝑦(𝑖 − 1 ) − ( 1 − 𝑎). 𝑞𝑖

(2)

where:
y(i) – presents the estimation of aircraft control quality,
a - presents informative parameter by which OP´s
motivation for the control of the ergatic complex and
positioning of ergatic complex control are connected.
The content of the time constant „T“ which is the time
constant of the ergatic complex is the source of information.
Figure 2 shows suitable expression of the meaning of the
parameter „a“.
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Figure 2: Image expression of the recurrent equation with the
expression of parameter of importance parameter
(Source:[1])
aPresents the ability of the pilot to perceive the
features of the control object in the space-time. Perception
of the OP´s information ability is supported by the avionic
complex which is decisive for the aircraft constant T [7].
The equation (2) presents a recurrent equation of the ergatic
process when solving a task of observing the position
〖q_i〗_(ASS ). It is determined that if:

Figure 3: Position of the aircraft control stick by the operator
– pilot in the determined range of N – cycles of AES control
(Source: Authors)

𝑞𝑖 𝐴𝑆𝑆 = 1 , and the vector control function [ 0] is F

𝑄𝑂𝐴𝑆𝑆

𝑞𝑖 𝐴𝑆𝑆 = 0, and the vector control function [ 0] is F

𝑄𝐴𝑆𝑆

The presented consideration allows to perform a recurrent
equation (2) transformation into a differential one in the
following form:

It is supposed that the informative character of the parameter
„a“ lies within the area:
0,5 ≤ 𝑎 ≤ 1
(3)
It is possible to determine the limit positioning of ergatic
system into QASS according to the character (3) by the
following probability:
𝑃(𝑞𝑖 = 1) = 𝑝𝑖

𝑇0 . 𝑦̇ (𝑡) + 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑞𝑖(𝑡)

(5)

The problem presented here has been realised as a
programme and in practice in the conditions of a lab
workplace on the simulator provided by the company Virtual
reality media Ltd. Comparison of obtained results has been
performed by the method of simulation according to the
following scheme [8].

𝑃(𝑞𝑖 = 0) = 1 − 𝑝𝑖
It is possible to estimate the importance of the recurrent
equation depending on those values from the equation (2)
exactly [5].
Let the ties of the operator – pilot and the controlled object
be determined by the relationship of OP´s time constant T0
and time constant T – of the flying object (controlled). The
ties are defined as follows:
∆𝑡
𝑇0 =
. 𝑇;
(4)
1−𝑎

It is supposed that „a“ is determined by the relationship

𝑎 =1−

4.𝜏𝑥=0
𝑇

;

where:
τ_(x ) - presents the time outside the programme-determined
flight trajectory.
Based on those considerations it is possible to determine a
discrete graph of object control, Figure 3.
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Figure 4: Estimation of learning success of the operator –
pilot to control AES according to the training degree
(Source: Authors)
Output data in Figure 4 offer mean values of the data of
average values of helicopter longitudinal slope angle
interleft with characteristics continuous course. The analysis
of graphic courses shows that the output of pilot No. 1
(professional, 2500 flight hours) during the period of 35s has
an exponentially growing course, at the end the helicopter
position is stabilised on the value of longitudinal slope angle
0°, which is an ideal case for further completion of the
navigation task (flight circuit according to valid legislation
regulations). [1][5]

The output of the pilot No.2 (800 flight hours) also has
exponential course with faster onset but the value of
longitudinal slope angle on the edge of the area of successful
task solution within 35s is not stabilized precisely on the
value 0°. The comparison clearly shows that this part of
methodological research is essential and highlights the skills
of both pilots obtained by continuous learning and practical
training. Within observed 35s, the beginner pilot could not
reach the required longitudinal slope position and the
following fulfilment of the navigation task has been
impossible. This situation fully illustrates the lack of
obtained skills of the paper authors.
2.

ANALYSIS OF OP´S LEARNING SUCCESS
TO CONTROL AES

On the base of analysis in the programme environment of
matlab the following has been obtained:
The graphs of asymptotic course of successful obtaining
ASS (Figure 4) have only theoretical and educational
importance. Objective measurements and OP´s learning
experience have shown that when an individual is learning
how to control an aircraft there occurs so-called variable
delay which influences the effect of its quality. The model of
the variable delay, which has been used in the research of
OP´s skill, can be expressed by a programme, the part of
which contains the model of aircraft control stick positioning
during AES control (Figure 3).
Models of ergatic systems are used in the design of specific
AES and their adequacy is verified in the process of their
realisation. A particular ergatic process is usually performed
with the help of simulators. The computer systems of
contemporary and perspective simulators contain the
architectures of hybrid information systems. Due to the
above mentioned reason, the analogue as well as discrete
methods of the estimation of ergatic systems parametric
sensitivity do not cease to possess practical importance [5].
Next, the attention is devoted to the model of the
ergatic system, by the function of which compensation
process is realised by the control of AES by the operator –
pilot and with the influence of outer errors. There is defined
compensation role aimed at:
a) the OP´s skill in the compensation of the influence
of errors implemented into the selected board
information system - simulator,
b) the definition of the recommendations, constraints
and limits of OP´s compensation skills,
c) the possibilities of compensation errors which
influence the position of AES on the flight
trajectory.
The mutuality of the mathematical model and the object of
modeling is complex and technically it presents problems
which are hard to solve. The reason of such complexity are
the effects of the doctrinal solutions of the situations by the
OP.
Designing a symbiotic system, which is determined for
testing and control of flight professionals to prove their
ability to control and operate avionic technology at the

Department of Avionics is the proof of this hypothesis. The
base of the symbiotic system is the processional mutuality of
digital systems in the control of the aircraft, the meaning of
which is solving of complex functions of the tasks being
solved during the flight. It is possible to perform
measurements for finding out the degree of professionally of
the operators as well as the recommendations for the
evaluation of their effectiveness in connection with other
systems. The system has been designed and constructed on
the base of theoretical postulates and financial means of the
author of [1].
CONCLUSION
Basic features of a symbiotic system are determined by a
mathematical model (analogue, linear, discrete, hybrid),
which empirically absorb the experience with AES control.
The system is based on the use of probability estimation
method to obtain statistic data. This method is intrinsic to
many methods of model design. The experience from recent
model creation can in short be concluded into the following
points:
1. By the research of OP´s reactions to a determined
stimulus, a hypothesis of the structure of a heuristic model is
created, i.e. a differential equation succession, from which
transfer function is created, is determined. In the process of
simulation, model parameters are gradually set and a
measuring element, which imitates the variable delay in the
controls positioning by the OP, is included. It is gainful to
set the simulation circuit to be performed by the following
methods:
a) with the help of well-known experimental methods
of object identification,
b) by the use of well-known (or determined) criteria,
e.g. system sensitivity to the change of parameters.
It is suitable to find dominant values of time
increases which are evoked by the hypothesized
transfer function or the deviation from determined
value,
c) by the use of other models which are connected into
the simulation circuit depending on the ability of
the human to adapt to a new board electronic
system, which is the object of the examination.
2. Stability of the characteristics of OP´s learning is created
by AES heuristic model and uses statistic terms. Ergatic
(error) process is at the same time defined by a stationary
function. Similarly, the above mentioned heuristic model,
Figure 6, can be named as well. Then it is possible to
determine the quality of functions and the effectively of OP´s
learning identification by the methods used in the theory of
control.
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Abstract – TS-11 has become operational, students were
able to practice more advanced tasks like interceptions,
shootings and bombings. In addition, that made a huge
step for future fighter pilots. From that time students
were not only learning how to fly a jet but moreover how
to deploy a weapon. SPARK found use also in
maintaining pilots flying skills in frontline units due to
low operating costs. Some versions of the aircraft were
equipped with a camera so the reconnaissance missions
became more efficient. It is our Polish construction and
it flies in Polish Air Force over 50 years so we are doubly
proud of it.

SPARK’s flight took place on the 5th of February 1960 with
Andrzej Abłamowicz in charge. The two next prototypes
(110PR-03 and 111PR-04) were flown in March and July
1961. Both of them had installed Polish engines made in
Rzeszów named WSK HO-10 (7,74kN). All the flying trials
showed that Iskra was stable, easy to fly and maintain and
what was very important - the flatter did not appear even in
full range of allowed speed. In 1964 there was installed
another Polish engine - SO1 (9,8kN). It produced about 25%
more thrust than WSK HO - 10 from Rzeszów. Series
production of SO1 began in 1967 and the first Iskra with this
engine left WSK - Mielec factory on 31st of December 1968
[7], [8].

Key words – numerical analysis, CFD fluent, Airframe.

INTRODUCTION
The TS-11 “SPARK” was developed to fill the technological
gap between piston engine aircrafts used for the training and
modern jets from MIG family used by fighter units in Poland
of XX century. In 1959 doc. Tadeusz Sołtyk and his team
constructed a light dual seat jet trainer. Iskra made its first
flight in 1961 so the gap was fulfilled. It was the first jet
aircraft designed in Poland. The first prototype (119PR-02)
was powered by 7,8kN British engine called Viper 8. First
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Figure 2 – TS-11 ‘’ SPARK’’
Figure 1 – TS-11 ‘’ SPARK’’
The All of SPARK aircrafts flying nowadays are powered by
one engine of 1000 kG thrust (SO-3) or 1100 kG (SO-3W)
with speed of 700 km/h. The aircraft is able to operate from
unprepared runways and is quite resistant to FOD (Foreign
Object Damage) as well as its service has been simplified.
Although the construction is totally metal aircraft has got a
great performance and long gliding distance thanks to wide
wingspan and light weight.
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One of the most interesting aspects about SPARK
construction is its ailerons. Ailerons form about 40% of
wing’s span and about 25% of wing’s chord length. They can
swing up by about 20 degrees and swing down by 5-10
degrees. Ailerons do not touch wing tips, therefore the
buffeting phenomenon on the ailerons doesn´t rise. Ailerons
installed on SPARK’s wings are marked with dull and split
trailing edges. There is no option of too rapid detachment of
circumfluent air stream. Constructor Tadeusz Sołtyk knew
‚buffeting’ phenomenon and he prevented that problem on
TS-11 SPARK. Buffeting is caused by detached vortex
which produces pressure changes. If the circumfluent air
stream is right the drag and energy loss are lower.

Figure 3 – Ailerons of SPARK

Figure 4 – Geometry of wing

Even minor vortex can cause vibration which is bad for
controls and uncomfortable for the pilot who feels specific
‚buzz’ on controls. Split trailing edge prevents it because
pressure changes do not make aileron hinge moment. Such
solution is not so popular. There are only a few aircraft on
which it was applied.
CFD ANALYSIS OF PZL TS-11 SPARK’S WING
Drawings of PZL Mielec TS-11 „Iskra” aircrafts geometry
have been published by „Modelarz” in 2007. Geometry is
depicted from factory drawings of theoretical (baseline)
geometry of the aircraft. Most of the wing geometry is
presented in table form describing the crucial theoretic
points positions and parameters change along wingspan.
Crucial to aerodynamics of the aircraft features are shown
with precise dimensions, i. e.:
Size and shape of the closing wall at the end of
ailerons and flaps, which is different for each of
those surfaces.
Stall fences
Flap, its gap shape, axis of rotation and range of
extension
Aileron, its nose shape, range of extension
Drawing includes also the theoretical shapes of fuselage, tail
surfaces and engine inlets, not used in this work.

GEOMETRY

Figure 5 – CFD Geometry of wing

AIRFOILS
The airfoils used on this wing are not exactly the
same
as their theoretical contours, especially for NACA 64009.
In the comparison below in order to show differences, the
scale in the y direction has been exaggerated.

In this paper a theoretical geometry of wing, including the
part submerged inside fuselage, has been used.
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Figure 8 – CFD Geometry of wing

Figure 6 – CFD Geometry of wing
In 3D model the theoretical contours of airfoils
have
been used because of their better resolution.

Figure 9 – CFD Geometry of wing
COMPUTATIONAL MESH

Figure 7 – CFD Geometry of wing
COMPUTATIONAL MESH
Tetrahedral mesh with prismatic boundary layer
area.,
2.2*106 elements, Y+ parameter size of 1.
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In order to obtain Y+ size of 1.0, in the boundary
layer
area, few layers of prismatic elements have been generated.
The following parameters have been used:
– First element height h
– Number of layers n = 18
– Increase of height between layers
parameter |h+ h|/|h| = 1.2
High density of the mesh has been defined on
leading
and trailing edges, on external contour of stall fence, and in
the area of airfoils root and tip.
The gaps between wing and aileron and flaps (both
nose and side) have been omitted in order to simplify the
geometry. Its influence is planned to be investigated in next
stage of this work.

Figure 10 – CFD Geometry of wing - Boundary layer

Figure 13 – CFD Geometry of wing - Wingtip
RESULTS OF CFD FLUENT CALCULATION
Reverse flow areas shown with positive components of wall
shear in x (longitudal) direction on the wing surface.

Figure 11 – CFD Geometry of wing - Change of trailing
edge height between flap and aileron
Figure 14 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x (longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=0ᵒ

Figure 15 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution
and path lines, α=0ᵒ
Figure 12 – CFD Geometry of wing - Stall Fence
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Figure 16 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x
(longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=2ᵒ

Figure 19 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution
and path lines, α=4ᵒ

Figure 17 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution
and path lines, α=2ᵒ

Figure 20 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x
(longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=6ᵒ

Figure 18 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x (longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=4ᵒ

Figure 21 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution
and path lines, α=6ᵒ
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Figure 22 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x (longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=8ᵒ

Figure 23 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution
and path lines, α=8ᵒ

Figure 24 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x
(longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=10ᵒ

Figure 25 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution and
path lines, α=10ᵒ

Figure 26 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x
(longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=12ᵒ

Figure 27 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution
and path lines, α=12ᵒ
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Figure 28 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x
(longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=14ᵒ

Figure 31 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution and
path lines, α=16ᵒ

Figure 29 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution and
path lines, α=14ᵒ

Figure 32 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x
(longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=18ᵒ

Figure 30 – CFD fluent - wall shear in x
(longitudal)
direction on the wing surface, α=16ᵒ

Figure 33 – CFD fluent - Pressure distribution and
path lines, α=18ᵒ
CONCLUSION
The paper presents numerical analysis CFD fluent which
present the figure 34.
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Figure 34 – CFD fluent – results of calculation
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Abstract – This article offers an application to a case study of a
methodology for the evaluation of flexible options. We use a
simulation model to test the benefits of flexible options in terms
of performance gains (waiting time). Flexibility has been
advocated as something to pursuit to increase the airports’
resilience and performance. However, no assessment tool to
quantify its benefits in terms of passenger processes at
terminals was developed so far. Based on our results, flexibility
can increase the performance by reducing the waiting times.
Consequently, passengers will have more time available to use
non-aeronautical services and therefore, become more
satisfied.

a variety of customers and services (Graham, 2010).
Business viability is increasingly uncertain.

Key words – Passenger terminals, Flexible airport terminals, airport
development, simulation.

Flexibility is herein defined as the ability to change an
infrastructure in time to respond to its capacity needs with
maximum value for money of the investment used. It can be
applied at three different moments with diverse objectives,
namely: extension, which consists in using flexible options
to better exploit current airport capacity without the need to
change infrastructure’s footprint; expansion, consists in
increasing the infrastructure’s footprint with flexible
options, and; reduction, consists in using flexible options to
reduce the capacity of the infrastructure’s footprint when
demand is lower than expected.

INTRODUCTION
For a long period, air transport benefited from a protected
and steady growth where airports were essentially public
providers of transport infrastructure. Then, a liberalisation
wave started with unpredictable demand, growing financial
constraints, new social trends or successive technological
leaps (Burghouwt, 2007; Vasigh, Fleming, & Tacker, 2008).
The new context is dominated by less regulation. Airports
are becoming commercially-oriented firms that compete for
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Planning infrastructures with very long lifecycles is
inherently uncertain due to unreliable forecasting techniques
(Richard de Neufville & Odoni, 2003). Nowadays, the major
challenge in airport planning lies in the need to quickly and
economically adapt to the ever-changing context
(Magalhães, Reis, & Macário, 2015). An alternative
approach based in the principles of flexibility is being
advocated (Burghouwt, 2007; Neufville, 2008; Butters,
2010; Magalhães, Reis, & Macário, 2013).

Flexibility is studied herein in the context of extension. No
research about embedding flexibility at this level has been

found (Magalhães, Reis, & Macário, 2016). Small capacity
investments with quick implementation are preferred over
high investments which take years to be fully exploited. For
instance, instead of expanding a terminal for international
arrivals, moveable walls can provide the required additional
capacity and delay that investment. Airports with limited
capacity of expansion are greatly benefited as they can
increase capacity within the footprint. Although the benefits
of flexibility have been discussed, no actual assessments or
tools have been developed.
The purpose of this study is to validate a novel conceptual
methodology that we developed, which provide a detailed
road map for the implementation and assessment of flexible
options. Flexible options will be assessed in function of the
operational performance outputs related with the level of
service (e.g. waiting time) using simulation. We will present
the results of our simulations for Lisbon Airport Terminal 2.
These flexible options are introduced to solve the
bottlenecks generated by the capacity changes.
FRAMEWORK FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
FLEXIBILITY
Measuring the benefits of flexibility is difficult. Isolating the
impact of flexibility in a scenario of contextual change is no
easy matter, as there are a large number of factors that impact
the performance of airports. However, it is important to
assess the benefits of flexibility from a productivity gain
point of view.
This study presents a new methodology for evaluating
flexibility which intends to support the airport managers’
decision upon which flexible option, if any, should be
applied. We adopted the vision proposed by other authors
(Neufville & Cardin, 2008; Neufville, 2008; Neufville &
Scholtes, 2011; Eckart, 2012) that flexibility can be
evaluated through the comparison of different scenarios.
According to (Vreeker, Nijkamp, & Welle, 2002), four types
of evaluation styles can be distinguished, namely: monetary
decision approach, based on cost and benefits (or
effectiveness) principles; utility theory approach, based on a
multicriteria analysis which is used to rank the decisionmakers’ preferences; learning approach, which is based on a
sequential articulation of the decision-maker’s views, and;
collective decision approach, which is based on a multiperson negotiation or voting procedures. Based on a series
of interviews in airports worldwide, we decided to pursuit a
monetary decision approach based on a cost-effectiveness
analysis, as this seems the preferred type of evaluation for
airport managers’ decision upon a certain flexible option.
We conducted a series of interviews between 2012 and 2014
to airport managers of the following airports (we are using

the IATA codes): LIS, AMS, ZRH, FRA, ATH, BOS, VCP,
GRU, GIG and SDU. These interviews were also used to
empirically validate our methodology.
This methodology is composed by five distinct phases: two
decision moments and three main groups of steps. The first
phase is a decision moment where airport managers have to
decide if they are considering flexibility for capacity
extension purposes. This framework was developed for this
type of flexibility.
The second phase is the setting the scene. This is the phase
at which all decision inputs are defined and the scene is set.
It has two main parts: the determination of the decision
inputs and, the choice of scenarios and flexible options.
Concerning the decision inputs, airport managers have to
decide the scope of the work and the period of analysis. The
scope is related with which parts of the airport will be
analysed. Is it the whole terminal? The check-in area?
Flexibility can be applied at different levels with different
types of options (Magalhães et al., 2013). Therefore, the use
of flexibility has to fit the scope as different types of flexible
options can be found for each scope. The period of analysis
will influence the scenarios which will be used in the study.
An analysis for a season generates different scenarios when
compared with a 5-year period. Thus, it is necessary to
define with precision the analysis period. The decision
variables are chosen by the airport manager. The reason to
let the airport manager choose the decisions variables is that
flexibility has been linked with costs savings, time
reductions and increase of performance (or robustness
towards change) as explained above. But there is no common
understanding of what variables should be used to analyse it
(Magalhães et al., 2015). So, by letting the airport manager
choose the decision variables this methodology fits each
specific airport. However, the decision variables have to
reflect the processes at the terminal for passengers and
luggage. The objective of this methodology is to analyse the
benefits of flexibility for extension. Thus, the variables have
to reflect what is going on inside the terminal in terms of
capacity, productivity and costs of the processes. The
scenarios and flexible options choice is where all the main
sources of uncertainty shall be identified and the possible
future scenarios defined. As explained above, air transport is
a highly dynamic business with several sources of
uncertainty. These uncertainties leave airports in a difficult
position to respond to change quickly. For each scenario, the
suitable flexible options to deal with it shall be identified to
be evaluated in the next phase, according to the scope of the
study. If possible, each scenario should have an associated
probability of occurrence. This information will be helpful
for the airport manager in the next phase. If there is a
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scenario with a high probability of occurrence when
compared with the others, airport managers might choose the
flexible option with the best results for this scenario instead
of one with good results for all scenarios. As mentioned
above, flexible options can be diverse (e.g. from moveable
walls to modular terminals). As different scenarios require
different flexible options, it is important to evaluate (in the
next phase) the results obtained for each alternative for each
scenario, in order to choose the one which produces the best
results. Yet, to achieve this, is important to list the
uncertainties, to develop the scenarios and list the flexible
options to respond to them.
The third phase is the ex-ante operational evaluation. At
this phase, flexible options will be evaluated for each
scenario in order to understand if they provide better results
than the “do nothing” option, which means to leave things as
they are. This phase requires information from the previous
one. The values of the decisions variables for the base case,
which corresponds to the current situation, are estimated as
well as for each flexible option for each scenario. Regarding
the evaluation method, it has to be chosen based on the
analysis period and the scope itself. Long-term analyses are
typically based on pre-investment analysis whereas shortterm analyses, related with airport daily operations, are
usually analysed with microsimulation methods. Therefore,
the aspects defined in the previous phase will influence the
type of analysis performed. Moreover, it has to be taken into
consideration if it is possible to associate a probability of
occurrence to each scenario or not. Some evaluation methods
are not able to incorporate probabilities. This phase serves
the purpose of understanding if flexibility is an option to
extend the capacity and delaying expansion. Thus, at the end
of this phase if flexible options do not provide better results
than “do nothing” (base case), the analysis should stop. This
means that flexibility is not the answer to the problem. If it
is not the case, we should proceed to the next phase. This
evaluation is based on decision variables that are chosen by
the airport manager. To decide whether or not to proceed for
flexible options, a matrix that compiles the obtained results
for the decision variables for the base case and all the
alternative flexible options for each scenario can be used.
Figure 1 presents a generic matrix that provides an example
for two different scenarios and n decision variables.
Whenever the differences between the results obtained for
the flexible options and the base case are positive (green), it
is clear that flexible options will provide better results for
that specific scenario.
The fourth phase is another decision moment. Once the
previous phase is finished, it is time to look at the results and
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forwent all the flexible options that, for each scenario,
produce worse results that the base case (current situation).
The fifth phase is the ex-ante value for money evaluation.
This is the phase at which the capacity extension portfolio of
flexible options is produced. Once airport managers decide
to proceed for flexible options, it is time to observe which
flexible option provides more value for money, using a costeffectiveness analysis. This methodology does not say to
airport managers which option should be chosen. It only
evaluates the results obtained for each flexible option for
each scenario, pointing out the flexible options that provide
the best results in each scenario. This evaluation is based on
the probability of occurrence of each scenario, if available,
and the value for money that takes into account the cost of
the flexible options and productivity results that are captured
by the decision variables.
MODELLING FLEXIBLE OPTIONS AT LISBON TERMINAL 2
In this study we apply the methodology to Terminal 2 at
Lisbon International Airport. We seek a more robust
validation through simulation. We are developing a hybrid
simulation model based in discrete event (to simulate the
processes) and agent based (to simulate passengers and staff
behavior). Discrete-events have been advocated as a proper
way to reproduce airport processes (Neufville & Odoni,
2003). Therefore, as we are linking flexible options with the
airport processes, discrete event seems to be the better tool
to use. We are considering all the processes for departures.
Notwithstanding, we also want to capture the behaviour of
the passengers and staff involved in the processes.
Moreover, as some processes depend on human resources
(e.g.: traditional check-in), human flaws (e.g.: fatigue, lack
of attention) are important to capture in our model since they
will influence the overall performance. However, due to data
limitations to date of submission of this article we stopped
out methodology at phase 4.

Figure 31 - Matrix to support the analysis of the results
obtained at the ex-ante operational evaluation phase
We are using the AnyLogic software to develop this hybrid
simulation model. The model is organised in three layers: the
physical, refers to the actual infrastructure’s footprint
(terminal); the logical, refers to the actions of the passengers,
and; the resources, which refers to the existent equipment,
staff and others. The discrete event approach models the
processes whereas the agent based approach will model
passengers and resources’ behaviour, which are limited by
the infrastructure while running through the process. Our
inputs are related with processes and staff performance (e.g.
queue length, counters’ capacity per unit of time,
passengers’ arrival flows, waiting times), as well as
passengers information (e.g. percentage of business versus
touristic, percentage of international versus domestic). The
input information is used in the simulator to test the response
of several flexible options at different scenarios, in order to
assess the operational gains. The outputs of the model will
be focused on processes’ performance for the flexible
options. This outputs will then be used to assess the best
flexible option to respond to each tested scenario.
The reasons to develop this simulation for Lisbon Airport
Terminal 2 are several. Lisbon Airport cannot be expanded
beyond its current limits. The building of a new airport is not
being considered due to the current economic Portuguese
situation. Notwithstanding, the traffic has been growing
rapidly especially with the recent starting of operation of
Ryanair. So, there is a need to accommodate demand without
compromising the quality of service and also, by avoiding
expansion. Thus, Lisbon Airport a perfect case study for the
extension scope.
As we are under the scope of an extension case, we can
proceed to the second phase of our methodology. The scope

of our study is the departure process. This terminal only
conducts departures. We will analyse the bottlenecks and
applied flexibility in the aeronautical activities (check-in and
border control) which present capacity issues. The period of
analysis is a standard operation day (October 26 th, 2016).
During this day, Terminal 2 had 41 flights of four airline
companies, namely: EasyJet, Ryanair, Transavia and
Wizzair. The STD of the flights ranged from 5.15 am to
21.20 pm. This information as well as the information
concerning the check-in counters and boarding gates was
gently provided by ANA – Aeroportos de Portugal, for the
purpose of this study. For the purpose of this study we will
only use a decision variable – waiting time. This variable is
one of the most used to assess the level of service (IATA,
2004). The scenario for our simulation is actually the current
situation – add a new airline to the terminal. Our goal is to
see if flexible options will help to increase the capacity now
that Ryanair arrived to Lisbon Airport. No probability of
occurrence will be used. As this is the current situation, no
probability of occurrence will be needed. The flexible
options that we will use to deal with the capacity issues for
each aeronautical activity are in Table 1.
The evaluation method will be based in the assessment of the
waiting times during the simulation for each aeronautical
activity. We will assess the waiting times for the current
situation (base vase) and for the situation with flexible
options. Then, we will determine the differences between
these values for the base case and the flexible options. As we
are only considering one scenario and one decision variable,
there is no need to build up a complex matrix as the one in
Figure 1.
Table 16 - Flexile options used in the simulation
Aeronautical
activity
Check-in
Border
control

Flexible option

Condition

Open new check-in
counter
Open new check-in
counter

When waiting time
exceeds 20 minutes
When there is a
Non-Schengen
flight

SIMULATION OUTPUTS
The simulation model was calibrated based on observations
as well as the information provided by the airport manager.
Figure 2 presents the parameters that we needed to calibrate.
The other parameters (e.g. arrival times at the airport,
percentage of luggage, percentage of online check-in, etc.)
were provided by the airport manager.
The percentages of passengers conducting online check-in
and traditional check-in are 40% and 60%, respectively,
expect for Ryanair in which case is the opposite. Both
Transavia and Wizzair have two check-in counters at the
terminal. EasyJet has six and Ryanair four.
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This flexible options represents a major increase in the
performance of EasyJet and Ryanair operations. For both
airlines, a new check-in counter is open. For Transavia and
Wizzair there is or need for a new check-in counter, the
waiting times are lower.
The maximum waiting time is now 25 minutes. This is a
huge improvement when compared with the current
situation.

Border control
Figure 32 – Calibrated parameters

In the current situation, Terminal 2 presents capacity issues
at check-in and border control. The maximum waiting time
in the check-in queue currently reaches 50 minutes. On the
manual border control, the maximum waiting time can easily
reach 25 minutes. Some passengers reaches this point
without this amount of time to spend here. On the other hand,
the ones who reach this point earlier represent less money
spent on non-aeronautical activities as beyond this point,
there are no shops or restaurants. Figure 3 presents the queue
at border control in the simulation for the current situation.

For the border control, as the processing time of the border
staff is not good enough, we decided to have three counter
opened whenever there is a Non-Schengen flight.
With the introduction of a new border control position, the
maximum waiting time decreases to 10 minutes.
This time saving means that passengers can spend more time
at the airport doing non-aeronautical activities and
consequently, spending more money. Moreover, there is a
satisfaction for the passenger which may lead him/her to
choose this airport instead of another.
To fully apply our methodology it was now time to estimate
the costs of having both flexible options working and present
them to the airport manager. However, due to the lack of data
by the time we submitted this article this was no possible.
Nevertheless, it is clear that flexible options helped to
increase the performance in terms of waiting time and
consequently, level of service.
CONCLUSION
The traditional airport development approach based on
master plans, proved to be limited when it comes to cope
with uncertainty. Air transport is a highly dynamic business
that requires flexibility. This is a solution, for instance, to
increase the capacity of the airport to respond to external
changes.

Figure 33 - Queue at border control for the current situation

In order to solve this issues, we introduced the flexible
options in Table 1.

Check-in
A check-in counter is being opened, immediately next to the
ones in operation, when waiting time for the passengers of
one airline exceeds 20 minutes.
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So far, flexible options have been used ad hoc without any
robust or systematic approach to quantify their benefits. The
implementation of flexibility in airports has been dispersed
and mostly based on airport managers’ skills. Some
frameworks have been presented but without the possibility
of quantifying the benefits and the costs of flexibility.
However, it is important to evaluate this trade-off between
the gains and the costs. From an airport manager’s point of
view, the pursuit of flexibility is highly dependent on this
trade-of.
We conducted a series of interviews to ten airports
worldwide to empirically validate this methodology.

It is organised in five distinct phases: two decision moments
and three main groups of steps. The first phase corresponds
to a decision moment, where airport managers have to decide
if they are considering flexibility for capacity extension
purposes.
Flexible options proved to increase the performance for the
decision variable that we chose (waiting time).
This was a simple application of our methodology to a case
study. As we only consider one scenario and one decision
variables (waiting time), no complex matrix is necessary.
More decision variables have to be added. Moreover, due to
the lack of information by the time we submit this article, it
was not possible to proceed to the last phase of our
methodology. This should be the next step.
This methodology provides an organised approach for the
evaluation of flexibility and by doing so, it contributes to
increase the knowledge on airport flexibility. We are
contributing to fill a major gap of knowledge in the current
literature on this topic. Moreover, the general nature of some
of the steps allows the application of this framework in other
contexts.
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Abstract – Pilot fatigue has been making aviation headlines in the
past years as we are regularly reminded about this reality of
aviation by articles quoting the crew falling asleep at the controls
and it is time to act. The general aviation pilots are subject to the
same fatigue-related risks and potential for disaster as we operate
on a 24-hour basis and require high levels of alertness from our
operatives, the reality of fatigue is inevitable and it’s up to us to
manage it. The division of responsibilities for fatigue management
is that of a shared responsibility between the State, the operator,
and the individual crewmember. The State shall provide the
necessary regulatory framework and ensure that it provides the
necessary regulatory oversight to ensure that the State operators
manage their fatigue risks to an acceptable level (ICAO, 2013, sec.
4.10). The operator must ensure that work schedules allow crews
to operate safely, make use of processes for monitoring and
managing fatigue hazards and provide suitable fatigue
management education (ICAO, 2016, p. 38). Finally, the
individual crewmember is responsible to ensure that they are fit
for duty, this includes that they make best use of non-work periods
to obtain sleep, managing their own fatigue levels and for
reporting any fatigue hazards (ICAO, 2016, p. 39). While the first
responsibilities of the State and operator are straight forward the
final responsibility of an individual is far more complex as we do
not have the objective measures that allows the individual to
clearly demonstrate their unsuitability to operate a flight. How this
gap can be addressed will be discussed in this presentation.

Figure 1- Annual fatal accident rate, per million departures
(Boeing, 2015).
Based on that, if we do nothing to improve the system and
with the increase of the traffic, it would mean that the number
of fatalities would increase by around 30% due to the
expected increase in traffic (Fig.2).

Key words – fatigue, fatigue risk management, individual
responsibility

INTRODUCTION
With the aviation traffic in Europe predicted to reach 14.4
million flights in 2035, which is a 50% increase in
comparison to 2012 (EASA, 2016), our primary objective is
to make sure that the aviation “system” continues to maintain
the current low number of accidents. It is reasonable to
expect that the aviation system can at least maintain the
current accident rate (Fig.1).
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Figure 2- Aviation Safety Trends in EU (EU Commission
staff working document SWD(2015) 262 final).

The research interest in fatigue has increased with the growth
of accidents attributed to human error, despite an overall
reduction in accidents, the UK Civil Aviation Authority (UK
CAA CAP 720) research claims that 65% of accidents in air
transportation are due to flight crew errors, many are traced
back to a decrease in performance due to deprivation of sleep.
The unsociable working hours and continuous twenty-fourhour operation schedules result in a disruption of the
circadian rhythm and cumulative sleep loss (Rosekind et al,
1997) that result in fatigue with a negative impact on
performance.
There are three distinctive influences on fatigue, identified
from the psychological point of view; the task induced
fatigue, sleep deprivation and time of day (disruption to
circadian rhythms) (Matthews et al, 2004). Performance in
general is affected by the time of day that the task is
performed (Green et al, 2005); simple tasks such as reaction
times, visual search speeds and vigilance, require low
working memory, improve during the morning to early
afternoon hours and decline in the evening, reaching the
lowest levels of performance at 4 am in the morning. (Green
et al, 2005). Individuals tend to show differences in their
preferred time of day, some are so called “owls” (evening
types), some are “larks” (morning types) (Matthews et al,
2004), the subjective arousal of an evening type is higher in
the evening and for morning type it is in the morning. This is
reflected in their performance; however, this effect seems to
vary with the tasks and associated processing demands
(Natale & Lorenzetti, 1997 as cited in Matthews et al, 2004).
One of the many examples of time of day fatigue is a BAC
1-11 incident (1990), “where incorrect bolts were fitted in the
captain’s windshield, the engineer fitted the windshield
between 0300 and 0500h probably during the lowest phase
of his circadian efficiency” (Green et al, 2005). Prolonged
mental activity can markedly impair some aspects of
performance; e.g. the longer the flight duration the higher the
fatigue ratings (Samel et al, 1997 as cited in Eriksen &
Akerstedt, 2006).

highly unlikely to lead to performance deteriorations (as cited
in Mathews et al, 2004), where we can conclude that
cognitive demanding tasks tend to be more interesting and
therefore induce the effect of increased arousal (Richter et al,
2005).
The Circadian rhythm, or circadian clock, controls the timing
of physiological activity (thermoregulation, digestion,
immune function) (Rosekind et al, 1996) and performance,
alertness and mood.
The lowest activity point of the circadian clock for human
functioning is circa 3am to 5am, the second low point occurs
at circa 3pm to 5pm and this is also associated with decreased
performance (Graw, Kräuchi, Knoblauch, Wirz-Justice, &
Cajochen, 2004; Wirz-Justice, 2007).
Finally, sleep deficiency or sleep loss is recognized as a
major cause of industrial accidents (Smith &Kushida, 2000
as cited in Swan et al, 2006) and the key factor contributing
to fatigue (Dinges et al , 1994), the sleep requirement for an
adult is in the range 7 to 8 ½ hours (Van Dongen et al, 2003
as cited in Swan 2006, Akerstedt et al, 2003), but the average
that a person obtains today is somewhere between 6 to 7 ½
hours (e.g.Kripke et al, 2003, as cited in Swan, 2006,
Rosekind et al, 1997), this would suggest that most of the
population may be chronically sleep deprived. However, a
sleep loss of circa 1 to 2 hours does not have a significant
effect on fatigue or performance, but greater than 2 hours’
loss is linked to reduced performance. Sleep loss is
accumulative, and this is often seen in the case with shift
work, early rising, night work or time zone shifts; further a
reduction of sleep to only 5 hours per day for 5 days, is the
equivalent for fatigue and performance to the loss of one full
night’s sleep (Akerstedt et al 2003). Reduction in sleep time
is especially likely when sleep is taken during the day, where
many environmental factors (e.g. stress, noise, sleeping
position) contributing to the disturbance of both quality and
quantity of sleep (Akerstedt et al., 2003).

Night duties are especially fatigue prone, as they often
combine circadian disruption with prolonged duty leading to
psychomotor impairment and reducing the ability to respond
to changing circumstances (Akerstedt et al, 2003).
Vigilance studies have shown that with certain tasks
maintaining constant levels of performance is difficult,
however not every task is sensitive or inducive to fatigue
(Stokes & Kite, 1994). One major factor in task related
fatigue seems to be the monotony of the task (Williamson et
al 2001 as cited in Richter et al, 2005), Holding (1983)
suggested that some highly skilled and complex tasks are

Figure 3- Factors in the Relationship Between Fatigue and
Safety (A. Williamson et al., 2011, p. 499).
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Aircrew as a normal part of their occupation face the
challenges of crossing and sleeping in different time zones,
this is recognised to have important role in aviation and
fatigue related accidents, and is referred to as the
‘acclimatisation’ of the crew. The UK CAA CAP 371 defines
this as “When a crew member has spent 3 consecutive local
nights on the ground within a time zone which is 2 hours
wide, and is able to take uninterrupted nights sleep. The crew
member will remain acclimatised thereafter until a duty
period finishes at a place where local time differs by more
than 2 hours from that at the point of departure”.
Reporting time for duty is also a factor in the onset of fatigue,
particularly early starts or finishes of duty are considered and
lead to increased risk for fatigue (UK CAA CAP 371).
Further the cumulative effects must be considered, no more
than three consecutive flights that start or finish within the
period of 0100 to 0659hrs local time could be operated by
crew under the UK CAA FTLs scheme.
On one side, we have a fatigue as a complex issue on the
other the identification of these potential hazards and how to
regulate them (Fig.3).
THE TRIAD OF OVERSIGHT
The fatigue management falls under a triad of oversight, the
National Aviation Authority, the Operator and the Individual;
each responsible for managing fatigue with the tools
available to them, to manage fatigue and any associate
hazards. The State is to provide the necessary regulatory
framework and ensure that it provides the necessary
regulatory oversight to ensure that the State operators
manage their fatigue risks to an acceptable level (ICAO,
2013, sec. 4.10). Further, the operator must ensure that work
schedules allow crews to operate safely, make use of
processes for monitoring and managing fatigue hazards and
provide suitable fatigue management education (ICAO,
2016, p. 38). Finally, the individual crewmember is
responsible to ensure that they are fit for duty, this includes
that they make best use of non-work periods to obtain sleep,
managing their own fatigue levels and for reporting any
fatigue hazards (ICAO, 2016, p. 39).
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY – THE PITFALL
While the regulation is clear on the individual responsibility,
how exactly this should be achieved is still an elusive science
as it is relying on purely subjective assessment of the
individual himself. While one would agree that there are
major differences in perception and indeed in state of fatigue
on individual level. The lack of clear methodology gives a
space for misinterpretation i.e. when there is a crew shortage,
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fatigue argument is more likely to be overlooked and
participation for reward more likely offered. An approach not
compatible with a proactive safety culture.
READY MADE TOOLS
In dynamic environment, we need equally flexible
monitoring devices that can be customized to the individual.
Currently there are tools on the market, that are used for
tracking exercise and sleep pattern called activity trackers.
The science behind them has evolved over the past years with
an additive of heart rate monitor to increase accuracy. It is a
low-cost tool that has a potential to be used in monitoring of
one sleep, one of the factor in fatigue management. Activity
trackers, so called wearable technology, is a device for
monitoring fitness metrics, these can be a combination of
number of metrics such as distance walked, stairs took,
calorie consumed, heartbeat count and quality of sleep. It is
an electronic monitoring device that is synced, mostly
wirelessly, to a computer or a smartphone for long-term data
collection.
FUTURE
EASA
ENVIROMENT

PERFORMANCE

BASED

Performance-based regulation and oversight is a regulatory
and oversight approach that focuses on
measurable
safety outcomes, rather than purely mechanic compliance
with prescriptive limits. The tools used must be also tailored
to the individual, and with the realization that crew fatigue
levels are highly individual, an individual norm has to be
established.
New Subpart FTL applied in February 2016 sets the legal
requirements for the approval of Fatigue Risk Management
(FRM), where operator is responsible for actively managing
fatigue risk, and one of the mandatory controls that must be
put in place is fatigue management training (ORO.FTL.250).
A combination of such awareness program in combination
with an objective measure such as the tracking device seems
a positive step ahead however, how accurate are these
devices in predicting the real sleep time and quality?
In laboratory to measure sleep and sleep disturbances we
would use a Polysomnography or in an active environment
an actigraph. Actigraphy is a small wristwatch like device,
using an accelerometer to record movements over long
periods of time, typically seven days. The raw data is passed
through a computer based algorithm to generate sleep-wake
data (Sadeh, 2011). This is however researcher friendly but
not user friendly.
From a research point of view, if we want to achieve an
awareness of sleep metrics and from that derive more

objective fatigue levels, we need to concentrate on sleep. The
essential component and indicator of fatigue in healthy
individuals is sleep, however, currently a state of art of sleep
monitors are neither easy to use for an active individuals and
are mostly used in research in individuals with sleep
problems. As our aim is to find a low cost option to increase
fatigue awareness of individual level of fatigue, our goal is to
use a simple method that induces the individual to monitor
themselves and to continue to do so in long term. Laboratory
based monitors do provide a great deal of data that allow to
indicate a sleep problem, in healthy individual we want to
achieve a simple sleep indicator, as per previous research in
sleep the most important indicators for accessing sleep are:
Total Sleep Time (TST) Sleep onset latency (SOL) and Sleep
efficiency (SE).

questionnaire and chronotype questionnaire. The data was
downloaded immediately after it was received The data was
analysed using statistical analysis using the proprietary
software IBM® SPSS.

A trial Fatigue Risk Management (FRM) training (a group of
8 participants, airlines employees) in a combination with a
trial of wearing an active watch (commercially available
Fitbit HR) by the attendees during the period of training’
where participants were asked to monitor their activity and
sleep pattern, yelled positive results, with participants
gaining a better awareness of their fatigue levels. This
combination of awareness training and practical
demonstration of monitoring gives the individual the tools to
be actively managing their one sleep pattern and therefore
more capability in reducing fatigue. Initially, 6 out 8
participants were not aware of their sleep duration and were
vague about the perceived of their quality. After wearing the
active watch the participants showed more enthusiasm and
ability to describe the sleep pattern and length. It had a
positive impact on their perception of the usefulness of the
training as the measurements of sleep and “realness of the
problem” and “not just a classroom exercise”. Ultimately
with such incouradgement, our aim is to offer potential
solution to the challenge of individual fatigue monitoring for
HRI and open avenues for further research by finding an
accurate objective measurement of objective sleep.

Note : Correlations marked with an asterisk (*) were significant at p < .05
(2-tailed). Correlations marked with an asterisk (**) were significant at p <
.01 (2-tailed).

METHOD AND RESULTS

We
undertook
the
evaluation
of
MEMS
(microelectromechanical systems) tri-axial accelerometer
based actigraphy and consumer based tri-axial activity
monitoring device for use within the FRM in high risk
industries offers a low-cost option to monitor sleep quality
and length.
Every participant (N=16) wore the Fitbit HR and MW8 for 7
days and filled in a sleep diary every day during their 7-day
participation in the research, as well as demographics

The variables for each sleep episode was compared (duration,
efficiency, and latency) using Pearson’s correlation
coefficients and paired t-tests. To assess the extent of
agreement, the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and
concordance correlation were calculatated (Table, 1,2,3).
fittst1
fittst2
fittst3
fittst4
fittst5
fittst6
fittst7

mwtst1 mwtst2 mwtst3 mwtst4 mwtst5 mwtst6 mwtst7
0.361
.668*
.855**
.584*
.829**
0.453
.715**

Table 1 Bivariate correlations between Fitbit HR TST and
MotionWatch8 TST
mwsol1

fitsol1
fitsol2
fitsol3
fitsol4
fitsol5
fitsol6
fitsol7

mwsol2

mwsol3

mwsol4

mwsol5

mwsol6

mwsol7

-0.119
-0.089
-0.218
-0.038
-0.234

Table 2 Bivariate correlations between Fitbit HR SOL and
MotionWatch8 SOL

fitse1
fitse2
fitse3
fitse4
fitse5
fitse6
fitse7

mwse1 mwse2 mwse3 mwse4 mwse5 mwse6 mwse7
-0.248
-.815**
0.211
0.522
-0.329
0.371
0.101

Note : Correlations marked with an asterisk (**) were significant at p < .01
(2-tailed)

Table 3 Bivariate correlations between Fitbit HR SE and
MotionWatch8 SE
Descriptive analyses were conducted to examine associations
with the criterion measure. Pearson correlations were
computed to examine overall group-level associations.
Comparison of sleep parameters values: Total Sleep Time
(TST), Sleep Latency (SL), Sleep efficiency (SE), obtained
by a tracking device Fitbit and actigraphy (ACT)
MotionWatch (MW8, CamNtech Ltd.)
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The strongest relationship between the tracking device Fitbit
and actigraphy were seen for the TST, the Fitbit monitors
were highly correlated with actigraphy watch, the correlation
coefficients ranged from r = 0.453 to 0.855 over the 7-day
period. Except the first day where there was no significance
recorded. There seem to be no significant correlation
between the tracking device Fitbit and actigraphy for the SE,
except on the day two, where only negative correlation was
recorded.

SUMMARY
Each State regulator has the immense responsibility to ensure
sufficient protection from fatigue risk for all crewmembers,
based on scientific knowledge and principles. The science of
fatigue is continually developing and at present does not have
all the answers, due to the complex nature of fatigue and the
difficulty of extending laboratory highly controlled
experimentation into the dynamic field conditions of
aviation. Individual differences in the homeostatic and
circadian processes add to the complexity (Van Dongen,
Bender & Dinges 2012), combined with the social (family,
young child etc.) and operational (roster pattern, noise, poor
hotel, crew rest facilities etc.) phenomena that alter
individual sleep–wake behaviour. Fatigue research is
advancing, with a move away from the psychometric
performance measures, towards approaches that capture the
real dynamics of the environment, that will aid the
performance based approach of FRMS (Dawson 2012;
Gander et al. 2011).
From the first part of our study, we can conclude some
benefits of the tracking device in perception of the usability
within the training, however in comparison to the sleep
device tracking activity monitor correlate significantly only
on the TST. This does offer the individual an important
indicator about their basic sleep status and an objective data.
This allows the regulator to gain benefits beyond the
prescriptive limits of a FTL scheme, through the added
requirements of education and training in fatigue (including
senior management), continuous monitoring of fatigue
levels, and the systematic analysis of flight data monitoring
events for fatigue related factors. Predictive biomathematical modelling is also advancing with increase
input from operational studies, adding the complexity of
workload and increased risk exposure (e.g. approach and
landing) and with the addition of the potential for individual
data input (chronotype). A combination that will give the
regulator deeper insight into fatigue factors and allow for
better decisions as to punitive action against organisations
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who fail in their duty of care. Performance based regulation
is built upon greater support and education, this partnership
approach of the regulator working with industry to
demonstrably reduce safety risk, is the way forward for
fatigue management. Combined with suitable punitive
measures to eliminate pressure from the operator on
crewmembers to avoid fatigue reports.
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Abstract. This paper describes the laboratories of University of
Žilina especially flying laboratories established at Air Transport
Department in cooperation with Flight Training OrganisationApproved training organisation SK.ATO.01 – Flight School of the
University of Zilina). These laboratories are focused on the
specific measurement in the airspace for example environmental, meteorological and electromagnetic field.
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INTRODUCTION
The Air Transport Department and Flight training
educational centre of the University of Žilina have many
years of experiences with resolving of scientific and research
projects in the field of air traffic and general aviation.
International and national projects of the University are
focused on quality and effectivity management of flight
training for pilots. The main effort is given to research and
implementation of new technologies and procedures,
aviation meteorology, human factor, increasing of safety and
quality in civil aviation, economy of aviation industry,
airports as well as air traffic control. Four important projects
were successfully solved within all of above mentioned fields
by University of Žilina. All of those projects were focused on
design and building up of required infrastructure in
cooperation with the corresponding industry.
The List of projects of the University:
• „Centre of Excellence for Air Transport ITMS
26220120065“
• „Broker centre of air transport for transfer of
technology and knowledge into transport and
transport infrastructure ITMS 26220220156“
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• Implementation of scientific and researching
knowledge into air traffic industry, ITMS:
26220220010
• Research of virtual reality application for the
purpose sufficient improvement of aviation
simulator behaviour ITMS: 26220220167
The outcome of all above mentioned projects was an
improvement of whole scientific infrastructure at the
University, creation of new labs as well as important
connection and future cooperation with real aviation
industry. New organisation structures where established as
part of outcome of University projects at the University of
Žilina. One of those organisations is also Centre of
Excellence for Air Transport or Broker centre of air transport
for transfer of technology and knowledge into transport and
transport infrastructure, within separated labs where
established for future research and development of aviation
industry.
LABS OF CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR AIR
TRANSPORT
AEROLAB 1
The aeronautical laboratory AeroLab 1 is oriented to research
in the field of area verification of aviation safety, systems and
equipment for the purpose of safety improvements in air
traffic department. The research realized in this laboratory is
based on measurements of ground aviation safety systems
and equipment and their evaluation of their integrity,
accessibility, continuity and accuracy of all systems.
Analysis of chosen communicative and navigation
surveillance systems in frequency band KV and VKV is also
possible. These systems can be for example: radiolocation
systems VOR, DME ILS (GP, LLZ), MKR, NDB, satellite
navigation systems, surveillance system SSR A/C, SSR

mode S and ADS-B. Technical equipment consists of: AT
940 Flight Inspection System / system for monitoring of
aeronautical frequency band, AT 940 Ground Reference
System, EVS 300 VOR/ILS spectral analyser with antenna
system EVS-Z3, FSH 18 – aeronautical spectral analyser
with own antenna system.

research in specific fields of electrical engineering,
information technology, construction, geodesy and
cartography. The result is the active participation of
investigators on other projects builds on outcomes of the
project, whether at national or international level.
AEROLAB 3

Picture 1 – Aeronautical laboratory AeroLab 1 (source:
author)
AEROLAB 2
The aeronautical laboratory AeroLab 2 is oriented
to research in the field of environmental footprint of air
traffic operations as well as to investigation of significant
meteorological phenomenon and weather for purpose of
increasing safety of the aviation. The basic tasks usually
solved by this laboratory for purpose of different projects are:
collecting of data about clouds (cloud base and upper level,
state visibility in different kinds of clouds) turbulence,
freezing, freezing level, concentration of gases in the air for
environmental purposes and flow of long and short
electromagnetic waves in the atmosphere. Technical
equipment consists of: WVSS II Atmospheric Water Vapor
Sensing System, Airborne reference station IMU/GNSS –
Fiber optic Gyro.

Aeronautical AeroLab 3 laboratory is dedicated to research
in 3D spatial data acquisition of aerial imagery in the visible
spectrum RGB + NIR by aerial laser scanner which was
designed for corridor mapping in the transport. This
technology consists of aerial laser scanner Trimble Harier
68i, supplemented with 60 Mpix camera, GNSS reference
system, uninterruptible power supply unit, storage of
measurement data and ground system processing and
evaluating data unit. The above described technology was
installed and operated in an airplane of type Piper PA34220T Seneca III with special design for purposes of
laboratory measurements. Laboratory variability adjustment
allows the rear compartment for storage of all important
measuring equipment on certified platforms, as well as
laboratory module power supply that can supply electricity
for each device, and is designed to 28V DC and 115V 60 Hz.
The device is able to provide the output of the antenna GNSS
and IMU output per unit in the same time.
The application of many outputs in private business
environment bring possibilities to commercially link broker
center and the private business environment at the regional,
national but also international level. Main focus at this levels
is on outputs and innovations in the field of transport and
transport infrastructure. Apart from the possible
commercialization of outputs from science and research, it is
necessary to highlight the possibility of collaboration with
other international organizations engaged in cutting-edge
research as it has already happened in case of GNSS Centre
of Excellence, based in Prague.

Picture 2 – Aeronautical laboratory AeroLab 2 (source:
author)
LABORATORIES OF BROKER CENTRE OF AIR
TRANSPORT

Laboratories of Broker centre of air transport are primary
oriented to research in the field of research and development
of air traffic with continuity and effect to others research
fields. The research is focused on the use of cutting-edge
technology and use of outcomes of associated research
activities of air transport and in terms of its interaction with
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Picture 3 – Aeronautical laboratory AeroLab 3 (source:
author)
I. Comparison of the results from assessment of surface
texture measurements achieved by using 3D scanners
and with using conventional methods. All assumptions
are based on the contention that events which may
affect the texture of the earth`s surface is depended
mainly on: size of the wavelengths and amplitudes,
surface irregularities, micro and macro-textures (whose
have a significant impact mainly on non-slip properties
of roads). For chosen sections of the road
communication was measured and evaluated texture
and roughness of the pavement, and these sections were
also scanned using a 3D scanner. The results of all the
methods were compared and finally determined
correlation dependence.
II. The use of optical scanning system for continuous
evaluation of variable parameters of the pavement
surface is based on the obtaining and use of variable
parameters about roads communication. In this cases
the especially diagnosis is a source of information for
analysing the condition of pavements and their
subsequent evaluation. Nowadays, with the rapid
development of aviation 3D laser scanning can be
developed and usefulness of aerial photography in
various areas especially for roads, highways, tunnels,
airports and railways. High-speed cameras and optical
systems provide 3D resolution with high precision and
offer
many
advantages
over
conventional
measurements.
III. 3D scan can be also used for modelling of external
power lines based on the data which are easily
accessible and collected via Lidar technologies and
therefore used for mapping corridors of power lines. On
the assumption of practical results, we can see that the
quality of the output data, in particular their density
obtained by 3-5 points per m2, is sufficient for the
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purposes of monitoring and analysis of the state
leadership and their protective zones.
IV. Diagnosis of overhead power lines VVN with using
aerial LIDAR is based on the use of aerial 3D scanning
overhead power lines. This data together with operation
of thermo camera operators can provide much valuable
information for operation services. From final threedimensional model is possible by using specialized
software tools: automatically identify and vector wires,
calculate deflections of wires, to inspect and define
minimum distances from the wires and to identify
potentially dangerous
V. 3D terrestrial scanning of infrastructure and their parts,
with consequent formation of georeferenced 3D models
based on terrestrial ground scan point sample. This
sample can be freely georeferenced. From measured
sample of points there is possibility to make a model of
3D infrastructures or their parts. created vector models
as well as the actual point sample are widely used for
example in urban development and architecture,
forensic and other areas of transport.
THE OTHERS SPECIALIZED LABORATORIES DESIGNATED
FOR RESEARCH AND TRAINING IN AVIATION

LABORATORY OF AVIATION SAFETY, SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENTS
Laboratory of aviation safety, systems and equipment
technology is used for research in field of measurement and
evaluating of conditions of aviation safety, systems and
equipment technology. The laboratory is mainly focused to
research in the field of navigation and communication
equipment used in aviation to contribute to the safety of air
traffic. HW equipment consists of a spectrum analyser FSH
4 (1 pc), FSH 18 (2 pieces), dual channel oscilloscope (1 pc),
measuring receiver VOR / DME (1 pc), measuring receiver
COM (voice, data) (1 pc), measuring receiver ADS-B (1 pc),
antenna ground system NAV / COM (1pc). SW equipment
RadioLab 3.6 for the propagation of NAV and COM signals.
LABORATORY OF AIR RADIO-NAVIGATION
Laboratory of air radio-navigation enable research on aircraft
radio-navigation systems. The equipment of the laboratory
(instrumentation and material) enables to perform research
on the circuits and analysing of the functionality and
interoperability of investigated systems. HW provided with 1
simulator FNPT II MCC the manufacturer Mechtronic, 1
simulator FNPT II MCC the manufacturer Elite, 1 pc of twochannel oscilloscope for measuring of QTG tests response

equipment. SW equipment for analysis of simulator by using
QTG tests.
LABORATORY OF AVIONIC EQUIPMENT
Laboratory of avionic equipment is used for
research in the field of displaying information for the flight
crew. The laboratory is a specialized unit designed to work
on selected aircraft avionic equipment. The laboratory allows
performing of measurement and analysis of systems for nonelectric measurements. The whole design of the laboratory is
not only used for research purposes but also for acquiring
basic procedures to monitor activities and measurements of
in-flight electronic systems. HW laboratory equipment
consists of 1 pc of BITD simulator including cockpit for
classical instruments (analogue), 2 pieces of PCATD for
research of using new LCD displays in the cockpit of an
aircraft, 1 pc of multimeter, U, I, R, L, C, 1 pc two-channel
oscilloscope, a set of anagogic and digital avionic equipment
(motor, navigational, assistance).
LABORATORY OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES
Laboratory of aircraft engines is equipped with static
specimen of different types of jet engines and one piece of
small jet laboratory engine. The laboratory allows to perform
measurement and research of piston engine as well as
monitoring of conditions of aircraft engine EDM 800. This
advanced system is designed to monitor parameters of
aviation piston engines. Laboratory equipment allows
monitoring of selected parameters, thus becoming a
professional tool mountable on board of the aircraft. HW
equipment is 10 pc of monitoring and recording units
EDM800, 1 pc of computer for data monitoring, 1 pc of
laboratory jet engine with control unit.
LABORATORY OF AIRPORTS
Laboratory of airports is designed as a classroom for practical
demonstrations and research of lighting equipment. The
laboratory offers to students a comprehensive view of
different solutions of individual airports and their light
marking signals equipment for runways, taxiways, approach
and slope lighting indicator systems, as well as for objects
marking with obstacle lighting signals. This laboratory is
able to examine the issue of powering for lighting systems.
Another task is to offer solutions to ensure supply of
aeronautical ground lighting beacons, approach lighting
systems, runway and rolling lighting systems, slope indicator
systems and also hole lighting systems. By use of the control
and monitoring equipment, the laboratory offers
opportunities for research and development of solutions for
securing, controlling and monitoring of lighting equipment

and selected security systems. HW equipment consists of 20
pieces of various lighting systems (track, approach lighting
system etc.), 1 pc of airport model including lighting
equipment, 1 pc of power supply and airport monitoring
system.
LABORATORY OF CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF
AIRCRAFTS

Laboratory of construction and operation of aircraft
serves as a classroom for practical lessons within the
subjects: aeromechanic, aircrafts and technical maintenance
of aircrafts, where students solve real technical tasks and
measurements in accordance with the established curricula.
The laboratory is equipped with real aircraft’s technique and
with individual parts of aircrafts that serve as special
educational instruments. Students in the lab are dealing with
tasks related to use of laboratory equipment for determining
gravity centre of the aircraft, verification of maintenance
procedures, assessment of aerodynamic and structural
characteristics of the aircraft, the analysis of properties of
individual components the aircraft and many other activities
relating to teaching of these subjects. Students shall verify by
these operations their theoretical knowledge to actual aircraft
equipment, what significantly improve whole educational
process. The laboratory consists of aircraft types Zlin 42 and
Zlin 142, rudders, elevators, ailerons, wings body parts,
machinery wings, landing gear systems as well as all
necessary technical equipment.

CONCLUSION
Research and educational laboratories, as well as projects
focused on scientific and research activities have a role to
contribute to enhancing the quality of the educational process
as well as involved to better quality of science and research.
The project solutions of this type should to be elementary and
compulsory baseband for each university, due to still rising
requirements for equipment and information-communication
equipment of workplaces. Projects like this are a proof of the
rapid growth of scientific knowledge that result in demands
on the experimental verification of knowledge and
technology by using the virtual reality and various simulation
which follows the trends of nanotechnology and the most
modern information and communication technologies.
Common task for all projects, mentioned in this article is to
create a unique monitoring and evaluation systems for air
traffic in the area of Slovakia. The main purpose of these
monitoring systems is future participation in the research of
innovative technologies used in the field of transport, which
brings benefits mainly for possible sharing or even pooling
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of knowledge that should simplify their verification,
comparison and improve complexity within the EU region.
Intensive connection between research and practice will
establish partnerships at university level and will reflect into
increasing quality of science and research in Slovakia.
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Abstract – This paper considers some important aspects of the
design of Collision Avoidance System (CAS) for aerial vehicles
which is a fundamental technique used in commercial TCAS.
In particular, we focus on statistical inference of the range and
bearing in order to improve accuracy of determining the
intruder aircraft trajectory. A nonlinear regression moving
window filter is used to suppress the systematic and
measurement noises. The systematic errors are modeled as 1storder Markov processes, and the measurement noises are
assumed to be nonstationary. A standard kinematic conflict
model of the encounter between two converging aircraft is
considered to estimate tau, the time to Closest Point of
Approach (CPA). Improvement of the bearing error and future
trends of CAS systems in aviation are outlined.

Figure 1: Conflict geometry of two aircraft on converging
trajectories. (Source: Kayton and Fried [1])

Key words - Collision avoidance; Angle-of-Arrival; antenna array;
statistical inference; phase-interferometry; regression.

INTRODUCTION
Air Collision Avoidance System (ACAS) is an important
component increasing the safety of aviation. A number of
ACAS systems are available including well known TCAS
which is used by the airliners and large aircraft, and FLARM
which is intended for use by general aviation. These systems
are most useful for situations when two aircraft are flying on
convergent trajectories. The corresponding conflict
geometry of such scenario is illustrated in Figure 1, and the
relevant flight and geometry parameters are listed in Table
1. In Figure 1, the TCAS equipped aircraft 1 is tracking socalled intruder aircraft 2 by measuring its bearing and range.
Knowing also the speed of the intruder (both aircraft speeds
are, in general assumed to be constant), the TCAS aircraft is
estimating the miss distance at CPA, and may possibly issue
traffic or resolution advisory (respectively TAs or RAs) to
the pilot.

Table 1: Definition of parameters in Figure 1
Symbol
CPA
R
VR
T
m
Vθ
V1
V2
α
θ
θ̇
𝑅̇

Meaning
Closest Point of Approach
distance or Range between the two aircraft
relative velocity between the two aircraft
true (exact) time for intruder (aircraft 2) to reach
CPA
miss distance which is equal to the distance
between the two aircraft at CPA
tangential velocity of aircraft 2 with respect to
aircraft 1
velocity of aircraft 1, assumed constant in
general
velocity of aircraft 2, assumed constant in
general
𝑚
𝑉
relative bearing angle, such that sin α = 𝑅 = 𝑉θ
𝑅

intruder bearing or angle-of-arrival
time derivative of the intruder bearing (or,
simply, the bearing rate)
time derivative of range between the two aircraft
(or, simply, the range rate)
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τ

𝑅

estimated time to CPA equals 𝜏 = − ̇
𝑅
Note that always τ ≥ T (the true time to CPA),
and that τ increases w.r.t T as m/VR gets bigger
[1].

Assuming Figure 1 and Table 1, and after some
straightforward but lengthy manipulations, we can obtain the
basic expressions for the miss distance and the time
derivative of the AoA (the bearing rate) [2], respectively, as:
θ̇ R2

𝑚=

DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT CONVERGING
TRAJECTORIES
We first illustrate the trajectories for two converging aircraft.
Figures 2 and 3 show respectively, the range (separation) and
bearing of the two aircraft for 4 different scenarios: in case
1, both aircraft are in level flight at the same altitude; in case
2, both aircraft are in level flight but the intruder is 1,000 feet
below the TCAS-equipped aircraft; in case 3, the intruder is
descending towards the altitude of the TCAS aircraft; and, in
case 4, the TCAS aircraft is also climbing towards a
descending intruder. We observe that only in the first case,
the range is linearly decreasing with time, and the
corresponding bearing is also decreasing with time, but not
linearly.

(1)

2
√𝑅̇2 + (𝑅θ̇)

θ̇ =

𝑚 VR

(2)

𝑇 2 𝑉𝑅 2 +𝑚2

ESTIMATION OF TIME TO MISS DISTANCE
The bearing rate is estimated using expression (2), and this
estimate can be then used in expression (1). As suggested in
[1], for a miss distance of 1 nmi (nautical mile), relative
speed of 300 knots and true time to CPA of 25 sec, it can be
shown [2] that these values yield a bearing rate in the order
of approximately 1 deg/s. Furthermore, for these same
quoted typical values, the resulting error of the bearing rate
estimation (δθ̇) has been found to be in the order of about 101
to 10-2 deg/s [2]. These estimates are in a good agreement
with the values which are typically quoted in the literature;
see, e.g., [1] and [3]. The actual time to miss distance is
estimated as,
𝜏= −

𝑅
𝑅̇

(3)

After some manipulations [2], it can be shown that,
𝜏 =

Figure 2: Range trajectory of two converging aircraft.

𝑇
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝑡𝑎𝑛−1

𝑚
)
𝑉𝑅 𝑇

(4)

This relationship between the estimated and true times to the
CPA is most crucial for defining the rules to avoid the
potential collision. We can further consider the behavior of
𝜏 versus T. This leads to the concept of so-called Sensitivity
Level (SL) which assigns a designated time threshold for a
given (calculated) miss distance estimate. It can be then used
to trigger or suppress RA alarms associated with TCAS
logic. In order to establish required values of different SLs,
we have used and Excel spreadsheet and followed these
steps:
1. Given a miss distance m (in nmi, starting with some
small value, say, m = 0.2 nmi), plot the 𝜏 vs. T curve, as
per (4) in order to determine the appropriate sensitivity
level to be used by the TCAS RA logic, i.e. consulting a
table to issue the correct RA, or suppress it if the criteria is
not satisfied.

Figure 3: The bearing trajectory of two converging aircraft.
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2. For a specific value of m (say, 0.5 nmi), the SL is
determined such that the value of 𝜏 (recall that it is always
greater or equal to T) begins to decrease and eventually
converges to T (note that some oscillations may occur near

the critical value of T). Simply stated, for this particular
range value SL holds that T ≤ 19 sec value, yielding a
particular value of 𝜏 equal to 17.7 sec, as can be shown by
Table 2, generating the values obtained from the
calculations in step 1 and 2:
Table 2: Determination of Sensitivity Levels for triggering a
resolution advisory (RA)
Vertical
separation m
in nm
0.2
0.5
1
1.5
2

Sensitivity
Level in
terms of true
time T
T≤ 15 s
or T≤ 12 s
T≤ 19 s
T≤ 19 s
T≤ 19 s
T≤25 s

3
5

Actual estimated
value of 𝜏, 1 dp

1 sec time
intervals
15-14s
or 11-10 s
18-17 s
20-19 s
19-18 s
25-24 s

𝜏 ≈14.5s
or 𝜏 ≈10.9 s
𝜏 ≈17.7 s
𝜏 ≈ 19.7 s
𝜏 ≈18.7 s
𝜏 ≈24.9 (17.9 a bit
more off)
𝜏 ≈29.9 s
𝜏 ≈35 s

T≤ 30 s
T≤ 35 s

30-29 s
36-35 s

3. Once the SL value has been established for a particular
value of m, we compute θ̇, and then in turn δθ̇ at one second
time intervals around the convergence zone. We then form
pairs (m, δθ̇) and plot the miss distance values versus the
error in the bearing rate (δθ̇) for each value of m during the
critical one second time interval; this is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Miss distance versus bearing rate error around the
1-sec time interval
miss
distance
m [nmi]
bearing
rate error

δθ̇
[deg/s]

0.2
0.09
OR
0.22

0.5

0.1

1

0.1

1.5

0.09

2

0.05

3

0.03

5

0.01

Assuming values in Table 3, the bearing error versus the
miss distance can be plotted as shown in Figure 4. We observe

bearing rate error, deg/s

that the error is in the order of around one-tenth to two-tenth
degrees per second.

Recalling step 2 above, our Table 2 demonstrates the
following test case, suggested in [1]: calling on (4), for
particular miss distance values 0.5, 1 and 1.5 nm, relative
velocity of 300 nmi, and a TCAS alarm that ‘requires a 𝜏 less than
20 sec as condition for displaying an RA’ [1], RAs for 1 and 1.5
nm miss distances will be suppressed, while an RA for a 0.5 nmi
miss distance will be triggered, as it has well inside the critical 20
sec threshold by a small, but not too small a margin of error as to
constitute a nuisance.

IMPROVED ESTIMATE OF TAU
Recall eq. (3) and consider again Table 2. Notice also that
the bearing error increases with decreasing aircraft
separation. Here we consider more precise expression for
‘tau’ than (3) which is motivated by the problem of the
intruder accelerating at a small rate towards the TCAS (own)
aircraft. Following [3, eq. (17)], we modify eq. (4) as:
𝜏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 = −

𝑅 2 − 𝐷𝑀𝑂𝐷
𝑅 𝑅̇

𝜏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 = − (𝜏𝑜𝑙𝑑 −

(5)

𝐷𝑀𝑂𝐷
. 𝜏𝑜𝑙𝑑 )
𝑅2

where DMOD is the designated horizontal distance (range)
threshold which is used by the logic to trigger RA alarms.
It can be shown [2] that the range R can be expressed as:
𝑅 = √𝑇 2 𝑉𝑅 2 + 𝑚2

Figure 4: Miss distance (nmi) versus the bearing (AoA)
error (deg/s).

(7)

STATISTICAL INFERENCE OF RANGE AND BEARING
As we observed in Figure 2 and 3, there are many scenarios
where neither range nor bearing would be changing linearly
with time. In order to carry out statistical evaluation of
estimating these parameters, we need to first obtain their
stochastic models. Once these models are defined, we will
consider sliding window nonlinear regression as one
possible technique to estimate their values.
Denote as R(t) and B(t) the true values of the intruder range
and bearing, respectively. Our task is to estimate these
values. The models of the measured signals for the range and
bearing, respectively, can be written as follows:

y R (t ) R(t ) R1 (t ) w R (t )
y B (t ) B(t ) B1 (t ) w B (t )

Range, nautical miles

(6)

(7)
(8)

where 𝑅1 (𝑡) and 𝐵1 (𝑡) represent systematic errors, and 𝑤𝑅(𝑡)
and 𝑤𝐵(𝑡) are the measurement noises. The systematic errors
reflect the correlated measurements of the bearing shown in
Figure 2 in reference [3]. They are modeled here as zeromean mutually correlated 1st-order Markov processes (i.e.,
given their value for some t=𝑡0 , the future values for t>𝑡0 are
completely independent of past values for t<𝑡0 ), so the
values are correlated in time as well as in-between these
processes. The cross-correlation of 𝑅1 (𝑡) and 𝐵1 (𝑡) is
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attributed to the physics behind wave propagation that is
common to both processes; as explained in [3], the aircraft
movement changes the reflective surfaces for the radio
waves which in turn affects the range and bearing
measurements received by the TCAS aircraft). The Markov
process can be generated as an autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) process. The uncertainty random process
driving the ARMA stochastic signal model is assumed to be
zero-mean, stationary white Gaussian process.
The
measurement noises 𝑤𝑅(𝑡) and 𝑤𝐵(𝑡) are also zero-mean,
mutually uncorrelated, white and Gaussian processes.
However, these noises are assumed to have nonstationarity
trend in order to model the dependence of the measurements
on the distance (i.e., range) between the own aircraft and the
intruder as indicated in Figure 1 of reference [3] (i.e., the
closer the intruder, the less noisy are the measurements).
The statistical estimation of the range and bearing suppresses
the additive noises 𝑅1 + 𝑤𝑅 and 𝐵1 + 𝑤𝐵 , respectively. The
estimation is often performed by so-called on-line estimators
which are effectively filters. Kalman filter and its variants
are particularly popular choices in many applications due to
their fast convergence to changing signal and noise statistics.
These filters require only modest assumptions about the
measurement signal in order to be effective. Here, we
consider a nonlinear regression with least-squares criterion
to suppress the additive noises. The regression estimators do
not require any assumptions. In addition, we apply the
regression over a moving window of finite length. Thus, the
most recent observed samples of range R(t) and B(t) (t is the
current time) are estimated by minimising the least squares
metrics:

LSR (t )

t

( y R (t ) Rˆ (t ))2

(9)

( y B (t ) Bˆ (t ))2

(10)

i max(1,t K 1)

LSB (t )

t

that the lower the signal-to-noise ratio (the higher the levels
of background noises and the ARMA process uncertainties),
the larger should be the value of K (the moving window
length over which the regression is calculated). However,
since the previously estimated values of R(t) and B(t) (before
the current time t) can be used as the initial values in each
time instant when we numerically minimise the LS value, the
number of iterations required in each time instant can be
relatively small. For our experiments in this paper, we used
K=20 and we also limited the total number of iterations in
each time instant to 50 (a modest value significantly limiting
the amount of computations).
Figures 5 and 6 show one realization of the noisy measured
range and bearing, respectively, in a scenario where the CPA
is reached at t=60 seconds after the start of the measurements
taken every 1 second.

Figure 5: Noisy range measurements.

i max(1,t K 1)

where K is the window length (in samples), and R̂ and B̂
are estimates of the true values of range and bearing,
respectively. Expressions (9) and (10) represent objectives
of a multi-objective optimization problem. Such problems
are normally solved by so-called regularisation which
combines all objectives into a single function, often to
minimise a weighted sum:

LS(t ) W1 LSR (t ) W2 LSB (t )
(11
)
However, the LS values for R and B can often have very
different values which can change significantly over time.
This makes finding suitable weights for each time instant
difficult. For this reason, we minimise the LS values for R
and B alternatively, in succession. Thus, the LS for R is
minimised first over the values of R and B, and these new
values are then used as initial estimates for minimising the
LS sum for B. Our numerical results indicate, as expected,
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Figure 6: Noisy bearing measurements.
The results of filtering the noisy signals in Figure 5 and 6 by
nonlinear regression are shown in Figure 7 and 8,
respectively. We can observe that the noises have been
mostly suppressed. It may be possible to employ another
regression estimator at the second stage after the first one,
and with a larger window length K in order to further reduce

the estimation errors (to almost zero, except close to the start
of the measurements). However, in practice, TCAS requires
only the estimates of the current values of R(t) and B(t), so
further processing to improve the past estimates is
irrelevant.

radar interferometry [4]. Phase-interferometry is utilized as
a low-complexity solution to mitigate the bearing rate
estimation errors associated with the commonly used
monopulse antenna. Algorithms for the estimation of AoA
measurement using phase interferometry are already
discussed in the literature [4], [5]. However, the authors of
this paper observe that an important basis on which such
algorithms are found, e.g. the far-electromagnetic field
assumption may not always be satisfied. This calls for a
statistical error model to quantify the associated probability
error when interferometry is used.
On the other hand, current trends in aviation collision
avoidance systems for both general and commercial aviation
seem to combine such improvements with more versatile
technology. In this respect it has been suggested to integrate
antenna-based systems with Satellite-based systems, e.g.
ADS-B. However, these innovations introduce other types of
challenges. Big among these is the problem of aviation
security, particularly in controlled airspace.
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Figure 8: The bearing signal after regression filtering.
FUTURE OF AIR COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEMS
The bearing error has proven to be a significant source of
error and an engineering challenge for airborne radars. For
this reason, other methods have been suggested to improve
the accuracy of bearing measurement. One such method is
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Abstract - Wind and adverse/severe weather have a significant
impact on air traffic management (ATM). Various
performance figures related to safety, capacity, cost-efficiency
and environmental impact have to be considered and
optimized. ATM decisions currently rely on strictly
deterministic information, while it would be more reasonable
to use a probabilistic approach to account for the intrinsic
uncertainty of the meteorological (MET) information. First
results of the ongoing project MET4LOWW15 aiming at
reconciling the uncertainty of weather and strictly
deterministic ATM procedures in a holistic ATM/MET
approach for optimal arrival and departure management are
presented. The quantitative assessment is based on ATM key
performance indicators (KPI) derived from fast-time air traffic
simulations in terminal airspace. In addition, the simulated
traffic is qualitatively assessed by air traffic controllers. Based
on this analysis the ATM/MET procedures will be optimized.

Key words - Weather, air traffic simulation, terminal airspace, key
performance indicators, probabilistic weather forecasts.

BACKGROUND
Weather has big impact on air traffic management (ATM).
When considering airport capacity the most important
weather elements are wind, thunderstorms and low visibility.
The weather cannot be changed, but accurate forecasts help
to minimize its impact on the air traffic system. One way to
quantify the impact of weather is to look at flight delays.
Table 1 shows the arrival delays for Vienna International
Airport (LOWW) for the period of October 2015 to March
2016. As there was almost no snow in Vienna during that
period, these delays were mainly caused by low visibility.
15

The project MET4LOWW is funded by the Austrian Research
Promotion Agency in the framework of the TAKE OFF program.
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Considering a common estimate for delay cost of 80 Euro
per minute, the economic impact is obvious.
Table 1 Arrival delays Vienna International Airport
October 2015 to March 2016
(Source: Austro Control Strategic Market Analysis and
Forecast Team)

Weather
Total

minutes

minutes/flight

percentage

66214
74121

0.59
0.66

89%

Austro Control, the Austrian air navigation service provider,
together with the Aerospace Research Group of University
of Salzburg and the German Aerospace Center initiated the
project MET4LOWW15 in order to assess the impact of
weather, the benefit due to currently used weather forecasts
and potential improvements to weather forecast products and
their utilization within ATM.
Within this project the impact of weather on airport approach
and departure is evaluated using basic Arrival/Departure
Manager techniques. This includes avoidance of weather
objects (e.g. thunderstorms) by aircraft and assessment of
wind impacts on airport and airspace capacity. The
quantitative assessment is based on ATM key performance
indicators (KPI) derived from fast-time air traffic
simulations. In addition, the simulated traffic is qualitatively
assessed by air traffic controllers. Based on this analysis the
ATM/MET procedures will be optimized.
To carry out the simulations, standard instrument arrival and
departure procedures at LOWW and handling of wind and

weather objects are integrated in the ATM/ATC simulator
NAVSIM used by University of Salzburg. Realistic
avoidance algorithms for weather objects (e.g.
thunderstorms) and the accurate simulation of the impact of
wind on aircraft on final approach are key prerequisites to
estimate the impact on landing capacity and on traffic-flow
and -complexity in upstream air traffic control sectors.
With the air-traffic simulation approach, the potential of
integrated ATM/MET procedures can be evaluated from
different perspectives. The benefit of improved weather
information can be identified by sensitivity studies of
weather impact on KPIs. This allows to determine the
required accuracy of weather forecasts in terms of
temporal/spatial resolution as well as forecasted thresholds
can be assessed. Furthermore, the use of probabilistic
weather information to improve ATM efficiency on average,
while maintaining safety levels in each individual case, can
be investigated.
The simulation results are expected to help to tailor weather
information to the specific needs of ATM, both in
deterministic form for current ATM procedures and in
probabilistic form for future ATM procedures where weather
information should be an integral part.
A better integration of weather information into the
operational ATM-system will ultimately improve the overall
air traffic safety and efficiency.
EVALUATION METHOD
It is common in ATM to measure performance in various
Key Performance Areas (KPAs; cf. ICAO 2009). This
approach is adopted here for the weather impact analysis by
looking at four KPAs: capacity, environmental impact/flight
efficiency, cost-effectiveness and traffic complexity. Traffic
complexity is used as a proxy for safety, as safety cannot be
measured directly with deterministic simulations such as the
ones used in this study.
Each KPA is represented by at least one Key Performance
Indicator (KPI), where each KPI has to meet several criteria.
First of all the standard criteria according Eurocontrol
(2011): specific, measurable, drive the desired behaviour,
accountable/manageable and compatible with ICAO
guidelines (ICAO 2009). But most importantly for the
presented evaluation, the KPIs need to be proper with regard
to weather forecasts, i.e. the measure must be optimized by
forecasting one’s true believe. For example: traffic
complexity would be lowest for no air traffic at all, so it
could be minimized by always predicting worst conditions,
which would result in maximum air traffic restrictions.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the experiment setup used for
the evaluations in this study. In the centre of the evaluation
is the air traffic simulator which will be described in more
detail in the next section. The main inputs for the
experiments are weather and air traffic. For both inputs real
or synthetically generated data can be used.
In a first step the actual traffic used in the simulation is
derived from the weather forecast input and air traffic
demand by applying appropriate ATM measures. Possible

measures are traffic regulations (delay flights on ground),
increased air traffic controller staffing (open additional
sectors) or other short-term measures (delay traffic in
upstream air traffic control units).

Figure 1 Weather impact analysis flow chart.
In a second step, the corresponding ATM procedures (e.g.
separation on final approach, runway configuration, traffic
routing), are derived based on the observed weather and used
to configure the simulation. The simulation results are the
input for the impact analysis, which derives the KPIs,
including an estimate of the economic value of the weather
forecasts.
The impact analysis follows an approach widely used in
meteorology (Murphy, 1966; Richardson, 2000) which was
adapted to the use of KPIs. It is based on the contingency
table of the forecast (see Figure 2), which gives an idea of
the forecast quality. The table gives the relative count of
correctly forecasted events (hit rate – h), missed forecasts
(m), false alarms (f) and correct negatives (n).

Figure 2 Forecast contingency table (o is climatological
frequency).
Using this contingency table, the economic value can be
evaluated with a cost matrix based on monetary value. Some
processes, like safety, cannot be satisfactorily measured
monetarily. In addition, many different stakeholders are
involved, whose costs are not easily accessible. For those
reasons we use a weighted combination of relevant KPIs
instead of monetary value in the cost matrix (Figure 3).
The values in the cost matrix can be derived for a specific
weather event from following simulations:
KPIh: weather event occurs in simulation and ATM
measures, e.g. traffic regulations, are applied
according to the weather forecast.
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KPIf: weather event does not occur in simulation
and ATM measures are applied according to the
weather forecast.
KPIm: weather event occurs in simulation and no
ATM measures are applied.
KPIn: weather event does not occur in simulation
and no ATM measures are applied.

Figure 3 Cost matrix based on KPI combination.
There is of course no unique cost matrix for every weather
event as based on the given forecasts and related ATM
procedures the taken ATM measures can vary. This
sensitivity is evaluated to identify potential improvements
both for the forecasts and ATM procedures.
The ratio of cost, for taking preventive action against an
event, to the loss averted is an important prerequisite for the
effective use of probabilistic forecasts. This so-called costloss ratio is the threshold probability above which it is
beneficial to take preventive action. The cost-loss ratio for a
given weather event can be derived from the cost matrix.
From the forecast contingency table the potential economic
value (Richardson, 2000) can be derived as a function of
cost-loss ratio independent of the cost matrix (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Potential economic value of a two hour low
visibility procedure forecast at LOWW. The curve for the
16

NAVSIM ATM/ATC/CNS Tool is developed by Mobile
Communications Research & Development Forschungs GmbH in cooperation with University of Salzburg.
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deterministic forecast (blue) is based on verification results.
The probabilistic curve (green) and the cost-loss ratio (reddashed) are estimates not actual evaluation results.
The range of the potential economic value is zero to one. The
perfect forecast would give value one and value zero means
that the forecast has no value over using only climatology.
The potential economic value shows what fraction of a
perfect forecast’s benefit can be realised by using the given
forecast.
The actual economic value of a particular forecast product,
measured in terms of the KPI combination, can be derived
from the respective cost matrix and contingency table. Using
this value, different forecast products can be compared.
A major challenge for the described evaluation is to
determine the weighted KPI combination used in the cost
matrix. This is difficult because some of the KPIs are
contradictory, e.g. there is a trade-off between maximizing
capacity and optimizing workload. In addition the various
involved stakeholders (air navigation service provider,
airlines, airport) associate different priorities to the KPIs,
e.g. ATM workload is not an airlines’ first priority.
For the results shown here a simple approach with estimated
weights was taken. Later on in the MET4LOWW project a
more sophisticated approach following De Reyck et al
(2006) will be investigated.
AIR TRAFFIC SIMULATOR
In this study, NAVSIM16, a very sophisticated air traffic
simulator, is used for the simulation of various weather and
traffic scenarios. It is capable of world-wide runway-torunway as well as gate-to-gate, air traffic simulations. It
incorporates sophisticated simulation techniques based on
detailed aircraft performance data and around one million
navigation data17. More than ten thousand aircrafts can be
simulated simultaneously, including a generic flight
management system (FMS) for each aircraft, in real-time or
fast-time mode. The design of NAVSIM is very modular,
what allows inclusion of third party test equipment and
products such as the wake vortex model of the German
Aerospace Center, which will be used in a later phase of the
MET4LOWW project.
For the presented study, advanced arrival manager
functionality was integrated into NAVSIM to resemble the
LOWW arrival procedures. This includes:
Detailed Arrival Management of all aircraft
(starting calculation about 200 NM to 80 NM ahead
of destination aerodrome at "entry point")
Detailed Merge Point Calculation (e.g. IF or Final
Approach Fix FAF) overfly time based on 3 basic
modes: Direct Mode (no transition required),
Transition Mode and Holding Mode (if required)
For each flight, the flight path geometry as well as
the length and Calculated Time of Arrival (CTA)
17

Courtesy of Jeppesen GmbH, Neu-Isenburg, Germany.

are computed at entry point and remain stable
(unless adjustments to flight behaviour and or
current weather situation becomes necessary) until
touch down on arrival runway
Continuous Descend Approach (CDA) with a
descent angle of 3 degrees is calculated and
executed at entry point
For wake turbulence calculation the wake category
for each aircraft type is assigned according to ICAO
rules (ICAO 2016) or (new) RECAT rules
(Eurocontrol 2015) and taken into account during
Departures, within TMA and on Final Approach
Distance Based or Time Based minimum
Separation on Final Approach are selectable and
taken into account in Arrival Management
calculations
Low visibility procedures (increased minimum
separation distances or time) are taken into account
in all arrival management calculations
Wind profiles per runway / within area are taken
into account
In case of adverse weather (CBs), the optimized
weather avoidance path is calculated based on
observation and nowcast data.
Harmonization between departing and arriving air
traffic is taken into account by NAVSIM/AMAN
Synchronous arrivals on parallel and/or crossing
runways are possible
NAVSIM/AMAN allows comparison between
optimized flights and “best practices” based ATCO
controlled flights (based on track/CPR data)
Data needed for detailed performance analyses in
terms of KPIs is calculated and recorded from
NAVSIM/AMAN simulations
An important milestone of the study was the validation of the
simulator performance. Actual flight paths were compared
to simulated flight paths. Accordingly, the simulator was
initialized with real traffic at standard arrival route (STAR)
endpoints. The simulated trajectories between those points
and touch down were compared to the respective actual
flight trajectories.
In order to achieve realistic simulations three arrival modes
were implemented:
1. direct mode: applied in case of low traffic. Flights
go directly from the start point towards the final
approach fix, intercepting the runway center line.
2. transition mode: to have more space if traffic is
higher, so-called arrival transitions are used to
guide the flights from the STAR endpoint to final
approach, thereby reducing the need of radar
vectoring.
3. holding mode: if traffic is too high for the transition
mode, flights have to wait in holding patterns
located at the STAR endpoints.
The arrival modes are depicted in the LOWW approach chart
in Figures 5a-c.

Figure 5a LOWW approach chart (Austro Control 2016).
Arrival mode direct is indicated by green line. STAR
endpoints highlighted red.

Figure 5b As Figure 5a but for transition mode (yellow).
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RESULTS
Results for two low visibility procedure (LVP) events are
discussed. LVP has big impact on airport capacity. It reduces
airport capacity from 40 arrivals per hour under normal
conditions to 25 or 18, depending on the runway visual range
(RVR). Table 2 lists the LVP states in use at LOWW.
Table 2 LVP states in use at LOWW.
LVP state

RVR

normal
LVP
LVP CATIII

<600m
<350m

or

Ceiling

Separation

Capacity

< 200ft

2.5NM
4NM
6NM

>40
25
18

Traffic demand and traffic load per 30 minutes intervals for
the two LVP events are depicted in Figures 7 and 8. For the
long LVP event shown in Figure 8, one can see that the
traffic peaks of the demand are smoothed out over the day in
the traffic load, what results of course in significant delays.

Figure 5c As Figure 5a but for holding mode (red).
For the various weather situations considered (low visibility
procedures, thunderstorms in approach sectors, …) the
validation of simulator against actual flight trajectories is
performed to make sure the results from the simulator are a
realistic representation of the traffic pattern, which is a
prerequisite to base further evaluation on the simulator
output. The validation results show that real and simulated
flights behave similar and furthermore, that slightly different
flight paths of individual flights do not damage the overall
flight pattern (see Figure 6). This conclusion was also
confirmed by air traffic controllers, who did a qualitative
analysis of the simulator results.
Figure 7 Traffic demand (grey) and load (light blue – semitransparent) for short (1.5 hour) LVP event during morning
traffic peak. LVP state and runway-in-use are shown above
the traffic bars.

Figure 6 Snapshot of simulated (blue) to real (yellow)
traffic comparison.
Based on these validation experiments it is considered to be
reasonable to use the simulator for performing weather
impact analyses.
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For both LVP events multiple simulations were carried out
to evaluate the four entries of the cost matrix (Figure 3), i.e.
combinations of event forecasted/not forecasted and event
occurred/not occurred.
The results for selected KPIs are shown in Table 3 for the
short LVP event and Table 4 for the long LVP event.
The KPIs given in the tables are:
Trackmiles / flight: nautical miles flown from end
of STAR to touchdown. Measure for environmental
impact/flight efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
Holding time and holding time per flight: minutes
spent in holding pattern by arriving aircrafts.
Measure for environmental impact/flight efficiency
and cost-effectiveness.

Delay and delay per flight: minutes flights are
delayed on ground at origin by air traffic
regulations. Measure for capacity and costeffectiveness.
ATCO phrases: number of radio-communication
transactions given by air traffic controllers.
Measure for traffic complexity.
For the short event the results of the four scenarios are very
similar and partly unexpected. The best results, except for
delays, occur for the scenario with well forecasted LVP (h).
The expectation would be that trackmiles and holding time
are better for the false alarm case (f), where traffic is
regulated because of LVP forecast but no LVP occurs,
meaning higher airport capacity than in the h case. This
effect can be explained by the underlying ATM measures,
where traffic is regulated to 30 arrivals per hour if LVP is
forecasted and further regulated once LVP really occurs.
This results in a traffic peak at the end of the forecasted LVP
period in the f case, which is smoothed out by the additional
regulations applied in the h case once LVP sets in.
The very similar results suggest, that for a short LVP event
the best strategy is to apply no traffic regulation, but accept
some holding time during the LVP period.

ATCO phrases

1069

1074

1069

1065

For the long LVP event the false alarm case (f) shows the
best results for all parameters except delay. Due to the
applied traffic regulations and weather restrictions not
occurring, the traffic is better distributed over time. The case
where LVP occurs but was not forecasted (m) shows the
worst results, except for delays. In this case the traffic peaks
combined with the LVP related capacity restrictions cause
significant holding time and high air traffic controller
workload (ATCO phrases).
The case with well forecasted LVP (h) shows the largest
delays, as traffic regulation can be applied based on the
forecast more efficiently. The so obtained better match of
traffic load and available capacity results in acceptable
values for the other KPIs.
In summary, for long LVP events good forecasts are very
valuable as flight efficiency and controller workload can be
kept on acceptable levels.
Table 4 KPIs derived from simulations of the long LVP
event (13 hours, 314 arrivals)

Trackmiles / flight
Holding time [min]
Holding time / flight
Delay [min]
Delay / flight
ATCO phrases

n

f

m

h

62.4
52
0.17
0
0
3159

60.8
18
0.06
899
2.9
3076

69.2
327
1.04
3744
11.9
3515

65.4
94
0.30
5594
17.9
3236

CONCLUSION

Figure 8 As Figure 7 but for long (13 hour) LVP event.

Table 3 KPIs derived from simulations of the short LVP
event (1.5 hours, 103 arrivals)

Trackmiles / flight
Holding time [min]
Holding time / flight
Delay [min]
Delay / flight

n

f

m

h

60.1
8
0.08
0
0

59.5
10
0.10
175
1.7

59.8
6
0.06
215
2.1

58.8
4
0.04
187
1.8

Weather forecasts are a valuable input for ATM planning
and situational awareness. In order to evaluate the actual
value and identify potentials to improve weather forecasts
and their application in ATM, an evaluation method based
on KPIs derived from air traffic simulations was developed.
Validation experiments comparing simulated flight tracks to
real flight tracks from air traffic surveillance radar, as well
as qualitative assessment by air traffic controllers, showed
that the air traffic simulator can realistically reproduce traffic
patterns and hence it can be used to evaluate various
combinations of traffic and weather events.
First results for LVP already gave better insight into the
interconnection of weather forecasts, applied ATM
measures and resulting ATM performance. This will
ultimately enable to provide better weather forecasts tailored
to ATM needs as well as better integration into ATM
procedures to increase air traffic efficiency and safety.
Next steps will be to extend the evaluation to other weather
events, e.g. thunderstorms in the approach sectors, and to
further improve the evaluation method to better reflect
different stake holder’s requirements and needs. This will
include improved KPIs, in-depth analysis of temporal
variations in KPIs during the simulation and a refined
weighting and combination of KPIs for the cost matrix.
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Abstract - Standalone on-board GNSS systems used in general
aviation are sufficiently accurate and precise to be used as part
of instrument approach procedure. The number of standalone
on-board GNSS systems on general aviation aircraft is
increasing at high rate. Many of general aviation pilots use
standalone on-board GNSS systems as a supplementary means
of situational awareness when flying. Accuracy and precision of
positioning of those systems are two critical elements for flight
safety in final approach phase. Unlike the conventional ground
based navigation systems such as ILS, VORs and NDBs,
standalone GNSS receivers which are not integrated in aircraft
avionics still need testing in order to prove their applicability
for general aviation under IFR conditions. Aircraft trajectory
was analyzed during final approach phase of flight in terms of
accuracy and precision in order to determine the horizontal and
vertical deviations from ideal approach path. Trajectory
analysis proved that standalone on-board GNSS systems used
in general aviation are accurate and precise enough to be safely
used as part of instrument approach procedure.

Key words - general aviation, trajectory analysis, satellite navigation

INTRODUCTION
With predicted annual growth of air traffic by 2% [1] and
rapid growth of general business aviation (68% more
Worldwide Business Aircraft Operators in period from 2000
to 2015 [2]) sky is getting highly congested. To ensure safe
conduct of air traffic European Aviation Safety Agency has
issued Notice of Proposed Amendment which states

conditions regarding implementation of Performance Based
Navigation with December 2018 as final deadline for
implementation [3]. There are many advantages of
implementing such procedures. Final approach segments can
be curved paths, there is no need for installing costly ground
equipment and approach paths can be shortened, therefore
reducing costs and fuel consumption.
This paper is based on the assumption that standalone onboard GNSS systems used in general aviation are sufficiently
accurate and precise to be used as part of instrument approach
procedure. To test this, a series of data collection have been
conducted, both on ground and on-board aircraft flying
approach procedure.
With the cancelation of GNSS Selective Availability in 2000
GNSS systems became suitable for civilian applications,
such as air navigation. Also, implementation of augmentation
systems improved already high accuracy as well as reliability
and integrity monitoring. Three augmentation systems are in
use today; space based (SBAS), ground based (GBAS) and
air based (ABAS) systems [4]. During data collection,
European space based augmentation system EGNOS was in
active use.
It is important to highlight the difference between precision
and accuracy regarding GNSS systems. Figure 1 shows the
relationship between precision and accuracy. Dashed vertical
line indicates the mean of the dataset (the inflection point at
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which the histogram balances). Red arrows bracket the
spread of the dataset at one standard deviation from the mean
(precision), while the black arrows bracket the offset of the
mean from truth (accuracy). Accuracy is the difference
between the true and expected value.

Figure 2 – Altitude measurement in static conditions

Figure 1 – Relationship between precision and accuracy.
[4].
Accuracy can be evaluated in two ways: by using
information internal to the data, and by using information
external to the data. External accuracy is when a standard,
another instrument, or some other reference system is
brought to bear to gauge accuracy. [4].
For the purpose of the testing, an Instrument Landing System
(ILS) was used as external reference, with the assumption
that the flight was conducted perfectly following the ILS
path.
STATIC DATA COLLECTION
Data collection was done in two stages: static data collection
and inflight data collection. First part of analysis was based
on static data gathered by GPS receivers mounted on the car
roof while the car was parked on an open area to minimize
interference. Static data collection phase lasted for 30
minutes, and the GPS data was recorded on a laptop in the
form of NMEA 0183 sentences. Program used for recoding
data was VisualGPS. Objective of static data collection was
to establish the initial system state of the GPS receiver, define
possible differences and errors and acquire information of
system in static conditions.
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Average altitude recorded was 384 [ft] with standard
deviation 9.552 [ft]. Figure 3 shows the characteristics of the
GPS altitude signal which will form normal distribution after
enough recorded samples (as stated by Langley around 12
hours [4]). Mean altitude is shown with a green line, while
the blue line represents actual measurement. Note that during
data collection vehicle was stationary, and altitude did not
change. In contrast the GPS altitude is significantly
wondering from the mean altitude. As showed by figure 3
deviations from mean can be separated in two sets of
oscillations – high frequency oscillations and low frequency
oscillations. High frequency oscillations are errors caused by
thermal noise within the receiver while low frequency
oscillations are errors caused by satellite position and the
quasi-random effect of multipath . [4].
INFLIGHT DATA COLLECTION
Inflight data collection was conducted on Cessna 172N
aircraft which is equipped with minimum equipment needed
for conducting flight under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR)
conditions. The data collection was carried out on segment
of approach path for runway 05, Zagreb International Airport
which starts from the starting point of approach (8.3 [NM]
IZA DME) to a decision height (DH) distance 0.7 [NM]
according to IZA DME. As seen from Figure 2 starting point
of approach (point of ILS signal interception) is at altitude
3000 [ft] and decision altitude is 553 [ft]. Altitude at outer
marker is 1550 [ft], and the final approach course is 044
degrees.

Figure 4 – Recorded final approach trajectory

Figure 3 – Approach segment studied for GNSS accuracy
[5].
The data collection was carried out following ILS approach
path, i.e. the ILS path was used as a fixed reference in space
Data was recorded using Garmin GPSmap 76CS connected
to VisualGPS, Garmin GPSmap196 and Apple iPad.
Dashboard was filmed via video camera for later comparison
between recorded track and ILS indicator deviation.
According to course deviation indicator trajectory didn't
deviate from ILS path and is to be assumed perfect (without
off-track deviation) ruling out pilot error.
To comply with Required Navigation Performance
requirements GPS RNAV approach trajectory must be within
required minimums for RNP 0.1. Which means that off-track
deviation in lateral plain is within 0.1 [NM] from projected
track in 95% of time. Vertical guidance must be conducted
with barometric altimeter, which makes GNSS approach a
non-precision approach.
DATA ANALYSIS
During both data collection stages EGNOS function was
enabled on all devices, data was recorded on a laptop in a
form of NMEA sentences using VisualGPS program. Figure
4 shows one print-out of the approach track (horizontal and
vertical).

Collected data was analyzed by comparing recorded
trajectory with projected one. Projected trajectory was
created by generating an overlaying on already known ILS
locator path. Initial approach fix was used for the initial point
of projected trajectory while the end point was OM (as shown
on Figure 3). These two points form a straight line and
represent an ideal approach path which was assumed to be
flown. Second set of points was extracted from collected GPS
data. Distance between points generated during data
collection and ones created in ideal approach trajectory
represent horizontal deviation from ideal flight path.
Distance between two points was calculated using simplified
formula (1):

d = acos(sin φ1⋅sin φ2 + cos φ1⋅cos φ2⋅cos Δλ)⋅R (1)

This method was earlier described as external accuracy
evaluation, since the external reference was used to calculate
accuracy.
As mentioned earlier, for non-precision approach, vertical
guidance is provided by barometric altimeter. Since flight
was conducted on ILS approach path ILS glide slope will be
used as reference for creating projected trajectory. Projected
trajectory in vertical plain will be compared to GPS data
applying same principles as it was done for horizontal plain.
Reference flight path was calculated using known published
points. In this case, the initial altitude 3000 [ft], and final
altitude at OM is 1550 [ft].
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RESULTS
Table 1 – Results analysis for GPS accuracy - horizontal
Results
Average deviation

0.02NM

Standard deviation

0.01NM

RNP.01 probability (% of results within 0.1 NM)

100%

Deviation width for 95% probability

0.0222NM

From the Table 1, it is clear that the accuracy of recorded
trajectory well exceed the requirement from RNP 0.1 (100%
of all points are within 0.1 [NM] of-track). For this set of
data, 95% of all measured positions are within 0.0222NM
from projected track, which is significantly better than
required.
Table 2 – Results analysis for GPS accuracy - vertical
1. approach

2. approach

Average deviation
Marginal deviation

51.17 [ft]
32.59 [ft]

25.04 [ft]
21.43 [ft]

100 ft probability (% of results within
100 ft)
Deviation width for 95% probability

99.992%

100%

57 [ft]

38 [ft]

Table 2 provides information on marginal deviation and
average deviation. Currently there is no defined standard for
minimum vertical deviation from desired altitude for GNSS
devices because these devices cannot be used for vertical
guidance. For the purpose of this paper a marginal deviation
width of 100 [ft] was used at maximum acceptable deviation.
For all performed approaches almost all recorded points were
within those margins (maximum measured deviation is 109
[ft] in the first measurement). In two approach trajectories
with highest vertical deviations first trajectory had 95% of all
recorded points within ±57 [ft] from the ideal approach path
while in the second approach, 95% of all results are within
±38 [ft].

This paper is proves that standalone on-board GNSS systems
used in general aviation are sufficiently accurate and precise
to be used as part of instrument approach procedure for
horizontal guidance. A selection of available off-the-shelf
devices was used and tested in flight. Conventional
instrument approach systems were used for computation of
reference trajectory and inflight guidance. Recorded GPS
data was than compared to generated reference trajectory for
determining precision and accuracy of standalone on-board
GNSS systems.
Analysis of collected data proved that horizontal accuracy is
sufficient for inflight application and even exceeds the
expectation. This confirms that available standalone onboard GNSS systems are accurate enough to be used as part
of instrument approach procedure.
Analysis of vertical accuracy shows that current standalone
on-board GNSS systems are not accurate enough to be used
in vertical guidance. Next stage in research is to calculate
vertical accuracy based on 2-dot glide slope deflection
(margins becoming smaller as aircraft approaches to
threshold) and repeating data collecting with addition of
standalone barometric altimeter.
Based on the carried analysis and data available it can be
confirmed that standalone on-board GNSS systems used in
general aviation are sufficiently accurate and precise to be
used as part of instrument approach procedure in horizontal
plane, and that it is plausible to be used for vertical guidance,
but further research is required.
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Abstract – this paper deals with the implementation of obstacle
collision avoidance system in Helicopter emergency medical
service (HEMS). Purpose of the paper is to analyse current
equipment, which could help crews to avoid collision with wires,
terrain and other obstacles. Today, HEMS operators use plenty of
different systems. In this paper, authors unify the HEMS equipment,
and also give recommendations to HEMS operators with selection
of systems aiding to avoid collision during low-level flights and
primarily systems, which are searching for obstacles, as wires,
cableways, terrain, or any other obstacles, interfering with
flightpath.

Key words – HEMS, Helicopter emergency medical service, GINA
HEMS, Wire-strike, Flight safety, Low-level flights,

INTRODUCTION
Emergency medical service helicopters save thousand lives
daily, all around the world. Helicopter Emergency Medical
Service (HEMS) crews are the best trained, working with
latest technologies. Even though, from time to time an
accident may occur. In the United States of America,
working at HEMS services is ranked in top ten of most
dangerous jobs in the USA.
In the early 20th century, when anyone was in need of
medical help, he had to call for doctor and if he was in luck,
the doctor came in half a day, in a bad weather he may not
come until many days. Today, medical care is much faster,
thanks to,, Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying
machines”. These men are doing very hard work, when they
are trying to help in very dangerous condition. When the
weather is poor, they still try to take-off and go into mission.
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When the weather is poor; the main risk consists of obstacle
collision or controlled flight in terrain (CFIT).
In the Czech Republic instrument equipment in Helicopter
emergency medical service (HEMS) helicopters is
customized for flights according to visual flight rules.
Indeed, the purpose of HEMS missions cannot enable perfect
and detailed prediction of enroute meteorological conditions,
not even precise flight planning, therefore sometimes flight
into instrument meteorological condition (IMC), or flights on
edge between visual meteorological conditions (VMC) and
instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) can occur.
When flying in order to save someone’s live, the crew is
under extreme pressure. This pressure may lead to their
distraction.
When flying in verging conditions, during low-altitude flight
in unknown environment, the risk of collision with terrain or
obstacles is more likely to happen.
The most usual accident reason in HEMS traffic in 2008,
77%, was collision with obstacles, wires and controlled flight
in terrain. (Blumen, 2009)
DEFINITION OF HEMS FLIGHT
HEMS flight means a flight by a helicopter operating under
a HEMS approval, the purpose of which is to facilitate
emergency medical assistance, where immediate and rapid
transportation is essential, by carrying:

or

a)

medical personne;

b)

medical supplies (equipment, blood, organs, drugs);

c)

ill or injured persons and other persons directly
involved;” (EASA, 2012)

CLASSIFICATION OF MEDICAL FLIGHTS USED TO MEASURE
SERIOUSNESS OF A MISSION

Primary flights
• According to European Union Safety Authority
(EASA): AIR OPS Regulation (EU) 965/2012 on air
operations Annex V – Part-SPA SPA.HEMS, these primary
flights are marked as HEMS flight.
• H1 - Flights to unknown places, with no members
of emergency services at the scene. When taking off to
primary mission, pilot knows only heading to accident and
does not know the landing place concretely. Helicopter in this
type of mission is landing into terrain as close to accident
scene as possible. By the crew own discretion.

(certification out of date) IFR instruments. Here listed
equipment stays for Eurocopter EC135T2. Some of the other
helicopters are equipped similarly, but the main instruments
are inbuilt in glass cockpit:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Garmin GNS 430
Horizontal situation indicator (fully ILS capable)
Altimeter
VSI
Airspeed indicator
Radar altimeter
Attitude indicator
iPad equipped with GINA HEMS app in
combination with AirNAVpro

• H1 - Flights on request of rescue services on an
accident scene.
Secondary flights
• According to EASA: AIR OPS Regulation (EU)
965/2012 on air operations Annex V – Part-SPA
SPA.HEMS, these primary flights are marked as Air
Ambulance flight “In regulatory terms, air ambulance is
considered to be a normal transport task where the risk is no
higher than for operations to the full OPS.CAT and PartORO
compliance.
This
is
not
intended
to
contradict/complement medical terminology but is simply a
statement of policy; none of the risk elements of HEMS
should be extant and therefore none of the additional
requirements of HEMS need be applied.” (EASA, 2012)
• H2 – Immediate secondary flight – flight being
conducted from HEMS base to known, described places,
such as hospital helipads in order to transport patient to
another medical care centre, which is more suitable for the
patient.
• A – Secondary flight – scheduled transport of
patients to higher medical care centre.
Other flights
• H1 – Need for helicopter for any other reasons such
as transporting medical material, co-operation trainings,
floods, technical rescue etc.

CURRENT EQUIPMENT USED IN HEMS HELICOPTERS
Currently, HEMS helicopters are equipped for flights,
according to VFR rules and are equipped with noncertified

Figure 1 – Instrument panel of EC135 OK-DSD
AVAILABLE COMPLEX COLLISION AVOIDANCE
SYSTEM

GINA HEMS
GINA HEMS is an application for iPad, which was
developed by a Czech company GINA. It is currently used
by Czech HEMS operators – DSA and Alfa Helicopter. IPad
is connected with a dispatching via Groupe Spécial Mobile
(GSM) network, which allows good coverage in the Czech
Republic. The main purpose of GINA HEMS is providing
information to helicopter crew about accident site, injured
person and many other details describing the purpose of their
mission.
GINA HEMS is linked to an application – AirNAVpro,
which is used for non-precision navigation based on iPad´s
Global Positioning System (GPS) module. AirNAVpro is
equipped with terrain data, providing terrain alerts. ICAO
map in AirNAVpro shows all the features of airspace such
as: special activity airspaces, restricted and dangerous areas,
airports, heliports (including medical centre helipads) and
can download actual notice to airman (NOTAM), message
d’observation météorologique régulière pour l’aviation
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(METAR), terminal aerodrome forecast (TAF) etc.
AirNAVpro can also show frequency of local airspace air
traffic control and also local airports frequencies.
AirNAVpro as a feature which is included in GINA HEMS
is usually used during cruise level flight and can be helpful
in low visibility conditions to warn against upcoming terrain.
GINA HEMS app is equipped with map layers consisting of:
classical road map, ortophoto map, tourist map (tourist paths,
known places, ski-slopes etc.), map of Czech fire brigade
(with exact postcodes, helping crew to determine the accident
scene), terrain map and actual weather data (precipitation
meteoradar). The iPad is placed on the middle panel in holder
and is possible for TCM to pick up the iPad and check the
data shown.
When the crew receives a call on e.g. primary mission, the
data such as – position of the accident site, details such as
heading and distance are available immediately in GINA, so
the pilot (or TCM) can specify the exact position of the
accident (with his local environment knowledge). When a
pilot is starting up the helicopter and is waiting for
instruments values, he has time to check flight track and
intended landing spot for possible obstacles. When
approaching to intended landing spot TCM can uptake the
iPad and look closely for any obstacles, or in case of low
visibility for terrain and may instruct PIC to avoid them.
GINA HEMS is also equipped with tourist maps, that include
wire data, but these data are unreliable and they consist only
high voltage electricity.

Figure 3 – iPAD equipped with GINA HEMS placed in
EC135 of DSA
ADDING A NEW MAP LAYER CONTAINING WIRES INTO
GINA HEMS

As discussed with HEMS pilots, we decided to add a new
map layer, which should consist of wire data, such as height
of power pole, voltage (thickness of the wire) and exact
coordinates containing X, Y and Z coordinate.
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Main requirements of pilots were:
• Height of power pole
• Thickness of a wire
• Exact coordinates
Requirements on data quality to be able of adding into map
underlay, to be able to set a warning function:
• Data in electronic version – shapefile format
• Coordinates in Křovák conic projection or be able
to convert into Křovák
We contacted administrator of powerlines databases, mr.
Pavel Špryňar from Czech company - ,,ČEZ distribuce –
Východní čechy”. We were provided with a sample map
detail of city Neděliště. Data are in satisfactory geographic
quality, but constructions older than 10 years are not
containing height of pylons, so we are currently cooperating
with other companies that could provide us with data of
wires.
We also contacted administrators of Geographical
Information System (GIS) Emergency services of Czech
Republic, in order to provide us with data of wires and
obstacles, that are containing wire X and Y coordinates, but
unfortunately they denied our request because of a license
reasons, that the use of GIS Emergency services (IZS ČR)
data is limited only for Emergency services and not possible
to provide these data for private operators of HEMS, such as
DSA or Alfa Helicopter. We also contacted administrators of
Czech cadastre data and asked them about providing us with
data of wires. Administrators are not able to export these data
in shapefile format, because older map underlays are only
data of paper maps scanned into electronic version.
The big disadvantage of these databases data is outdating of
the database. When any database is issued it becomes
nonactual with the date of edition, which makes the database
not that reliable source and the crew needs to take
consideration of that. On other databases, for example
navigation databases are updated every 28 days, which
should keep the data current and safe to be used. The other
big disadvantage of adding a new layer into GINA, could be
pilot dependence on wire data, which could lead to more
risky decisions regarding flying in marginal weather
conditions. PIC may rely on data from GINA, which could
be non-actual and this could lead to dangerous decisions.
Current procedures and equipment tempts crew to rely on
noncertified instruments (such as GINA HEMS), which may
lead to deliberate violations of VFR requirements on
visibility and flying into known IMC conditions.

POSSIBLE WAYS OF OBSTACLES DISPLAY
By our discretion and discussion with HEMS pilots, the best
way of wire and terrain warning may be HUD projection
showing and highlighting terrain, obstacle and wire
warnings. Pilots experienced in HEMS explained us that
when the weather conditions are poor, crew needs to look
outside the helicopter and cannot fix the eyesight in the
dashboard, and on top of that, they also explained us, if a
helicopter is in any critical phase of flight (hoovering, lowspeed etc.) and pilot looks into instruments, inadvertently he
starts to drive the helicopter in the direction he is looking.
Based on this reasoning we agreed that the best way to show
warnings would be HUD display projection in front of PIC
above dashboard or as a Helmet-mounted display (HMD)
and also voice warnings that would sound until certain
groundspeed (muted when clear of conflicts). Example of
warning is illustrated in Figure 5: HUD projection of WIRES
AHEAD warning.
When in low groundspeed (hovering), the voice warning
should be given in any direction, providing the crew with
distance and course to obstacle such as - ,,Wires ahead,
1000ft”, with HUD projection saying - ,,WIRES AHEAD”.
We also advice to add one more regime when using hoist, in
which would be warning - ,, WIRES UNDER”, on object that
is under helicopter altitude and may not endanger the
helicopter, pointing out obstacle that could hit with a
underslung loads or external load sling.
Table 1. Comparison of obstacle databases
ČEZ
GIS
Czech
distribuc Emergenc
Cadastr
e
y
e
Wires
partly
no
no
height
Voltage
yes
no
no
Shapefil
yes
yes
no
e data
Obstacle
wires
no
no
height
Area
100%
100%
100%
coverage

Figure 4 – Ortophoto map of Nedeliště with marked 22kV
electricity pylons and above-ground powerlines [Source:
Google Earth with the application QGis]

Figure 5 – HUD projection of WIRES AHEAD warning
ADDING ELECTRONIC TERRAIN AND OBSTACLE DATA (ETOD)

eTOD
X
X
yes
<100
m
100%

DATABASE INTO GINA HEMS

Based on ICAO Annex 15, every member state is obligated
to administer electronic terrain and obstacle data. In Czech
Republic, eTOD database is administered by Czech air
navigation services. eTOD database consists of two separate
areas:
Area 1 – representation of all man-made obstacles and
natural significant features covering whole Czech
Republic, higher than 100m AGL
Area 2 – all of all man-made obstacles and natural
significant features obstacles around the airport, that
is able to receive IFR traffic, in radius of 45km higher
than 60m
DTED – digital terrain data representing the elevation
of terrain at a number of discrete points, these data are
controlled by Czech ministry of Defence and they
denied to provide us with these terrain data
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We contacted Ing. Marek Dočkal from Czech Air navigation
services and he provided us with sample data of obstacles
higher than 100m (1000 ft) - eTOD database (Figure 6 –
eTOD Area). Adding this layer into GINA HEMS and setting
up a warning that would warn the crew on an upcoming
obstacle would be a benefit.

ETOD database. Unfortunately, these databases, we were
offered to test are not equipped with electric pole Zcoordinate, so warning function would not be very suitable.
It is necessary to instruct crews about GINA HEMS use and
highlight that the system is not 100% reliable and all the
obstacles may not be displayed. Also we need to point out,
that electricity database operators do not have data of all the
wires.

REFERENCES

Figure 6 – eTOD Area [Source: eTOD database, lis.rlp.cz]

CONCLUSION
The goal of this paper was to summarize, recommend and
possibly improve available systems that could provide safer
HEMS service and finding systems, with those the HEMS
would be more independent on weather conditions and offer
more flexible service.
Current equipment of EC135 helicopters of DSA and Alfa
Helicopters is sufficient for current HEMS procedures, but
the crew does not have enough information about obstacles
in flightpath. In low visibility conditions the crew may use
database system AirNAVpro, but it is based on proximate
terrain data, therefore these data are very unreliable and the
GPS receiver is noncertified and also not very trustworthy,
since it is only an iPad function.
When talking about GINA HEMS, we advise operators to
equip the entire helicopter fleet with this system, because it
facilitates mission. And we highly recommend all the
operators to equip GINA HEMS with wire databases and
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Abstract - Remote tower technology results in unique solutions
for the provision of Air Traffic Services. It’s different
configurations work in live operation in several European
civilian aerodromes. In this paper author investigates the
specifications of military application, finds out similarities and
differences between civilian and military aerodrome
operations, particularly the deployable ones. Deployable
airbase operation also requires new solutions. It would be
investigated what requirements and safety criteria are
necessary for the adaptation of remote tower for the provision
of Air Traffic Services at deployable airbase.
Key words – remote tower, deployable airbase, military
specifications, air traffic control procedures, safety aspects

INTRODUCTION
Remote tower (below RTWR) is a unique technology that
expands and supplements the provision of Aerodrome
Traffic Control/ Flight Information Service, and also
contributes to enhance the situational awareness, and rises
the aviation safety aspects of ATCO18 /FISO19. The first
aerodrome was the Swedish Örnsköldsvik whose traffic was
remotely controlled over 150 km far away from Sündsvall
ATM20 centre since 2014 in live operation. Since that time
Germany, Austria, Great Britain and even the Hungarian
ANSP21 have installed and started remote tower validation
tests of the medium size aerodrome called Liszt Ferenc. The
tools of RTWR’s technological background nowadays is not
considered incomparable, because it consists of cameras and
data links developed by security companies. Nevertheless
considered as pioneering solution for provision of ATS22

because it should be completed with special requirements of
controlling and monitoring all traffic movements over area
of responsibility. Among requirements firstly should
emphasize the two-way radio communication on the
aerodrome published frequency. This radio channel is called
by those aircraft flying in vicinity of aerodrome and it should
be accessible for ATCO/FISO located in remote position. In
order to remain the continuous two-way radio
communication there are many solutions exist. Fist one
regarded conventional, when the remote position is within
the radio range. The radio transmission can be broadcasted
via ground or air based relaying stations, it could be also
transmitted by IT based and satellite based communication
lines. Maintaining direct connection also necessary with
neighbouring ATS units and aerodrome services. It can
provided on land line or mobile phone, on data link with
electronic strips23or short messages and on radio contact.
Among requirements RTWR technology should provide
identification of aircraft over area of aerodrome controller
responsibility. The aerodrome controller generally uses
direct visual observation for identification of traffic in the air
and on the manoeuvring area of aerodrome, but in that case
when ASR24, or SMR25 data are available, those also could
be used for identification. The RTWR technology includes
some additional options for aerodrome controller, with the
presentation of integrated surveillance (originated from
SSR26, PSR27; ADS-B28)and flight data correlation on the
real- time picture of the aerodrome. For the optimization of
aerodrome controller’s tasks for providing the efficient and
orderly flow of traffic different applications and
configurations can be visible on screen.

18

24

19

25

ATCO: Air Traffic Controller Office
FISO: Flight Information Service Officer
20
ATM: Air Traffic Management
21
ANSP: Air Navigation Service Provider
22
ATS: Air Traffic Services
23
Strip: Electronic or paper strip containing the data from one specific flight
plan, used in air traffic control for the display of flight data on a display
screen or flight progress board (Eurocontrol ATM lexicon)

ASR: Aerodrome Survelliance Radar
SMR: Survelliance Movement Radar
26
SSR: Secondary Survelliance Radar
27
PSR: Primary Survellianve Radar
28
ADS_B: Automatic Dependent Survelliance and Broadcast
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The RTWR of Hungarocontrol29 uses A-SMGCS30 and
cameras two way integration, which dedicated to facilitate
identification, tracking, flight plan data of traffic visualized
in different coloured labels (see picture 1). Sensors those
works as an integrated part of SMR, are able for detecting
and tracing vehicles, personnel or animals on manoeuvring
area. When LVP31are in force due to reduced visibility
conditions and at night times, the RTWR support aerodrome
controller’s decision making with highlighted margins,
edges, II/III category-holding lines of taxiways and runways,
in that case the real time visualization is improved by
IR32cameras (KTI VCF 2012)
(Dudás D 2012))

1.picture:integrated label of A-SMGCS data
In RTWR also necessary to provide functional panels for
controlling lighting and navigation system on the aerodrome
and a separated one for the presentation of meteorological
data. According to recent experience the RTWR technology
have been installed mainly at already established civilian
aerodromes, so at the remaining part of paper I would like to
investigate in one hand, whether how does the handling of
military traffic procedures influence the RTWR
applications. Other hand I would examine if any differences
occur in RTWR installation when a new aerodrome
established, particularly in operational environment of
NDAB33

types of aircraft, theirs different approaching speed and
turbulence category and special flight procedures completed
at aerodrome. In the text below the listed differences going
to be examined and featured by related ATS procedures.
First of all, take into account approaching speed. Aircraft can
be divided into categories from “A” to “E” which based on
their approaching speed. Meanwhile the majority of traffic
using civilian aerodrome are related to category “C” and
“D”, military traffic, like helicopters relate to “A” or “B”
because their speed about 90-120 km/h and fighters are listed
in category “E” with their 160/220 km/h.
Secondly should draw attention to differences of arrival
procedures. However the military aerodromes are also
equipped with the generally spread navigational systems,
like VOR34, DME35, ILS36 and only for military use
applicable TACAN37, but due to the specialities of military
tasks the visual approach mainly practicable. The reason of
few amount of IFR38 traffic can be explained with standard
IAS39 and defined parameters which fixed for an
instrumental departure or arrival procedure. Even in case of
reduced visibility, when weather conditions drop below
VMC40, if possible pilots request to enter and leave CTR 41
as SVFR42 flight. All traffic in CTR operating by VFR or
SVFR are related to aerodrome controller area of
responsibility.
(NATO Stanag 3297 )

PROCEDURES OF MILITARY TRAFFIC
2.picture”Flame out procedure”

Aerodromes, in a civilian and military terminology also
means a defined area on land or water (including any
building, installation and equipment) intended to be used
either wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface
movement of aircraft. However, the traffic of military
aerodrome more complex, which resulted from different

Flying by VFR make the pilots able for completing special
military tasks connecting to aerodrome vicinity, and also
contribute to the training and maintaining capabilities. First
one should mention is the “high- low key” procedure, which
associated with high approaching speed and dynamic flight
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Hungarocontrol: Hungarian ANSP
A-SMGCS: Advanced Surface Movement Guidanance abd Control
31
LVP: Low Visivbility Procedures
32
IR: Infrared technology
33
NDAB: NATO Deployable Airbase
34
VOR: Very High FrequencyOminidirectional Radio Range
35
DME: Distance Measuring Equipment
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ILS: Instrument Landing System
TACAN: Tactical Airborne Navigation
38
IFR: Instrument Flight Rules
39
IAS: Indicated Air Speed
40
VMC: Visual Meteorological Conditions
41
CTR: Aerodrome Control Zone
42
SVFR: Special Visual Flight Rules

profile (see 2. picture) and they often use for simulating
flame out. Same procedure for helicopters called single
engine flight or autorotation, each one has different flight
path and requires enhanced attention of aerodrome
controller. We should not forget about NVD 43 procedures,
including departure, landing and low level flight in CTR.
The parachute dropping also can occur in military
aerodromes and it does not require functional airspace, if it
is involved in local regulations. Last but not least ATS
procedure cover flight of unmanned aircraft systems at
military aerodrome.
Take into consideration the above mentioned specifications
and examine them regard of related ATS procedures and
from that point how the RTWR technology can enhance or
contribute to these procedures. The matter of fact,
procedures of aerodrome controller should not be different
neither from conventional tower nor from RTWR the ATS is
provided.
The aerodrome controllers “shall keep a continuous watch
on all flight operations on and in the vicinity of an
aerodrome as well as vehicles and personnel on the
manoeuvring area. Watch shall be maintained by visual
observation, augmented in low visibility conditions by an
ATS surveillance system when available”(Doc 4444).
Surveillance by the aerodrome controller is normally done
by visual means (eyesight) alone, mechanically through the
use of binoculars to improve eyesight or electronically,
through the use of radar or closed-circuit television.”(Doc
9426)
The aerodrome controller issue clearances and traffic
information to provide separation between aircraft with
different approaching speed and turbulence category in
vicinity of aerodrome, in landing, in climbing area and on
ground. Decision making process based on the positions of
aircraft, which can be reported by the pilot, or originated
from SSR/PSR/ADS-B if ASR or SMR is installed on
aerodrome. RTWR could support and enhance aerodrome
controller capabilities with radar data and flight plan
application, in a case when radar data are not applicable,
additional binocular function and object detecting can help.

and that case the integrated flight plane label also would
preferable.
Controlling the huge amount of VFR/SVFR flight and
special military flights, providing separation or traffic
information (depending on defined ATS airspace
classification) can be challenging for aerodrome controller.
Hereinafter I would investigate how the RTWR could
contribute the safety of given ATS procedures.
The “high-low key” procedure goes together with high speed
and dynamic flight profile, it takes short time and completes
overhead, which results the traffic get out of window view
(clutter area). The remote directional PTZ44 camera can be
capable for object detecting and following independently on
the aircraft speed and manoeuvres. Object detection,
identification, recognition are available by RTWR’s
integrated radar and flight plan data label, tracking and
drawn flight path. In case of absence radar data, object
detection is provided by combined thermo IR cameras.
Continuous visual observation of traffic circuit necessary
when VFR/SVFR flights are commonly occur at the
aerodrome. According to my assumption for the
visualization of aerodromes with busy traffic circuit the 360̊
(see 3. picture) or 180̊ OTW45 would be preferable. Also
should be take into account the neighbouring airspace’s ATS
classification, where from VFR flights could appear without
transponder equipment compulsory, that case the aerodrome
controller relies only on position reports. After engagement
of object detecting it could be also useful to label the traffic
and filled it with AFIL information.
Among special military flights firstly the NVD procedures
going to be examined. That case aerodrome controller
procedures similar to the situation when LVP in force,
excepting the fact that all lights of aerodrome and
navigational lights of aircraft are switched off. The IR
technology could support decision making and situational
awareness to issue landing clearance, detect the presence of
object, obstacle, personnel, FOD46 or animal onat hot spots
of manoeuvring area without prior permission.
(wsj.com 2016)

IFR arrivals after handover procedure get into area of
aerodrome controller responsibility that case, identification
and position of aircraft coordinated before by approach
controller. Departing IFR traffic concerns same procedure.
Both departing and arrival IFR require visual observation
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NVD: Night Vision Divice
PTZ: pan–tilt–zoom camera
45
OTW: ‘Out-the-window view’

46

FOD: Foreign Ordenance Desposal

44
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3. 360̊ OTW
Unmanned Aircraft’s aerodrome operation usually regulated
by national law and relating aerodrome controller procedures
do so. Procedure generally involved communication,
separation, detailed departing and arrival path, separated
parking area and emergency procedures(Vas T.,Fekete Cs
2013) (Palik 2013) For the safe handling of unmanned
operations, RTWR could provide enhanced attention for
sensitive areas and hot spots of the aerodrome and its
vicinity. Unreported recreational flights can leads to unsafe
situations however they are out, but close to CTR, ATZ 47.
Traffic information about their presence could be useful for
departing and arrival traffic of aerodrome. The application
of FLARM (flarm pdf) signals, about location of glider,
drones, hang gliders activity, to the RTWR’s screen enabled
the aerodrome controller’s job.
NDAB- NATO DEPLOYABLE AIRBASE
The purpose of NDAB concept is to establish an aerodrome
in remote places that under armed conflict or crisis response
operation. The NDAB should be handling military and
civilian traffic, IFR/VFR all weather operation, day and
night, 24 hours 7 days of week. Services supporting
aerodrome (airbase) operations are granted by multinational
cooperation under umbrella of NATO “Pooling and Sharing”
initiative. The various components that make up the delivery
of the DATM capability are contained within four capability
modules:
Wing
Operations;
Engineering/Runway
Operations; Air Traffic Control; and Crash Fire and Rescue.
The capability modules are sub-divided into 14 Service
Teams (see 4. picture).
Leader nation’s responsibility to provide rated personnel and
technical equipment held in 28-day readiness48 and after
reaching of operation, continuous operation for 1 year long
period( NATO ATMC 2015). In order to maintain the
operational level of a service team, besides the leader nation,
supporting nations also could participate with personnel and
equipment. Each service team should apply their national
regulations and related NATO Stanags in order to provide
interoperability for personnel rating, technical equipment
(hardware, software) and procedures. NDAB could be
established at a bare area or abandoned aerodrome, but
without any support of host nation. The bare airfield which
sufficient to construct an aircraft operating strip and related
manoeuvring area. Resulting from mentioned features,
NDAB operational level requires mobile, quickly
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ATZ: Aerodrome Traffic Information Zone
'Readiness is defined as the length of time to reach the theatre of
operations,
48
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deployable and install equipment and systems, that
compatible with other systems and procedures of airbase.
(NATO ATMC 2015)

4.NDAB service teams
In order to determine the optional application of RTWR
support of NDAB, we should take into account the following
details:
type of ATS;
airspace-related
aspects
(e.g.
airspace
classification, CTR, Aerodrome Traffic Zone
(ATZ), Terminal Control Area (TMA), type of
flight procedures);
aerodrome layout complexity (e.g. number of
Runways (RWYs), number of Taxiways (TWYs)
and runway entrances, parallel or crossing runways,
number and location of aprons);
traffic characteristics (e.g. number of movements
per day, number of pop up movements, type of
traffic, aircraft fleet mix);
environmental conditions at the aerodrome.
According to available experience, which relates to
deployable operations around Afghanistan, following
aspects should consider ( AIP AFG 2016):
ATCO/AFIS;
Aerodrome airspace classification (OAMS CTRClass D; OAUZ, OAZI ATZ F/G Class);
1 runway, 1-2 taxiways, apron for fixed and rotary
wing aircraft;
Environment dusty, desert, rocky, mountainous
area with extreme weather conditions.
Before the investigation RTWR technology as optional tool
for the provision of ATS on NDAB, read through the point
of NATO ATMC49:
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NATO ATMC: NATO Air Traffic Management Cell

„The RTS concept may represent for the military a useful
solution to support the provision of aerodrome services in
geographical areas, or during deployable operations, when
security reasons or contingency situations would not
recommend, or allow, the physical presence of military
operators. In this regard, a very sensitive aspect would be
the consideration of System Vulnerability Requirements, in
order to ensure the physical security of the system
components, connection lines and the Integrity, Continuity
and Availability of signals” (NATO RTS position 2015),
Real time visual presentation of deployable airbases from
remote places, should meet system security requirements in
order to guarantee the safe and orderly provision of ATS, site
of communication, controlling aerodrome navigation and
lighting system and OTW. Data quality, integrity and
continuity should meet signal update requirements
considering the flow of traffic, flight rules, related ATS
provision and aerodrome complexity. The commonly used
optical cable provide 100% reliability against wireless
connections, however in military exists that widely spread
remote technology which provide safe and secure controlling
of RPAS50 via separated (secured) satellite communication
radio lines. Next step is find out the mobile and deployable
station for communication panels, cameras, controlling
devices and electronic supply. The best configuration chosen
considering the layout, provision of ATS service and
characteristic of aircraft. The mobile container (see 5.
picture), that can serve as RTWR technical background,
should install in the geometrical centre, or other optimal
point of layout not to affect safety areas of airbase
operations.
(netvision 360)

5.mobile conatiner for cameras
Listing the optional applications of mobile RTWR
technology at deployable airbases we should take into
account several solutions. It could serve as alternate or
backup aerodrome tower of the conventional one, where
from provision of ATS could be accessible in case of
50

RPAS: Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems

external attack. Considering the model of European RTWR
application, those deployable airbases where AFIS is
provided, could be remote controlled from a regional
aerodrome or ATM centre.
Safety (OFA 06.03.01.) solutions and procedures should
engage when RTWR partly or completely out of service.
First one when radio two-way communication operational,
ATCO/FISO could engage LVP procedures and continue
operation in a procedural way. Next, when RTWR
completely out of service, those procedures should enforce,
as in remote airfields of Alaska, where pilots entering via
CRP51-s and reporting each turns, positions during
approaching to the field. Using this procedure everyone who
listened to the frequency has a picture about situation.
CONCLUSIONS
RTWR provide pioneering solutions for the provision of
ATS for aerodrome operations, extending ATCO/FISO
decision making and strengthen situational awareness. This
paper investigate those solutions, which should emphasise in
case of military operations, because it requires sometimes
different handling and different ATS procedures. Using
RTWR technology during deployable operations could be
challenge to meet requirements of readiness deadlines,
mobility, quick installation and providing secure line to
prevent any jamming, interference.
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Abstract - After the liberalization of air transport in Europe in
nineties years, the aviation market has changed, the European
Union (EU) became a single aviation market, the airline-airport
relationship has developed and the European airports now
compete against each other to attract the services of airlines,
especially to attract base aircraft and appear to do so
vigorously for their business development. These new features
of air transport market have had, over the last 12 years, a great
influence on the development of airports in Europe, including
also Central and Eastern Europe(CEE). In this paper, we
present the results of our research using an external
benchmarking approach focused on the air transport market,
the competition of airports and the relationships between
legacy and new low cost airliners and the main airports from
across 8 countries in CEE. To the best of our knowledge this is
the first analysis of this magnitude conducted over such a large
domain in the airline industry in this region. The target group
for this research is represented by the first 20 airports ranked
from the connectivity criteria from 6 EU countries: Bulgaria,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania and 2
non EU countries: Republic of Moldova and Serbia. The
analysis concerns the macroeconomic indicators of market and
airport operational parameters: airport connectivity,
passenger traffic, aircraft movements and also the strategy of
airports in routes development. Some comparative remarks
about the analyzed airports are made and some axes for a
common airport-airliners strategy on the competitive and
dynamic market of air transport are proposed.
Key words - airport development; Central and Eastern Europe; air
transport market; airport competition, airport customers.

INTRODUCTION
The “Traffic report for December, Q4 and Full Year 2015”
of ACI Europe [1] reveals that during 2015, passenger traffic
at Europe’s airports grew by an average of 5.2%,
approximately the same increase as in 2014 (5.4%). On EU
airports, the average growth of passenger traffic was 5.6%
with airports in Ireland, Portugal, Greece, Romania,
Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia and Lithuania achieving
double-digit growth. Meanwhile, non-EU airports reported a
growth of 3.9%.

In this very concurrently and complex air transport market,
the airports strategy for the improvement of the relation with
air company becomes essentially. For establishing this
strategy, identifying the adequate targets (routes, airlines,
timeframe) and for conceiving good implementation plans,
the airports have to understand three things: their market, the
competition and their customers. In this context, our paper
presents a research on the market, the competition of airports
and the airliners customers in the Central and Eastern Europe
(CEE) in order to give a useful state of the art for designing
the airport strategies for the next 15 years.
The target group of our analyze on airports – air companies
relations development is represented by the top 20 airports
ranked in terms of connectivity from 6 EU countries from
CEE: Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland
and Romania and from 2 non EU countries: the Republic of
Moldova and Serbia. The surface area of the 6 EU member
states analyzed represents 19.94% of the total EU area and
the total surface of the 8 countries represents 9.94% of the
surface of Europe. The interest for the present research on
airport politics in CEE comes from the fact that the
passenger air transport in the area has an important upward
trend and still continues to have a big potential of
development if airports and airliners will develop adequate
politics for investments and routes geography. The total
passenger traffic in the 8 analyzed countries had an
important growth in the last years, the increase after the
crisis, during 2009 – 2015 being by 53 % from 57.4 million
to 87.8 million, and an important increase in airport
connectivity was also recorded. This way, the aviation brings
an important contribution to sustaining economic growth
and the involvement of the countries above in the global
economy.
UNDERSTAND YOUR MARKET
Airports need to understand and become specialized in their
market. It is important to have a strong grasp on the market
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they are serving as they cannot serve everyone. In this
section we will analyze the evolution and the present level
of indicators that airports need to quantify their market.
Understanding the market starts with trying to quantify it.
The airports have to make sure they understand the
direct/indirect split and surface leakage. For quantifying the
market, we analyze in this paper the aspects as hard and fast
passenger traffic volumes and the airport connectivity. This
will help segment the market and understand where the
passengers will come from. The main economic and social
indicators necessary for understanding the market are: GDP,
forecast economic growth rates, economic ties, exports,
foreign investments, population trends, corporate travel
potential: how many people, how often and currently who
with?; employment sectors: IT, pharmaceuticals, finance,
automotive etc; main exports/imports: trading partners.
In what follows, we will analyze: the evolution of the GDP
and of GDP per capita in the 8 countries of CEE. As the
tourism indicator, we analyze the number of bed nights.
Concerning tourism indicators, except for that analyzed in
the paper, could be also taken in consideration: demographic
concerning migration and visiting friend and family
origin/nationality of visitors; source markets; unique leave
patterns; events, festivals, places of interest which can be
obtained from local tourism boards.
By analyzing the economic development of our countries
target group, the evolution of GDP during 2004 – 2015 could
be split in three different periods (fig 1): 2004 -2008
characterized by a significant growth of all analyzed
countries, 2008 - 2009 with an important decrease as
consequence of the peak of the economic crisis and 2010 –
2015, when in general, it was a positive trend, the countries
having a continuous increase, with the exception of Croatia,
which had a continuous decrease. The period of analysis was
chosen from 2004 because this is the year when the first
countries from Eastern Europe, from the former communist
bloc, became member states of the European Union. In this
situation there are Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary. For
the entire period, the highest value of GDP is recorded by
Poland, followed by the Czech Republic and Romania.
Concerning the GDP per capita (fig. 2), the Czech Republic
has the highest value, followed by Poland, Hungary and
Croatia with very close values and similar evolutions.
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Generally, the evolution of GDP is linked with the evolution
of passenger and cargo traffic and has a positive evolution
moving forward, being very important in airport
development. In particular, in the region, during the last 8
years of global financial crisis, the usual relation between
GDP growth and passenger traffic performance has changed.
In figure 3, we can see the evolution of passenger traffic in
the 8 analyzed countries.
In the case of Poland, Romania and Bulgaria, both the GDP
and the passenger traffic had the same trend showing
important growths between 2008 and 2015; however, there
are important differences between the values of the increase
of GDP and of the passenger traffic (table 1). Furthermore,
from the evolution of GDP per capita presented in Fig 3, it
can be concluded that only Poland, Romania and Bulgaria
arrive to record a higher value in 2015 than that of 2008,
before the economic crisis.
In the case of Moldova, the growth of GDP and of the GDP
per capita are very small in comparison with the growth of
passenger traffic which is by 161.4%. If we correlate these
evidences with the fact that the remittance in Moldova in
2012 was 24% of the GDP (ATAG, 2014), we can conclude
that the important growth of traffic is the result of to an
important growth of workforce migration.

Countries

GDP growth
2008-2015 %

Poland
Czech Republic
Romania
Hungary
Croatia
Bulgaria
Serbia
Moldova

17.6
6.3
14.7
3.04
-8.8
24.6
4.4
1.6

Passenger traffic
growth
2008 – 2015 %
61
-6.9
65.5
22.2
49.3
22.3
415
161.7

Similarly, at the European level, there is also a discrepancy,
but in any case the GDP and the passenger traffic have an
increasing trend. While the EU economy did not even grow
by 3% between 2008 and 2015, passenger traffic at EU
airports increased by 13,6% over the same period. In the
analyzed region, we can see from table 1, there is no
correlation between the dynamic of GDP and the dynamic of
passenger traffic during 2008 – 2015. This is reflective of the
new market dynamics, changing consumer behaviors and the
increased importance of air transport for the European
economy. The main reason for this weak correlation could
be the following process: after 2008, the economic crisis
generated an important migration of workforce from CEE to
the West Europe. In parallel we are seeing an important
decrease in the purchasing power and the increasing low cost
offers in air transport. All these phenomena have created the
premises for an important development of LCCs, which offer
good prices, transforming the air transport in a more popular
means of transportation, as we will demonstrate in chapter 4.
Between air transport and tourism it is a permanent
interaction. Aviation is indispensable for tourism, a major
engine of economic growth, particularly in developing
economies. Globally, 54% of international tourists travel by
air. On the other hand, the tourism destination contributes to
the increasing of air transport passenger. For example, the
interest of tourist for summer destinations of Croatia (fig. 4)
is well reflected in the seasonal character of the air traffic in
this country.
While systematic differences by economic and social
indicators as well as the demand for transport are clearly
presented, the data suggests the following air transport
market profile in the Central and Eastern Europe: fast
demand growth; small and medium purchasing power of the
population; mix of private and government-owned;
professionally managed airlines; competitive market
significantly regulated; increasingly competitive markets.
Some airports and air companies are profitable and this is
related to the growth of local market, to the beginning of
their maturity and to the differences in government policies.

The outcomes of this transformation of the market are: prices
dropping, efficiency improving and profitability as a race
between price and cost dynamics.
UNDERSTANDING THE COMPETITION
For airports there is essential understanding their
competition. Which airports are in their catchment area and
which airports / destinations are their competitors in
different market segments: legacy company (LC), low cost
company (LCC), Charter, Cargo and regional scheduled
carriers. It is important to monitor their performance against
their competitors and to understand their competitor’s route
development activities, pricing and product.
3.1.1 First and foremost, other airports - whether they are
local, national or international, these are an airport’s most
direct competition as they may be able to offer customers a
better location or a better cost. Their offering, location or
amenities could be superior each to other, and the strength of
the competitor airport based carriers must be considered.
The total number of airports in analyzed countries is
presented in Fig 5 and ranges from 2 airports in Moldova to
16 in Romania. In total there are 62 airports with a traffic of
87.8 million transported passengers in 2015, with a growth
by 13.9% compared to 2014, representing 4.47 % from the
total European passenger traffic. By analyzing the number of
airports, the average surface corresponding to an airport [9]
and the average number of passengers per airport, we can
conclude that the best efficient use of airports is in Czech
Republic and in Poland, being important to take also in
consideration the good trend of Romania, Moldova and
Hungary in the past 2 years.
The top 20 airports, capitals and regionals, in terms of
connectivity (table2), are repartitioned by countries as
follows: 6 in Poland, 4 in Romania, 3 in Bulgaria, 3 in
Croatia, 1 in Czech Republic, 1 in Hungary, 1 in Serbia and
1 in Moldova.
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Airport

Toatal
Growth of Connect Passenger Traffi
connectivit
total
ivity
traffic in
c
y
connectivity position
2015
positi
2014/2015 2004 – 2014/
in
on
2015 vs 2014 Europea
n
classific
ation
2014/201
5 (ACI)
Prague 4162 / 4437 29 % / 7% 31 / 29 12.030.928 39
(gr 2)

According to the ACI airports classification52 [1], by number
of passengers the analyzed airports are placed into three
distinct groups as follows: in the group 2: Prague, Warsaw
and Budapest (since 2015) [1]; in the group 3: Bucharest and
in the group 4: Belgrade, Sofia, Zagreb, Krakow, Wroclaw,
Split, Chisinau, Poznan, Dubrovnik, Katowice, Bourgas,
Varna, Timisoara, Warsaw Mlodin, Cluj and Sibiu. In the
CEE there are not airports in group 1. The evolution of
passenger traffic for 2004 – 2015 in capital’s airports from
analyzed countries can be seen in fig.6.

In terms of connectivity, during 2015, Prague, Belgrade and
Zagreb recorded a better position compared to 2014, while
Warsaw and Bucharest lost 3 positions. In the general rank
of European airports regarding the connectivity, the rank of
analyzed capital airports in 2015 is the same as the
classification from passenger traffic criterion, except Zagreb
Airport which is much better situated in terms of
connectivity than the passenger traffic criterion. Sofia airport
is better ranked from passenger traffic criterion than that of
the connectivity point of view.
Table 1 Connectivity and passenger traffic for capitals

52

Group 1 of airports, more than 25 000 000 passengers
annually
Group 2 of airports, between 10 000 000 and 25 000 000
passengers annually
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Warsaw 4265 / 4161
(gr 2)
Budapest 3121/3427
(gr 2)
Bucharest 3083/3231
(gr 3)
Belgrade 1887/2011
(gr 4)
Zagreb 1694/1923
(gr 4))
1596/1725
Sofia
(gr 4)
Chisinau 538/638
(gr 4))

31 % / -2%

30 / 33

11.205.222

41

11 % /10%

41 / 41

10.289.180

48

82 % / 5%

40 / 43

9.282.884

51

144 % / 7% 61/ 60

4.779.599

81

59 % / 14%

67 / 64

2.577.015

110

84 % / 8%

68 / 68

4.088.942

94

2.219.162

116

136 %/ 18% 122 /115

Traffic
evolution
2015/2014
2015/2004
%

+ 7.90%
+ 24.07%
+ 5.80%
+ 83.69 %
+ 12.50%
+ 60.94%
+ 11.6%
+ 251.05 %
+ 3.00%
+ 126.70 %
+ 6.20%
+ 133.68 %
+ 7.20%
+ 153.29 %
+ 24.60%
+ 427 %

Concerning the total airport connectivity, Prague Airport is
the best with a total connectivity of 4437. This means an
increase by 7% compared to 2014. Vaclav Havel Airport
also recorded the highest passenger traffic of 12 030 928 in
2015. In terms of hub connectivity, Warsaw keeps the
position of leader with 2217, with a decrease of 4% in 2015
compared to 2014.
The best airport in terms of the dynamics of passenger traffic
is the airport of Budapest which recorded in 2015 the highest
increase in passenger traffic by 12.5%, followed by the
Airport of Bucharest with an increase rate of 11.6%.
Between 2004 and 2015 Bucharest had a continuous increase
during the whole period, having the highest growth by 251%,
with also a good dynamic of total connectivity, recording a
growth of 6%.
In terms of aircraft movements (fig. 7), there are many
variations of the values recorded by capital airports.
Bucharest, Belgrade and Chisinau have a general tendency
to increase the values, Warsaw, Sofia and Zagreb keep
approximatively the same values and Prague and Budapest
have an important tendency to decrease this number of
aircraft movements. These variations correlated with the
increased number of passenger and a better connectivity
means a use of airplanes with a higher capacity and a better
coefficient of aircraft charge.
From the regional airports category (fig. 8, table 2),
Krakow’s John Paul II International Airport is an excellent
example of the changes that have occurred in the Polish
aviation market over the last couple of decades. During
2015, Krakow
Group 3 of airports, between 5 000 000 and 10 000 000
passengers annually
Group 4 of airports, less than 5 000 000 passengers annually

over the last decade. Cluj welcomed in 2015 a record
increase compared to 2014 by 25.8% and by 736% compared
to 2004. Cluj Airport w also a good airport connectivity in
2015 in its ACI airport group.
The most important evolutions between 2004 and 2015, in
terms of passenger traffic, there are those of the following
airports (Fig 8): Cluj Napoca 736%, Wroclaw 553%, Sibiu
528%, Krakow 402% and Katowice 393%. In general the
increase in passenger traffic is more important than the
increase in connectivity. In the table 2, we present the
positions of these 12 airports from the point of view of
connectivity and passenger traffic.

Airport welcomed a record of 4,221,171 passengers, up 11%
on the previous year, and recorded the best position in total
airport connectivity, 1298. It uses this performance as a
platform for further expansion in the year ahead. It has
already announced seven new scheduled and four new
charter destinations for 2016 and forecasts traffic to exceed
4.5 million for the full calendar year.
Table 2 Airport connectivity and passenger traffic for12 regional airports
Airport

Connectivi
Total Passenger Traffic
Traffic
ty position Conectivity traffic Pozitio
evolution
2014/2015
in
2015
n
2015/2014
2014/2015
2015/ 2004
Krakow (Po) 81 / 83
+ 10.60%
/
1188/1298 4221171 93
401.84%
Wroclaw (PO) 123 /111
534/663
2320000 115
+
11.23%
/
552.72%
Split (Hr)
125 / 113 522 / 660 1955400 124
+
11.56%
/
151.08%
Poznan (PO) 120/ 119
554 / 596 1500918 134
+
3.80%
/
334.17%
Dubrovnik
124 / 125 532/570
1693934 131
+ 6.90% / 92.28%
(Hr)
Katowice (PO) 152
340/455
3069278 104
+
13.85%
/
392.96%
Bourgas (BG) 204/189
177/224
2336752 114
- 6.70%
/
74.10%
Varna (BG) 201/ 192
187 / 230 1398694 138
+0.80% / 6.03 %
Timisoara
190 / 194 240/224
924463 149
+25.80%
/
(RO)
129.36%
Warsaw
229/ 201
144/214
2588175 110
+51.95%
/
Modlin (PO)
201.83
%
(2015/2012)
Cluj Napoca 206/ 210
175/194
1487603 135
+
25.80%
/
(RO)
736.38%
Sibiu
207 / 221 175/172
307026 181
+
22.60%
/
527.91 %

Wroclaw had also a good evolution in connectivity in 2015
arriving in the second position, winning 12 positions in the
general ranking of European airports, but in terms of
passenger traffic is only the fifth. In 2015, other airports with
a good evolution in connectivity and passenger traffic are
Split, Bourgas and Warsaw Mlodin.
Cluj Airport (Romania) is one other good example of the
changes that have occurred in the Romanian aviation market
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3.1.2 The airports are in direct competition with other
transport options, such as rail, road, ferry or coach because
they might be more convenient for the potential customer, or
they could be more cost effective. The speed in which the
customer can reach their destination will also be considered.
The threat of other substitutes has in the past played a
moderate role, but has started to become more significant in
some segments. Substitution depends on the relative
cost/benefit
profile
of
other
modes
of
transport/communication relative to air transport. Aircraft
are still in a class of their own in terms of speed of travel and
have seen their real costs drop significantly over the last
decades. However, the time and inconvenience of security
measures have reduced the overall attractiveness of
scheduled airline transport relative to substitutes. The
significant drop in the real cost of air transportation has
increased the advantage of air travel versus substitutes, and
further technological improvements are likely. Government
policies affecting the attractiveness of alternative modes of
travel or communication affect the impact of substitutes on
airlines.
High-speed trains for European short haul provide increasing
competition on point-to-point connections. There is
significant political pressure for this type of substitution to
occur, with the use of policy tools likely to be intensified
until a desired level of substitution has occurred. For shorthaul connections, a key concern of airline passengers is
punctuality. While airlines have some influence, the key
drivers for delays are the air control system and airports.
Private jets on time-share programs offer some competition
to business and first class travel on scheduled connections,
especially at the very top end of the market and to locations
with low density of traffic.
3.1.3 Communications technology, be it video conference,
Skype, FaceTime and other communications platforms.
Advances in technology have the potential to reduce the
requirements for travel. Phone/Web/Video conference
technology provides increasingly high quality at falling
costs.
UNDERSTANDING THEIR CUSTOMERS
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The airport has to analyze their most important customers
are and their different types of business models. It is
necessary that airports understand the varying aspects of the
airline and where to acquire their information on the targets.
The airport – airliners interaction in CEE
The new, dynamic nature of the European aviation market
has led to a fundamental change: it has transformed the
traditional business relationship between airport and airline.
As an airport or destination the most important customers are
the airlines and tour operators that serve their market,
bringing in passengers and visitors to the airport market.
There are a number of different airline business models that
have varying needs, from full service carriers (LC), charter
airlines, low cost carrier airlines and ultra-low cost
operators. Understanding the airline involves understanding:
fleet, network, scheduling priorities, operational
requirements, financial support, the market fit, geographical
fit, brand strength in the market place.
To succeed in route development, the airport has to
appreciate the difference between airline types –legacy
carriers and low cost carriers (LCCs) and adapt pitch
approach accordingly. LCs can be divided up into different
types. Network carriers can be single hub, like Air France at
Paris CDG or Emirates in Dubai; or they can be a multiple
hub carrier like American Airlines and Lufthansa. Usually a
carrier has multiple hubs for geographical reasons. Legacy
carriers can be point-to-point regional carriers also. LCCs
can be segmented too: LCCs, like Azul and EasyJet, which
go after the business market; ultra-low cost carriers (ULCCs)
aim for the lowest fares and have succeeded in stimulating
new unserved routes. LCs offer their own LCC subsidiaries;
they offer customers a cheaper or more basic service in order
to keep and gain more customers. Charter carriers can open
new markets and also provide links to hub networks. The
nature of airline models is constantly evolving. Airports keep
up to speed with new variants, partnerships and adaptations
to strengthen their target setting and route development
approach.
The European short-haul and medium-haul market is
supplied by legacy carriers (national flag carriers and charter
airlines) and a generally younger group of low-cost airlines.
Low-cost airlines such as Ryanair, Easy Jet, Wizz Air benefit
from relatively simple business models, higher aircraft
utilization and staff productivity rates and therefore lower
costs than their legacy rivals. This provides low-cost airlines
with a competitive advantage which enables them to offer
significantly lower fares and therefore attract a growing
share of the air travel market.
The LCCs, have changed the European aviation market
which has become much more dynamic with frequent, rapid
change taking place within it. The big LCC’s especially have
continued to add large numbers of aircraft to what were by
the 2015, already large fleets. This has meant every year not
only introducing a large number of new routes, for example
Ryanair having nearly 1600 routes in 2016 and Wizz Air, the
bigger East Europe LLC 420 routes, but also a continual
process of establishing new bases from which to operate the
newly acquired aircraft, seeking the best financial return in

the process. Some of these bases are located at wellestablished airports, sometimes capital city airports, but
many are at regional airports. Ryanair from its 78 total bases,
has already many bases in Eastern and Central Europe as for
example in Budapest, Warsaw, Krakow, Wroclaw, Sofia,
Prague Timisoara, Bucharest.
Low cost companies are the main actor in the increasing
traffic in the countries from Central and Eastern Europe. For
the majority of capitals of the analyzed countries, the number
of destinations operated in 2015 by LCC is bigger than the
number of destinations operated by legacy companies (LC).
The situation is presented in table 3.
Table 3 Number of air companies on airports capitals

Table 5 The market share of the first three LCCs in the
CEE and by country market [13]

We have a similar situation, a much bigger number of
destinations operated by LCC, on the regional airports which
have the most important growth in terms of passenger traffic
during 2004 – 2015. The situation of market share between
the LCs and LLCs are presented in the table 4. This
important number of destinations served on Budapest and
Katowice is due to the fact that this two airports are the main
bases of Wizz Air. Budapest being also a base of Ryanair.
Bucharest is base of Wizz Air, but also the main base of the
Romanian LCC Blue Air.
The table 5 shows the Company’s ranking by low-cost
market share in each of the analyzed countries [13].
Further, we present the main performances of Wizz Air,
Ryanair, Easy Jet and Blue Air which are the main actors of
the LCC model in CEE.
The main airliner actors of low cost model in CEE
Wizz Air, from its modest beginnings, in 2003, it has grown
Table 4 Number of air companies on regional airports

Market
carrier

Number 1

Number 2

Number 3

Carrier

Share

Carrier

Share

Carrier

Share

CEE

Wizz Air

39.2%

Ryanair

29.4%

EasyJet

7.4%

Poland

Ryanair

50.7%

Wizz Air

37.5%

Norwegian

5.5%

Romania

Wizz Air

67.7%

Blue Air

22.5%

Ryanair

4.8%

Hungary

Wizz Air

50.5%

Ryanair

21.8%

Easy Jet

9.0%

Czech
Republic

Easy Jet

29.2%

Wizz Air

14.5%

Ryanair

13.9%

Bulgaria

Wizz Air

77.3%

Easy Jet

15.4%

Norwegian

3.8%

Serbia

Wizz Air

57.9%

Easy Jet

16.0%

Pegassus
Airlines

8.4%

to become Central and Eastern Europe’s leading low cost
airline. In the 2015 financial year Wizz Air transported 16.5
million passengers, a cumulative increase of 101 per cent.
over the last five years. During the course of the year it
operated over 348 routes and at the end of the year it had a
fleet of 55 Airbus A320 aircraft and employed more than
2,100 people. Wizz Air’s ultra-low cost model gives it a
clear cost advantage versus most of its rivals, including
many other low-cost airlines, and as a result it is able to
stimulate the market with very low fares and sustain a
relatively high growth rate compared to other airlines.
Wizz Air’s premium growth rate is also a function of the
market in which it operates: Central and Eastern Europe. All
of Wizz Air’s routes connect to CEE countries where
economic growth, and therefore growth in demand for air
travel, is generally stronger than in Western Europe. The
demand for air travel in CEE has increased more than fivefold in the last ten years and as a result, Wizz Air has grown
to be not only the largest low cost airline in CEE but also the
fourth largest independent low-cost airline in Europe after
Ryanair, Easyjet and Norwegian Air Shuttle as measured by
the number of passengers carried[13].
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At present, Wizz Air has operations in 16 CEE countries
with an aggregate population of 295 million. It serves the
market by offering a network of 22 bases and 110
destinations. The 22 bases are located in: Poland (17
aircrafts), Romania (15 aircrafts), Hungary (7 aircrafts),
Bulgaria (4 aircrafts), Lithuania (3 aircrafts), Ukraine (2
aircrafts), Czech Republic (1 aircraft), Latvia (1 aircraft),
Bosnia and Hertzegovina (1 aircraft), Macedonia (2 aircrafts
), Serbia (1 aircraft). The Company also offers services from
15 CEE cities where it does not base aircraft and crews.
This success could be the result of a very good match
between the ultra-low cost business model offered by Wizz
Air and the demand of CEE market and as such the Company
offers safe, reliable operations, low fares and hassle-free
services and a distinctive brand designed to appeal to the
whole market. This approach has enabled the Company to
become the number one or number two low-cost airline in
all of its base countries. The Company’s aggregate market
share in CEE reached 39.2 % in the 2015 financial year, up
from 35.6% in 2010 [13].
Ryanair's largest base is at London-Stansted in the United
Kingdom with 43 aircraft followed by its home base at
Dublin. Ryanair operates from 84 bases connecting 33
countries across Europe and North Africa, some of which
only base a single aircraft [7]. Several non-base airports
serve more flights and/or destinations than certain base
airports. In CEE, Ryanair has 3 bases in Poland: Warsaw
with 48 destinations, Krakow with 36 destinations, Wroclaw
with 27 destinations and 2 bases in Romania: Bucharest with
12 destinations and Timișoara with 7 destinations.
Ryanair traditionally prefers to fly to smaller or secondary
airports usually outside major cities to help the company
benefit from lower landing fees and quick turn-around times
to reduce costs. In 2013 it already became apparent that
Ryanair was starting to initiate a shift from its typical
secondary (low-cost) airports to a more significant presence
at major airports, following the Easy Jet model.
Today EasyJet is the second-largest short-haul airline in
Europe, carrying almost 70 million passengers per year with
its innovative approach and friendly customer service. His
network extends across Europe and beyond, flying to 136
airports in 31 different countries, operating 735 routes.
The key points of his business model are high aircraft
utilization, quick turnaround times, charging for extras (such
as priority boarding, hold baggage and food) and keeping
operating costs low [5]. One main difference EasyJet,
Ryanair and Wizz Air have from Southwest is the three fly a
young fleet of aircraft. Southwest has an average fleet age of
11.9 years [5], whereas Ryanair's and EasyJet's average fleet
ages are just a little over five years each [12] and Wizz Air
even around four years[13]. While the three airlines share a
common business charter and concept, EasyJet's strategy
differs from Ryanair's and Wizz Air in several areas. The
most noticeable is that EasyJet flies mainly to the primary
airports in the cities that it serves, for the convenience of
passengers, while Ryanair and Wizz Air often choose
secondary airports to further reduce costs.
Blue Air is a Romanian low-cost airline, with 100%
Romanian capital, founded in 2004, headquartered in
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Bucharest, with its main hubs at Henri Coandă International
Airport and Turin Airport [11]. As of May 2016, Blue Air
flies to 48 destinations in 12 European countries, arriving to
carry in the first six months of 2016, 1.42 million of
passengers, with an increase by 82% over the same period of
2015. Blue Air currently has 26 aircraft in the fleet, located
in 5 bases: Bucharest with 29 destinations, Larnaca with 22
destinations, Torino with 17 destinations, Iasi and Bacau,
each of them with 10 destinations. A comparison of the
number of passenger carried by the 4 companies is shown in
the figure 9.

Despite this significant capacity expansion of the LCCs, the
4 companies are able to increase their average load factor
each year (fig 10).

CONCLUSIONS
In the last 12 years, one can notice a very important increase
in passenger traffic and in airport connectivity in the Central
and Eastern Europe which comprises 21 countries with a
total population of over 550 million people.
The growth of traffic in the region is due especially to the
low cost companies which have modified the air transport
market and the competition between airports for attracting
new airliners and opening new routes. However, as this
market is relatively under-served by airlines and in particular
low-cost airlines, it represents a huge opportunity for a lowcost airline.
The work force in migration from East to West represent an
important target group of LCCs which have had an
important development in the region contributing to the

growth of passenger traffic and of the airport connectivity.
This development of LCCS which are starting new regional
routes with an important speed, are changing the geography
of routes and this fact could soon have an important impact
on the development of hubs as well.
The traffic in the 8 analyzed countries is based essentially
on the traffic of airports from capital cities. For example
in 2015, from the total passenger traffic of these countries,
64.31% of the traffic is on the capital airports. Between the
top other 12 airports non-capitals, Poland has 5 airports,
Romania 3, Bulgaria 2 and Croatia 2, while Czech Republic,
Hungary, Serbia and Moldova have no airport. Furthermore,
for example, the passenger traffic on Budapest airport is
99.31% from Hungary traffic and on Prague is 96.27% from
the traffic of Czech Republic.
In understanding its competition an airport should have
insight into its market position and where it ranks. It is
important to develop a clear, credible position and brand to
deliver success in an increasingly competitive industry.
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